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By the Commission: Chairman Fetria concurring and issuing a statement;
Commissioners Quelld and Washburn issuing:a joint
statement.

Section I.

Introduction

1, . The ITU is an international organization'of 154 member
nations has,a history dating back tol865. It is headquartered
in Geneva, SwitiOland. Through gthe'ITU;.nations 'cooperate in the...--,
use of telecommunications of BlJArkinds'to prev&it interference, t6
.provide common standards,-and to promote VIgdevelOpment of effiCient
'technical facilities. It s this by- several means, the most
significant of which re,--agreement amo the member nations on a
Common set of internatibnal,regulatioris function-of Adminis-
trative Conference7;.agreement on e0Nmon te.chhical recommendations
Lthe l'unction of the Intiirnatctonal Consultative Committees (CUR and
CCITTI7; 'd registration of frequency assignmects to radio stations
to avoid h ul interference he function- of tbe International
Frelquency Ret tration Board' IFRB.17., Each country participates on
an equal basis. .

2. The 1973 Tien potentiary Conference of the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) resolved that a World Administrative
Badio Conference (WARC) be convened /in 197p to revise; as necessary,
the internat4.onal Radio Regulations. The ITU Plendpotentiary.poted
that since 1959, the year of the'last such general revision, various
world administrative radio conferences had amended the Radio Regu-
lations .on spectpic points without having been able to harmonize
the decisions taken because of the limlted nature of their agendas.
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'..I4 also noted that as a result of technical vehoes someof.the .

s s

Radio Regulations need reconsideration The idmi4listrative Council
Of the ITU issued an initial.rigenda'i"Or the WARC in '1976-and.'.a
slightly,reviSed'agenda in 1917; modifications'. were fUrther maq*
to the agenda'in 1978 W refleCt the,rearrangement of the Radio
RegulatiOns., The agenda ror 44:1979 ViiRg.is shown-in Appendil;

,:we do not expect further .changes to .boMade tillehe,,s8endajy 41e, .72' ---1 .

Administrative Council wiltch is scheduled; O meet,,In Thine; ,979.

L.

WAHC Pre at r. Effort.

. .

3. The Commissiorieffort for the 1979"14 c began in late 1974
when'an FCC Steering Committee, having, oyer management responsi-
bility; and four,speci.ellized Functional'C ittees.Were established.
Also, tome, twenty industry advisory opmm tees,40,e;crated, each
representing a particular radio seryit to pigpoSe and juStify
spectrum requirements and suggested angp.0 other Radio Regulations:

4. pt'about the same tIms triefla4ional TeleOmmuniCations and
'Information ddministratiorii( ,.which the (time-was eve 'Office
of Telecommunica ong Polfcy nder the 7Eg,i!pativeNrfice of the
Presidelt, estahl shed/a/PreparatOry infiastructure within the
Interdepartment Radi. AWSbry Comtittee.,(IRAC) which was anal ous
to that of the Q .. scion's. Througholit' proceeai4, poor ination
between the FCC .74 the Executive: Branch as taken place..

d

Notice of Inquiry History'

I .... ----:.,'5. On January 3, 975, the CoMmiscion instituted this pro-
ceeding with a Notice_ of Inquiry, FCC 75-6, 4o Fed. Reg. 324N which
solicited comments or reotmendations from the public concerning '

revision's to thP Radio RegulatiOn8 which would then be.considered .

by the Commisgion in cte*eloping United States' proposals. This
Notice -was followed h.y.eight other's during the' course of the.Commission's .

preparation of appr4riate proposals to the Conference' The Seconq
Notice of'Inquiry,/kC 75-990,40 Fed.Reg. 44606 (1975), asked for comments
and informa ion regarding the matter of igrune5,t.of the international
Table ofTre uPricy Allocagons with th nitedrStatesedomestic table
for the frequencies above\40'Oliz, th 'of small diameter earth',

- kt,station ante5nas, and the utilization of t encies between
it..

100 andw1215 MHz. (On March 22, 1976, we released Public Notice,.
No. 62477,. which presented a composite tabulation o the non-government

,
As used In this Report and Order,.."Executive BranW.mean the agencies
of /the. U.S. Government as represented in the IRAC.
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- . spectrusrrequirements.) Ttle Third Notice. of Inquir6 FCC 76-1099,
41 Fed. Reg. 54309, solicited comments'On a proposal tor a revised
international Toble%of. Frequency Allocat4Ons; it also reqUested
comments on ad+aft.protocbl toncerninghe domi*nidatkOnsof
urotected medical transports which had.:b en proposed'fOr inClulio

4..
in the Geneva Convention, Ind on methods proposed for spediTyi
the allowable fre4uency tolerance of rahio.transmitters. The t

oFourth Notice of Inquiry, FCC 77-285,.42 Fed. Reg. 26923. iscussq...
the commento concerning small antenna"earth stations and ueste47*:-
further comment regarding allocations and 'technical aracterOties;°
it also discussed the comments regarding-frequency to ranee and,
Submitted proposals regarding olerances for frequencies and for'
spurious emissions. .Fin tpresented technical proposals for
spacecraft station-keeping and antenna pointing and, for of new meteod.

, of designating emissions. The initial comments regarding the'pro-
posal for a revised allocaq;ns tahlejfere.disoussed in the Fifth
.Notice of inquiry, FCC 77-34 , 42 Fed. Reg..41756..smd a modified
7036TOialWas submitted for comMent. That Notice also included dig
cussion of articles in the Radio'Regulationsrdealing with definitions,
technical matters, operational matter go and,discussionp of.

'Resolutions and'Recommendations associated 'with the Radio Regulations..
it The Sixth Notic of Inquiry, FCC 78- 263, 43Jed. Reg. 18748, sought

comments' regarding proposals of a worhing .party in the Internattanal
Telegraph and Telephone Consultative COmmittee.f.tr. changes in the
methods of accounting and operatingto; publfe.Acorrespondence in
the maritime mobile service. The primary,topic of the. Seventh Notice
of Inclary, FCC 78 -264, 43 Fed. Reg. 18761,-was the procedural pro
visions of the Radio Regulations relating to the advance publication;

.odordination, aril notification of frequency assignments. It'also
solicited comments on'technical matters including the appropriate
value of the maximum permissible interference level in a teiephohe"
channel of the fixed-satellite service, the permissible level of
interference from one satelllte into another, and on the procedures
for determining the coordination area around an earth station sharing

f frequency sands with terrestrial servicis.. The Eighth Notice of
Inquiry, FCC 78-265, 43 Fed. Reg:i16748-/,. Once again treated comments
regarding frequency allocations ad submitted.a further revised
.proposal for comment. The Ninth Notice ct Inquiry; FCC 78-581,.43
Fed. Reg. 36139, concerned.the matter of rearrangement of the inter:.
national Radio Regulations,iinto as more appropriate format.

loo,# 5
6. -'Througho'ut this proceedilgcthousands of United States
citizens contri)puted countless work hours to this'effoA, Almost
2000 individual_ comments were made. These responses have all been
reviewed and have provided us with aimilth of. information far use

2/The-Eighth Notice was not printed in he Federal Register. Only
notice of its availability was)givend

o.

N
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in thepreparatio
and:,0,hafik all the

,

.

of proposals for the 19)9 WARC.1 For this, we comm id

parties'Who have participated. We constantly remin

partiCipants to k p in mind the importancesof the 1979 WARC fesults;

that decisions reached' atthis-conterence can be expected to provide

, the basis for international radio Agulatory policy for most of the

remainder'of this century. By taking this action, the CQission is
not substantively akfecting the rights of any commentor or licensee.

We'must once again note that domestic implementation of the results

of the 1979 WARC 411 recluire extensive consideration in the Rule
Making proceedings.

7. A Special Preparatory Meeting (SPM) of the cw has just

concluded in Geneva; The:United States was ajdtajot contributor to ,

the .SPM and participated actively in.that meeting which produced 112 '

documents which willform the ,technical foundation of'deciAlori to

be reached at the WARC next year We haver thefefOre, taken careful

note of the results of the SPM and have,-Wherevef possible,,conformed,

the contents of this Report And Order to ,the decIsions,yeached at the

.meeting. (Persons desiring.to reTrii; the documents adopted at tbe SPM.

may do so at the Commission's headquarters pending availability of the

publication of 'ghe SPM report. by the anternationelIelecommunication.
Union. The official documentos not t'xpected to"be available until

gpproximately March 1979.) r c
CN

g: The,purposelbf this Report ana Order Cs to discuss the proposals

and related commehts from the various.Notices, to indicate the needs of

the Executive Branch, .and to. present a 'comprehensive set of proposals

for the World Administrativ:Radio Conferbnce. -These proposals represent*

the combined thinking and agreement of the Commission and the"Executive

Branch. The Commission will recommend to the. Department Of State that

this set of proposals be forwarded tohe Secretary General of the ITU

in Jaauar3F 197,9 athe formal proposals of the United States of America

to the 1979 WARC. NTIA is expected to make the same recommendation to the

, Department of ,State.

4.

Report and Order Structure.

9. The 1979 WARC will. .revise a major-portion of.the international

Radio Regulations. (See-Agenda for the Conference,*pendix 1.) This

Report gh&Order is struttuied in the same manner as..the U.S. proposals

wilich will be submitted t9 the ITU in January 1979. (Particular note

should be taken of the meaning associated with NOC and.NOC in this

Report, and Order yas compared to past Notic 'es.) 4

4
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10. ITU Secretary,Gener,a1 has requested that proposals to the
Conference suppi ted in the rearranged Radio Regulations format. (See
Section VII This ill assist, the work of the conference. Accordingly,
our Prqposals are,i this fOymat:.as shown
new Regulation or title ideot and the, old

N7/5. The vela onshit-between ,narr.ative
appendices ate,set forth bOovi...

TOPIC

( is

Terminology. al Rules '

Table of Alloc6tions
,(Art. N7/5)

Technical

Regulatory

in Appendices:2 bilitroligh,35.2.0th the
,

are Used, e.g., RR No. 3090/84AF,
sections and associated

° NARRATIVE, SECTION NO.

IV

V

Aditinisative, Operational, VI
and Miscellaneous'

Rearrangement o the Radio
Regulations

Disptition
rutions

of existing -

and'Recommencliphs

*t.

g

11.-14. [Not 'Used] .

VII

t fr

ASSOCIATED APPENDICES

2 -4

35



DECEMBER-'5; 1978

JOINT SEPARATE STATEMENT OF-.COMMISSIONER ABBOTT WASHBURN.
. AND COMMISSIONER JAMES H. QUELLO

:Docket 20271, WARC 1979 Proposals

President'Carter has enunicated a policy of increasing the international
. .

flowof information and, for this purpose, has adopted a policy of-

increasing the use by the.United States of international sho*wave

broadCasting:..primarily by the Voice.&fAierica, Radio Free Europe,

and Radioiiberty. The frequency allocations for international broad-

!casting cqntained in today's Report and Order -- totalling ari.increase

of 865 kHz, reflect but one aliernatiVe now under active

.

consideration within the Executive Branch of the.Governmea: This

.

total falls some 800 kHz short of the propesals' that have been

made by the International Communications Agency and the oard-for

,International road asting.

, .

Inclusion here of the 865-kHz alternatiVe was not based on any indep ndent

analysis by the Commission. The FCC has merely deferred judgment in this

matter to her agencies of the Executive Bran5p,

In the interest ofaccuracy, we believe it shouldHpe broughji to the.

attention.of all interested parties, here and abroad, thatlat the time of

the Commission's ac (December 5, 1978) there has yet been no
, -

decision within the Executive Branch as to a final figure for-a U.

proposed frequency allocation for international broadcasting.'

.

This, is the purpose of our joint separate statement.0.



December 6, 1978 j'

STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN CHARLES DIORRIS

RE: ,Docket 20271, 1979 GWARC is

For over four years the Federal ,Communications Commissio has examined

literally hundreds of issues related_to the 1979 general World Administra-

tive,Radio. Conference .(GWARC). . This Conference, which will begin next

September, will review the international Radi o Regulations an.d make decisions

afabt use of theoairwaves for the.next twenty years.

The Commi ssi on ' s proposals will bef orwarded, to the Department of State
1'

whjCh is responsible for forwarding, the final 'U.S. proposals to We ITU.

'TheRepp"Itf 1 d h examinationy-tand Order representi acar u in- eot of thous-,

anqt ,ot comments ancLan expert determinatio

non - governmental users of the radio spectruni

.

..rhroughout this process, I liave sought,, AS 'Chairman, to have the'Com-'

of, the future needs of the

the United States.

mission's recommendations reflect several" important themes. The first is
. )

tnt our recommendationt be based on the public Comentt of. the.thousandt
..

of, interested individuals and groups who petitioned the CommisSion.

. The,second is that our propoSals provide the United States sand'

every Other nation -- with the greatest possible flexi(bility in deciding,

how to use the-available spectrum: Too often, international and national'
, . ..

regulations are inflexible - restricting innovation, dramatically ificreas-
AP

ing comtunication costs, or even precluding development. If..,the Commission'

recdMmendationS are 'adtpted at the ence, each national administration

will be able to choote how to be t meet its national communications needs!

.This, fleiibility will aid the less developed.natjons,.as well as the U.S.,
.

in. communications planning, and will facilitate the development ,of, innovative A
(7)

servi s which may radically restructure the Wa1/4-; we comm ni ca a-1.s we aPprOach-
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the 21st Century. example, ..new use

systems for electronic mesh gerdi st4ci b

bility.

A .third principle underlying the ;,CtilillAS.sion recommendations" i that:
.

detailed analyses of' the policy choiCeS ji!CcOMiriOni, attbnsplanning are

required Even. given the flexibility of U.S prbOtsalis-, to

spe trum)s simply insufficient to Meet all,POSSiblecOmmOnications needs..:

for communications satellites; new

should.; benefit from\thls'fl

k,
Ilvt recommendations make clear ourpolicy choices,

. , .1-' . .

/ -,,A fourth and related principle is that every effort must be .made to
..

, 4.. .
.w. .

conserieNtsile spectrum. The spectrUM "is- one of our Most valuable resources.

, .

RecommendatNns that encourage inefficient use of the spectrum.wil only
:.

'''1 ,4,T v
,,

Jsen our abilr0(,,tO ,communicate - a precious ability in an interdependentC
world such as our oW&, As technology develops we.must be able to, utiliihe.

it to increase spectrum e ciency.

Ri na 11,.-1; he Commi ssi 61h commendations seek to provide our couetl.

with increased di versity in'the el ec .pnic media. Ad9pti on of the CoMmi ssi on' s

expansion in the AM br9adoast band-coeft.pftVide hundreds of new,,stations
,

which would allow those .wholia've traditionally:. been excluded from our elec-t

tronlc media to enter into the commuhicationl\mainStreatn. In an, other

example, the adoption of our recommendations would.preserve the possibility,.. 4
k 4

of direct broadcast satellites' providing new. channeltacraSs the United

States. ,
4

The Commission's formal work is-Over with the adoption of this Report

and Order: I lobk forward to following the )0,roceedings Otthe 1979. WARC..

Coriference,,,Oth g'r.dat interest. Because of its funda tal importance,
r

Irhopd all concerned citizens will
als/

o be Watching.
N-*

p

(
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Appendices not included with this docuoWent
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.Rules. tOr,Space Services l

J
)11.. A-236

Artidle N27 Special Wes Relating to Space
Radiocommdnication Services

.

A-237
-4

Section Lr Cessation of Emissions, A-A7
Section' II. Control of Tnro.'9-re,

betwee' atellite
Sys us inclined-
Orb. ,,aLuilite L)ystems

Section III.. Station Keeping of Space StationsL,.... ,A-237
Settion IV. Pointing Accuracy of Antennae

on Geostationary Satellites A-238
ction 17; I Power Flux Density at the

Geostationary Sa'tellite Orbit, *°' , A-239

.

8. Efficient Orbit Utilization and Optimip Use of the Spectrum A-240' .

/'Efficient Use of the Geostatio n ary Orbit A-241
Guidelines For Optimum Use of The Frequency Speltrum A-242

9. EmissiOn Designare6cs and Necessary Bandwidth A-243
4!,

Article N3 Designation n-ol Emispons A-244
New Appendix B Table of Classification of

Typical Emissions A-245
Appendix 5 Examples of Necessary Bandwidths and

Designations of Emissions A-446

10. Technical Characteristics and Definktitns. A-247 /

Article N4/12 Technical Characteristics A-248
Article N1/1 Terms and Definitions A-250

Section VI. 'Technical Characteristics j A-250

11. El..equency Tul etans:e.

Appendix 3 Table, .,t t 4 .4 y C 1. C.

A ,L 1

A L5L
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. Spurious Emission TOlerances...., ....... 04, r
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Appendix 4 ' Table of'Tole ces(for tie Levels

fSpurious Em Oons
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A-25

4
. .

A-254

A N
13. Interference and Tests -cP

Article N16 Interference
A-257.

Article N17 Tests A72.58.'

14. Technical Rules Relating to. Special Services A-259

Article N284' Broldcasting Service and Broadcasting- 8

Satellite Service A -260

Section I. Broadcasting Ser4ice A-260

0 Article- N33 Radiodetermination ServAt
and Radiodetermdnition7-Satellite
Service A-262

Section IV. Radiobeacon Stations A-262

,
t,

15. Radio Propagition and Noise A-263

* ',;
Appendix A Studieand Prediction of Radio

Propagation and Radio Noise A-264
43,

16. New Recommendation (Technical) A-265

Recommendation No. FF Relating-to the Criteria
to be applied for Frequency
Sharing between the
Broadcasting-Batellite
Service and the Terrestrial
Broadcasting Service in the
Band 620-790 MHz G
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17. iFRBNProvisians and

Article N9/8
ticle N10/11

-Regulations +.a.4 A-269

General Provisions A-210
Ipteimal Regulations otcthe .

International Frequency
Registrationloaxl #.4 A-271

')

,

18. Coordination and Notification of SpaCe Service Stations A-272

ca

Article N11

A

Co-ordi anion of Frequency Assignment
to Sta ons in a Spate Radipcommphi-

- cation Service excepi'Btatibns ifidl
As..

the Broadcasting-Satellite'SemteeT.
ancrto Appropriate Terrestrial. ..

Stations

Section I.

Section II.

Proceduyes for the Advance
Publication of Information pn
Planned Satellite SyStems
Co- ordination of Frequency
Assignments to a Space Station
on a GeostatiOnary Sat llite
or an Earth Station C4 mw icating
with such.a Space Station In
Relation to Stations of Other',
Geostationary Satellite Networks A-274

Section hi. ,Co-ordination of Frequency Assignments
to an Earth Station in Relation to
Terrestrial Statlions ... 'A-277-SectiOn IV. Co-ordination ofwFrequen Assiognments

to a Terrestrial Station or

Transmission in Relation to an Earth

Station 4 A-281

ArtiOle N13/9A Notification and Recording in the

Master International Frequency Register
of Frequency Assignments,. to Radio
Astronomy and Space Radiocommunication
Stations excep Station's:in the

Broadcasting-Sa te Service

Notificatio Frequedcy Assignments

Procedure or ,the Examination of

Notices an the Recording of-

Frequency ssignnents in the
Master Regi ter
Recording of Findings iy4 the

Master Register

3

A-2n

) Section 1.
Section II.

Set:U(6n ill.

A Lb4

A-2b4

A 2U4

A L
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IV., Categories of Frequency,

Assignments A-288

V. -7=iew of Findings A-288 I

VI. ification, Cancellation
Reviarof Entries in the

Section VII.
SeRpion VIII.

and

Master. Register . A -288

Studies and Recommendations A-289

MisrPllanems Pray' nS A -289

Ippendix .1.A Notices relating to Space Radiocom-

mtibicaton and.Radio,Astronomy
Statio ns

A-290

.

Section- A, General Instructions A..290
.

Section B;
4
.Thasic Characteristics to 1)&11v .

furnished in Notices r4ating to
Frequatncies used by Earth Stations

for Transmitting

Section C. Basic Characteristics to be
furnished in Notices relating to
Frequencies 'to be received 'by

Earth 'Stations
A-291

Section a.- Basic Characteristics to be
furnished in Notices relating to
Frequeholes used by Space Stations

for Transmitting .

Basic Characteristics to be fUrnished

in Notices relating to Frequenbies

to be received by Space Stations

Basic Characteristics to be furnished

in Notices relating to Frequencies

to pe received by Radio Astronomy

Stations
Form of Notice (Earth Statio ) A -294'

Form of Notice (Space Statio ) A-295

Advance Publicatfofi Ini,ormation
furnished for a Satlpite Network A-296

A-290

Section, E.;,

Section F.f

SectiakC.
Section H.

A-293.

Atpendix 1B

ly. Notification of Tel.Lestrial StaLion

Article N.1/9 Notification and Ilecor.11116,6 IL the

Master Internatiunal Frequency

Register of Frequency Assignments1

to Terrestrial Radiocummunicatio

Stations2
41,

A -2 /
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Section II.

Section IV..
Section.V.
Section VI..

Notification of Frequency.
Assipmentset'',
Procedure- for the 'Examination

Not and the Recording.
of Frequency Assignments in

';4?_;ist47 .

of Dates -and.L,.Findinga

in "the Master Register.: ,,

Categories ofFrequen4
Review of Findings..
Modification, an9e1lation and
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A-298 .°

,e00e. A -Z98

A-302
A-303
A-303

Review of Entries in the Master
Register'.

Sedtion VII. Studies and Recommendations
Section VIII. Miscellaneous Provisions

-\

Appendix 1

A -3.Q3

A-303
A-303

A-304

1 S;4don A. Basic Characteristics to be
Furnished for Notification under
No. 4280486 of the Regulations A -304

Section B. Basic Characteristics to be
Furnished- for Notification under
No. 4281/487 of the Regulations A-305

Section C. Basic Characteristics to be
-Furnished for Notification under
No. 4284/490'of the Regulations A-305

Section D.' Form of Notice A-306

Section E. General Instructions A-307

20, Determination of Coordination Area' A-310

Appendix 28. Procedure for Determination of the
Co-ordination 4-ea around an Earth
Station in Frequency Bands between
1 and 40 GHz shared between Space
add Terrestrial Radiocommunication
Services -

Appendix 2dR Procedure for Determination of the
Coordination Area for Earth Stat4ond
in the Mobile-Satellite Service in
Frequency Bands Between 1 and. 4V Ghz,

Shared with Other Servicesl

4.4

A 3!!

t- )1

A
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Procedure for +lir neterr:

x. rpe,

.stations Located Within the

Coordination of an Earth
Station in the Mobile-Satellite'.A
Service in Frequency Bands
Betifeen 1 and 4) GHt Shared with

Other Service's 'A-320

21. Interference hetween
A-329

Appendix 29 , Method, `of geleulatkee.4e ewaleate
the Regree of InterFerempe far
determining When Coordination. is
required between geostationary
Satellite Networks Sharing the
same Frequency.Bands A-330

4

22. Reaccommodation of HF Fixed A-331

23. Monitoring Infringements Harmful Interference

Procedures A-333
f

Article N18
Appendix 6,
Article. N19/16

Appendix 7

Article N20*/15*

Appendix 8

International, Monitoring A-334

Reports of Monitoring Data A-336

Reports of.Infringements A-337

Report of an Irregularity or of
an Infringement of the Convention
or the RadiO Regulations
Procedure in a Case of Harmful

Interference .A-339

Report of Harmful Interference A-341

24. New Resolutions (Regulatory) A J41

Resolution No. AA

helsolution Bo. tin

Relating to the Bringing into
Use of Stations in the Amateur
Satellite Servi,:e
Relating to Notification of
Frequency Assignments

A 3,)

A _145
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26. Licences and Station Identification'

Article N22/18 Licences
Article N23' Identification of _Stations

Section 1. ' General Provisions
Section II. Allocation of International Series,

and Assignment 'of Call Signs

A-348

A-349
At51

,/A-351

A-352

Section III. Formation'of Call Signs -A7355

, Section IV. Idettifidation of Stations using
'Radiotelephony 'A-356

Section, V. .Selective Call Numbers in the
Maritime Mobile SerVice A-356

Section VI: Special Provisiong A-357

New Appendix C. Table of Allocation of International
" Call Sign Series A-358

27. Service Documents AP A-359

Article N24/2.0 Service Documents
),

Appendix 9 Service Documents

A-360
A-362

Appendix, 10 Service Document bols
exce t for ColuM11 11 in List 1 A-364

Appendix 10A Symbols for Use in Column 11
of Service Documen List 1 A-365

28. .Miscellaneous Stations and Services A-367

Article N30/14.

Section I.
Section II.

Article N31

Article 1132/4e

Article N33

Scc:Lloil 1.

Section I.I.

Amateur Service ani,Amateur-
ate ite Service A-368

Amateur Service
Amateur-Satellite Service

A-368

A-368

Standard Frequency ServiL;e and
Time Signals ServicP A 3c'i

Experimental Stations A-370
Radiodeteradnation Service and
Raditdetermination-Satellite SdivIce A 3/1

Jc;nera1 A /i

Provisions for Maritime
Radiodeterwination-3atellItc: bLivILL A 3/1

C.
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Section III. k Radio 2irecL4on-Finding StatOns --A-371

Section, IV. '1/4 Radiobedcon tations A-371

, .

Article-N39 Special Services relating to Safety A-472'
, c.,, 4 ;

Spction I. Meteorologicalssages......0
A'-372

4 Section II. Notices to Mariners A-372,

29. Special Rules Relating to Services 0

Article N29 Fixed Service,

a

SectionrI, General

Section II. Frequencies for the International

'Exchange of Police Idformation

Section III. FrequencieS for the International:-

. Exchange of Synoptic Meteorological

'Information
4-,..

A-374

A-374

-

'A-174

Article N47 Special Rules Relating to theWse of

Frequencies 'in ttie-Aeronautical.

Mobile Service
'A-375

.4

30. Provisions -for Medical Transport
A-376

Article N12/9
A-378

Article N23
A-379

Article N37
A-380

Article N39
A-382

31. Accounting Provisions
A-383

32. Future Conferences
A-365

33. New ReLouuendstions (MisLellaneoos)
A-36/

KeLommeudatrou Nv. AA Reiaiitke, to Lhe Use kA Lho

Band 1330-1400 illiL Ly the

Radio Asir-Om/my SeLvi.c.-...

n-. bb Relating Lo the Use of the

Band 1400 1 /2 7 0114 t.y the

Spac, Rcseatch
.4+ )o,
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A ik Termiiiglogy and Rules
for the Use of Frequencies

*s

Term;\ and Definitions

22.

.

15. Comments on possible modifications to terms and definitions
Article N1/1) were solicited in the Fifth Notice of Inquiry. The

few comments that were received on this subject were reyiewed in
developinirthe proposals on needed changes. file terms and definitions
of Article N1/1 art generally believed to be adequate; because of the
profound effect of terms and definitions on the interpretation of.
the Radio Regulations, it is important that changes to this article4'
be kept to a minimum. There are several terms and definitions, how-.
ever, which require attention'and are proposed for, addition to
Article N1/1. Definitions are proposed for Maritime Radar Beacon

-It

(RACON) (3062A), Transponder (3062B) and Maritime Trpmsponder (3062C).
The proposals -for these definitions are meCessary bedbuse of a need
to expand the scope of the present definitions. Modifications for
several definitions are proposed in order to clarify and broaden
their applicability. 41odifications to other definitionsare made
which conform to the results .of the SPM. We are also proposing ADD.
No. 3023 Which moves the terminology relating to the distrib
of frequencies into Article N1/1. The remainder are propos
no change (NOC). Our proposals are set forth in Appendix

Nomenclature

16. In response-to the Fifth Notice of Inquiry, few comments
were received concerns the provisions of Article N2/2 dealing with
the Nomenclature ofjt Frequency and Wavelength Bands used in
Radiocommunication (Section IIIf. These provisions are believed
to be adequate as they exist now and thus we are. making no proposals
for modifications to this Article, as shown in Appendix 2 herein.

ftuleb for the Out or lfecioehieb

17. t;ommelite oh the subjects esevcral vulco ror LL._ ,1A

freq,ien,,It,s;.special agreements, ecial rujea for the bssitomet
use of frequencies,I and the regions efine-d{ in the frequency
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RecOmdendation No. CC Relating to the Radio

.
AstronOmy Ser'vice .... A-391

e .Recoppendation No. It 'Relating to Radio *Astronomy .

e

Obsertations in the Shielded

:q..' .-
Zone of the Moon A-393

l: Recothmendation No. EE\: Relating to the-Radio.
.

, Astronomy'Service. . ; A-.395
.

34.. Rearrange,?nt of the Radio RegulatiOns
A-396

5'.
Existing Resolutions and

. . . A-416,)

Resolutions
A-417

Recommendations
A-426



Nfre te also solicited in -Vie Fifth Notice of Inquiry. Again,,, few

comments were received in these areas. In studying these- areas
and in revieVing the cements rec(eived, we have determined
that the provisions of these ,docdmenteare rally -adequate' and

thus we are not proposing changes to Articles /3, 16/14., B8/6
-az* Appendix ,21.4.. A minor change to title of Article N7/5 is
required, though, to recognize the lic ility of the proposed

,

Table oftFrequency Allocationt to the' freq ancy range 10 kliz to
'300 Wiz. These proposals ar.e shown in AppeindiX 3 heteiC-')

}!
1 y

1

.,./'a

' New Resolution
1 .

a 40 I
. 1

. 4-1..

18: As mentioned in Section V s(Regli.laory Proposals} of this
Report and Order, we are proposing to modify *Appendices 1,- 1A; 9. -4,

r

and 10 of' the Radio Regulations and to 'acid a new Appendix 10A which
will allow notification of the rrilar hours of operation of an
assignment and which will delete the requirement for notification
of the ,maximum hours of operation. We' are also proposing the .,

a&option of a new procedure which specifies the applicability' of
the revised. notifcatIon data to IFRB administrative actions.
See Resolution No CC in Appendix 4.



24.

Section III.

A
:Allocation of :Frequencies

19. One of the principle mechanisms for accomplishing international
regulation of radio consists of an extensive table which pro6eeds from one
end of therradio spectrum to the other,and allocates frequency bands to
various/defined "services." This Tablelof Allocations is divided into
sections which apply, to three different geographical regions of the world.
Region .1 encompasses Europe, Africa, and the Middle -East. Region 2

encompasses the Western Hemisphere. Region 3 encompasses Asia, 'Australia,

and Oceana. The.Table of Allocations changes proposed during this
proceeding were the subject of the majority of comments and reply comments

filed. ,
The proposal for the Allocations Table, contained herein as

Appendix 5, has been developed after review and cardful consideration
of all points of view that were expressed, and is the culmination of
extensive deliberations within the Commission and With the Executive
Branch. In many instances, the identified requirements of a service
could only be accommodated by sharing frequency bands with other radio
services or partially accommodated by-reducing thd frequency bands
available to the existing or proposed radio services. The resulting
proposal for the-Allocations Table, therefore, attempts to strike a
balance between the needs and requirements of the various
radio services and the inherent limitations of the spectrum resource.

Sub-Section A.

Spectrum BetweenI0kHz and 4000 kHz

Ciiiiinuing use of the frequency, bands between 10 kHz and 4000 kHz
is expected to be extensive, despite the growth of satellite technology in-

the higher frequency bands. The' competition among services for the use of
frequencies betWeen 10 kHz and 4000 kHz is likely to remain for the next
20 years.. Unfortunately, the demand for these frequencies far exceeds
the.available spectrum; thus, extensive sharing is,required now and in

the future. In actuality, few changes are proposed to the frequency
allocations betWeen 10 and,4000 kHz.

Amateur

21. The radio amateurs were most responsive to the Notices of
Inquiry-in this Docket. Their attempts to define their spectrum needs
as well as to commefit onthe needs of other radio services provided useful

-information. Although many of their needs have been accommodated, it haS
proven impossible to satisfy their desite for a low frequency allocation..'
.Power line carrier (PLC) operations and the extreme difficulty of satisfactdiy

frequency coordination due to the unpredictable nature of amateur operations

are obstacles to any amateur service allodation being proposed in this

spectral range.

2



22. We feel thit the proposal to allocate an'eclusive band .

to the amateur service at 1860-1900 kHz wil; provide more useful

'spectrum' than the existing shared allocatich at 1800-2000 kHz. The

initially requested larger band between 1715 kHz and 2000 kHz could

riot be accommodated due.to,the needs of the broadcasting and radio -

location services. The shared band at 1900-2000'kHz remains in our

proposals.

23. No change in the band 3900.4000 kHz is proposed. This

proposal has been made possible by our formulation of a new, proposal

whiCh accommodates broadcasting requireMents below 6 MHz; diqeussed

later. Therefore, the proposal for a Region 2 excausive allocation
of 3500-3900 kHz for amateur use and shared use of 3900-4000 kHz, we

believe; essentially Satisfies the radio amateur requirements in.

'this portion of the frequency-spectrum.

Broadcasting
.)

24. A proposal to expand the. standard broadcasting (AM) band

was conceived to proyide for the future:growth of the service.
Access to. more spectrum would enable the establishmeht of new

brOstcast stations in locations where it is either technically or
economically impossible in the existing broadcasting:band. This

could result, in the availability .of the first aural service.in
some coMMunities now denied that service. It also could increase

diversity ofprograMming choices aVailable to listeners and result

InAreater access to the broadcasting. medium by minority groups':

25. An alternative approach recommended byamateurs, the

electric power and others was toredefine the technical
basis for the use, f the existing broadcast band, 535-1605 kHz,

through the. imposition of 9 kHz channel spacing. They argued that

the future needs of the AM broadcasting service could be met by

the resulting increase in the number of channels Without any

increase in the total amount of spectrum allocated to the service.

The technical feasibility of this concept has been established in

Regions 1 and 3 under the conditions which exist in those Regions.

Before 9 kHz spacing could' be considered for use in this Region
(Region 2), studies would be.required to determine the technical,
operational and economic suitability for.Region 2 conditions. This

'is necessary due't0 the different approach to broadcast station

assignment, protectiCricriteria and antenna design currently

Utilized in the Western Hemisphere. ,
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26. The American Radio Relay League;AARRL) altO made an alter-

native proposal totonvert.the AM broadcasting service toe form of

single sideband emission, and.in conjunction, recommended a reduction

of the channel. spacing to 8 kHz. The technique, known as compatible

single sideband (CSSB), was-considered by the ARRL to be suitable

for use by thet.service. When combined with the reduced channel

spacing, ARRL inditaVed 27 additional channels would be available

within the existing ellocetion.

27.
The suitability of CSSB for AM broadcasting use has been

extensively explored, both in the United, States and bathe Inter-

national Radio' Consultative Committee icCIR). The con lusion

given by the ARRL_thatsuitable:CSSB systems ham been a ailable for

at least 25.7ears cannot be.considered consistent with t known

history of:the internaiionaldialogue on the subject; Si e the

ARRL proposal doesnot specifithe system of cp8B to be employed,

we have concentrat6d.our:eVa4Uation on the merits of the Second

'part of the 'proposal to reduce' the existing channel spacing to

8 kHz, assuming an appropriate CSSB system could be found. In that

context, the conclusions given above on'the proposal to reduce the

channel spiting to 9 kilt are:applicable.. Therefore, we conclude .that

the ARRL proposal does not constitute a viable alternative to our

proposal to expand the AM broadcasting hand, however, this does

not preclude the use, of single sideband techniques or reduced spacing'

in the expanded part of the AM broadcasting allocation.

28. Broadcast exPension'elso Was proposed in the low frequency

(LF) spectrum, at '115 -190 kHz. The LF proposal was 'the tubjett of

considerable .comment by broadctaters,,rtdio eMateurs0, theirelectric

power interests and the EXetUtive Branch. These comMents'addressed

several issues; (1).the need for such an allocation; (2) the feasi-

bility of sharing with existing. services using theband; and (3)

the economics and. technical feasibility of such a service.

29. The need for the aiLocation was questioned by several parties,-

including the Utilities Telecommunications Council (UTC), especially

in the context of balancing the needs of the broadcasting service

with those of the electric utilities for power line carrier (PLC)

operations. UTC felt that the service contemplated'by the Corporation

for Public Broadcasting (CPB) was essentially duplicatiVe of the
proposed use forthe expansiop above the existing AM broadcast band.

AITC concltded that needs for additional broadcasting services could

adequately be met by expansion or revision of the existing AM broad-

casting bard.,



27.

30. The economic and technical feasibility of broadcasting at
these frequencies was also questioned by several commenters, including
the National Association-of Broadcasters' (NAB). The NAB stated that
broadcast 'stations in the LF band would be at a severe economic
disadvantage due to the limited audience, as experienced by UHF-TV
and FM stations, when those areas of the spectrum were first made
available for broadcast use. NAB predicted that receivers for
LF broadcasting would prove prohibitively expensive. Crt's extensive
'briefs on the proposq. and the success of LF bioadcasting in other
parts of the world suggest otherwise.

F

31. . Although there was considerable technical comment, the
'feasibility of aikeing with the. power line carrier (PLC) operations
in this bend and*the probable interference to the broadcast service
due, to the high power operations of other radio services in the LF
band has not been proved to our satisfaction. We must acknowledge,
ho ver, the importance of PLC operations in this band. Theiefore,
LP broadcasting-allocationi have been withdrawn from the attached
propoied allocation table, Appendix 5 herein.

32. . In the. light Of the decision regarding the LF band, t*".'
proposal to expand the AM broadcast allocation in the 'btu Id 1615-1860
kHz achieves new significance.. It the' beat means. or striking .a
.balance between the needs of both' broadcasting and radiolocation
Services, ,while causing minimum impac to the other 'services operating
in band.

We are, pr*osing inter aLlocation that affords, (each 'administration. the41.exi3)ilit t allqekte part of the .

byei 15 -1800 brOadc ting. and, reidiapeatinn,1
thk'fnleraai, .6000:ntition r,qM.40014S:.glprOpOsedlOW 3489C/195C.
This .aPPSS1.04.**i4g,._OttPt;ed, Ogiusission' study on ,,tir
feasibility Of sharing. :hetWeen Atier,1* .riWitolocation
services. It revealed lihatbtbe;s Ve c

d-1,11°.t BbarPcli,
by the two services, although `the"' i'0111_b:Fl.tilir sing With. certain
types of radiolocation-systems issmcitOttriati$06 othera.44,
Th*refore, we have concluded that, thp.,..,00Winivis*tvieli1615-1800 kHz
would be insufficient to satisfy the eI*ire needs of both services
and have altered the ivopoited table accordisgly. As the spectrum
above 1809 kHz is more useful to the broadcasting service for Propa-.
gation cci*rege reasons, we are ph-Oposing to allocate the band
1800 - 1860'; kHz exclusively to that service. This enables the.. aLlo-

cation of a larger band to the radiolocation service below 1800 kHz.
Further discussion is contained in the radiolocation paragraphs./

3 0
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28.

, 34, Th, reallocation of 1800-1860 kHz to broadcasting was
questioned by the ARRL as to itssuitability for broadcasting usei

.

as well ,as to the impact on amateur allocations. Ofit these nag. '

.quencies the shorter. range of the daytime groundwave eignal enables
more stations to be assigned to each channel than is possible in the
existing AM broadcast band. 'While it is true that.nighttime'inter-
ference levels are greater here than 4 the existing band, this
merely reduces the nighttime service-area of the stations. This is
consistent with our desire to offer greater programming alternatives
in many areas of small geographic extent, such as neighborhoods N4thin
cities.

35. , The proposal to add broadcasting. in the band 3950-4000 kHz
has.been withdrawn because an alternative solution to satisfy the
requireident for high frequency broadcasting has been found, as
discussed in the section On 4.0-24T.5, MHz. Alternately, we propose
to delete RR No. 3496/202 in the band 3200-3230 kHz in order to Tm
permit broadcasting worldwide in a band with propagation chareeteristict
similar to 3950-4000 kilt and to accomModate short range high frequency
broadcasting requirements% .s

Travelers Infbrmation Stations

36. vel Information Stations (TIS) are low powe trans-
mitters that used in conjunction With standard broadcast ceivers
to pass information of a local nature to motorists and travele
The definitional status of the TIS has been uncertain during the
course of this proceeding. We have decided that the service is
broadcasting servt for internatidnal allocations purposes, but
Will be administered as a mobile service nationally. Accordingly,
the bands 525 -535 kHz and 1605-1615 kHz are allocated to the broad-
casting service with RR Nos. 3484A/191A and 3484B/1910 (see table
fgr text). This allocation is not intended to be used_faw.atandard
AM broadcasting purposes in this country. .

Fixed

37. The allocations to the fixed service at 190-200 kHz, 1800-1900
kHz and 3500-3900 kHz. have, in earlier No_ tices, been proposed for deletion

based on the advent of other techniques used to satisf t e needs once accomr
modated by these allocations. No public comments to e contr were received
on this proposal during this proceeding. Therefore, t fixedvice
is being proposed for deletion in them bands for the benefit oP the
aeronautical radionavigation, broadcasting and amateur services.



Aeronautical Mobile 4

29.

38. Because of continuing requirements for the existing binds,no change is proposed to the allocations to the aeronautical mobileservice.

Maritime bbile

39. Although the Maritime MbbileService
Woriing Group 46recommended thdeletion of the various. maritime
mobile bands between70 and 160 kHz, we are retaining this service: in: our allocation. propoSals. ?he EXecutiVe Branch has a continuing
requirement, forthis "service. 'Ale have reduced the maritime mobile service in,Negiona1 and:3 in the 90 to 110 kHz bard to a Secondary status to provide.'improved proteCtion, for the LORAN

Cradionivigationayitem.
4o. ,The proposal regarding the distress and, calling bands at500 kHz and 2182 kHz are discussed in the mobile section.

'-'

Mbbile
,'

,

lel; The Tili!rd Notice of Inquiry introduced a pritosil to havethe band 1615-1759 kHz allocated to the land mobile service, sharedFrith other services in Region 2, instead of the mobile service.Comments to this proposal vete 'very limited in numbers. In the Fifth,Notice of Inquiry,ve
alternitively proposed to maintain the presentallocation at, 1615 -1800 kHz to meet present and future requirements.We continued this proposal in the Eighth Notice of Inquiry,and weare continuing it again in this Report and Order.

To protect TIS, the mobile service has'been prOposed fordeletion fro6 the bands 525-535 and 1605-1615 kHz. The subject istreated under the TIS paritgraph

43. The &di 7/Technical Commission for Marine Services (RTCM)in, its comments an roved the reductiOn in the mobile allocation fordistress and:6 to the 495-505 kHz band-as being within existingtechnical Eiia ape tionalcapebilities, 4% conclusion confirmed bythe SPM. RTCM'no d that recent' improvements in communicationstechnology enable the.propOsed change. Onecommenter stated thatpractiCal operational experience was desirable before such ,a change

J
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was made and recommended that the reduc tion shoultbe,made proVisionaI.

unneceSsaryOince it would only protect survival stations not

in'accorrdance with existing frequency tolerances4 while denying the

benefit of greater 'range to the majority of such stations. ""Inaddi-

tion, our proposed change will provide anew alternate calling fre--.

quency in the band 490-495 kHz to replace.512 kHz, and .a digital

selective calling frequency fn the band 505-510 kHz when that system

becomes available. The mobile, allocatiOn in the band 510..5254z.

has been proposed for deletion as a'consequence-of proposing tomove

the 512 kHz altenate .p#0,14.11_5-frequency frcm that band.

.44. We are prdposingto reduce by 3.5 kHz the'guard.,00421Fon

both 'ides of,the distress and calling frequency 218? kHz: This

conforms to the intent of the 1967 and 1974 MaritimS Pkbile WARC's.

Such a reduction has been made in. Region 1 .and the U.S. These 3;5 kRz

segments are :proposed to Satisfy maritime mo4leirequirennnts.

RadionaVigation

45. ;r1 the Third, Fifth, and Eig th Notices of alraquiz we

proposed the deletion of the-Secondary adiolocation service from ,

the 10.'14 kHz band in order to provide an exclusive allocation for..

the radionavigation service. This band is usedbythe Omega system

for maritime and aeronautical radionavigation purposes. '-.We are con-

tinuing this, propoial.
ti

46. In the 90-110 kHz band, we are continuing our earlier

proposal to change the Region 1 and :3 fixed and mobile services to

secondary allocatio0s.' This. band As used worldwide for LOran C,'

and.tbe propospls for secondary services in the other Regrow will

Insure fixture protection for this system, which is expanding.

47. In the 1800-190010ft band we are proposing to delete radio-

, navigation, due to the, planned shut -down of.Loran A operatiobs in

this band by 1980; Lpran A is presently the sole user of that allo-

cation. Our proposal to modify RR No. 3492/198 is consequential

to this proposal. We are, however,, proposing th comtinme the

radionavigation dllocatioa in the band 1900-2000 kHz.
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Aeronautical Radionavigation

As supported by tfAviation ServidetWofking Group, we
.:*dre proposing to add. the aeronakttical radionaviga7.ion service,-
*and delete the fixed. service in the,1990-200 kHz. band.. At 510-535
kHz .we are proposing-to upgrade the aeronauticairadionavigation
service to primary status from its prepastpermitted status,. .

although shared with TIS at 525-535 kHz. These propoSals are
intended to' relieve the extreme congestion facing the aeronautical
radionavigatiOn'serVice tEroughobt.the 200-405 kilt-range which has
made the process of locating-new non-directional beacons very
difficult..

.49. At 1605-1615 kHz, we are prOposing to delete onautidal
radionaVigation. .?',140°,1xe, however, pfoposing to maintai< he
eronauticalradioilayigation as primary+. ,allocation at 15-1800

kHz to existing and. future requirements.
1 ,

Maritime Radionaiigation

,r

,New secondary allocations,for°the maritime radionavigatipn
-service are proposed at 275-285Atliz, 325-335 kHz and 510-525 kHz.

_ "these allocatiO#6,,appearto be neededto'accohimodate future growth
in the. 'Service. .

Radiplocation
1

51. Throughout this,proceeding we tave attempted to satisfy
the need for additional radiolocation spectrum around 0 -2000 kHz.
In the Third Notice of Inquiry, 3e made a proposal for a'secondary
allocation at 1900-2000 az. This was in responsePto the Maritime
Mobile Service Working Group request for the entire 1800-2000.MA band.
In the Fifth Notice ofInquiry, we proposed a primary radiolocaton
allOcatioWat 1615-1800 kHz,along with regulation ADD No. 3489B/195B
for radiolocation at 1615-1800 kHz and 3230-3400 kHz. Anothe't regu-
lation, AT N. 3489C/195C, was proposedrto assist 'administrations
in developing agreements for the, implementation of broadcasting in
the proximity of international boundaries in r to preclude harmful
interference to the radiolocation service. We o continued our
earlier proposal for a secondary radiolocation

i
allocation at,1900-2000

kHz. In the Eighth Notice pf Inquiry we continued the primary
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i t

',allocatiod proposal at 1615-1800 kHz, and secondary at 1900-2000 kHz,
for the radiolopation service. We vent on to indicate that in
sharing radioloation with broadcasting at 1615-1800.kHz, separate
national frequency allocations would have to be made for the two
services.

i

52. This proposal to Upgrade the radiolocation service to
primary status in the band 1615-1800 kHz in'the international table
but allocating it nationally to a sub-bands with another sub-band
for:t.he broadcasting,service, was the subject of numerous comment.
Tte radiolocation community supported the upgrading of the status
of this service to primary, but questioned the need for the broad-

. casting allocation. NAB proposed to allocate 1605-1805 kHz to the
broadcasting .service and the'band 1805-1860 kRz o the radioldCation
'servlceon.aprimary basis. In the subsequent reply comments of
Offsho4 Naniation, Inc.. (ONI), to tbe. NAB caments,,it was, pointed

lit
out thatssuch an_allocatitm would not result in an e n tirade-off,
since at p sent, radiolocation system operate thr hout the 1605-1800
kHz band. Indeed, some systems req re access to spec rum below 1700
kHz, whic would not ,be possible the NAB proposal. (See` ADD
No. 3489B/ ), 4

53 ' The Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB) and the AM
Service Working Group challenged the idea that sharing was not feasible,
between, the. broadcasting service and the ragplocation'service. ONI
stated that "... while certain; of. the premisea and assumptions of CPB

.8PPeley to require,modification ONI believes that its analysis 4In
:.4 their .comments to the Eighth NCiticE734111 be.a valUable tool at such

a.time'as the-Commission, may, actually be faced with the requirement,
of prescribing sharing criteria.". Teledyne Inc. agreed with the
Commissionthat sharing was not feasible. In our view, the comments
of ONI bear further discussice. IVs because the premises and
assumptions of some of the CPB, comments are invalid that the decision
that sharing is not feasible can be maintained by the Commission. /'
At the same time, ONI's comment illustrates that the proposed inter-,
national allocation does'not preclude frequency sharing between the
twotservices. For that reason, the'CPB sharing study will be retained
for such an eventuality.

454., There are legitimate competing requirements for the band
1800.2000 kHz which must be satisfied. The proposal of 0111, however,
for an allocation of 50 kHz in the band 1800-2000 kHz for the radio-
location service and "other compatible uses", cannot be accammodated
in our proposals to the WARC. The decision not to propose an amateur
allocation at 1800-1860 kHz benefits the radiolocation service without

,

J
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further fragmentation of the amateur allOcation between 1860-1900 kHz.We feel our proposed seccmdary allocation at 1900-2000:kHz for radio-
location proVides the best solution and we,expect that'considerable
radiolocation activity can,be accommodated on a secondary basis in
that band.

.

Standard Frequency .

55. The bands allocated to the standard frequency service at
19.95-20.05 kHz and 2495-2505 kHz are maintained, dueito continued'
requirements for the service. However, we proposed in the Eighth
Notice of Inquiry to add to 2495-2505 kHz and other standard fre-
quency bands in HF, a regulation No. 3498A/203B which ,provides'a
secondary allocation for radio astronomy and passive remote sensing.
This regulation supports the observation of "atmospherics" and other
phenoMena in scientific programs.' No opposition,to this proposalhas been received. Thus, this regulation has been retained in thepropoied Allocation Table.

Industrial, Scientific and Medical

56. We received comments suggesting that aim ISM allocation be
designated between 3..arld=4,NHz in order to permit industrial heating
app/i_catiansipithjeduced shielding. We' believe thateconoMie ,' :'

,advantitges Which-might be gained by such operations are offset by
the great reeds of the communication services, and we are, there- Ifore,' not proposing an international. allocation.

3 3
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Spectrum Between 4-27.5 Mat
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57. As we have indicated before in this proceeding, it is
apparent that requirements far exceed available spectrum. We feel
that the high frequency spectrum will' be called upon for many
years to satia*y communication demands. . Even with the operational
use ofother systems (e.g., satellites), there are ever increasing
needs to satisfy relatively short and long distance requirements,
particularly for the mobile services, which can best be met through.
the use of HF. We'have also indicated that many administrations
foresee a need to satisfy national (domestic.and regional) require-4'
ments using the fixed high frequency service allocations. Require;
ments in remote areas particularly dictate the use of high frequency
fixed allocations. This is expected to be true for some time. Thus,
there is little spectrum that can be relinquished to meet other needs.
We are, howe,r, proposing certain reductions'.in some allocations to
meet requirements of other services. We feel our proposals strike
a correct balance, meeting the needs of many administrations by utilizing
proper spectpim saving techniques.

Amateur

..4

11*OughoUtthisentire prodeeding.Wetirieattempted,0 make
'proposals wbich We felt would satisfy amateur telecommunication
requirements during the period expecte to be covered by the 1979
WARC. In. the Third Notice, we proposed some amateur expansion at 14'

MHz through reduction of certain fixed.serviCe barits. In that'
e we also proposed to rearrange'the band9 at 7 MHz"toreduce

hesharingdifficulties experienced. by the amateurs and high fre-
quency broadcasting; and, although the total spectrum for the amateur.
service was; not increased, the elimination of sharing held promise of
relief for amateur users. In the Fifth Notice, we continued our
proposals at 7 and 14 MHz, Modified onr approach at 21 MHz, and
proposed 0 additional amateur band at 25 MHz. We noted in 'paragraph
24. of that Notice that we had been unsuccessful in finding bards at ,

10 and 18 Mk. In the Eighth, Notice, we continued our proposal 7
MHz, shifteOlightly downward the proposed allocation at 25 MHz,

proposed nelikbands at 10 and18 MHz, and proposed deletion
of the previoUslY proposed expapaion at 14 MHz.
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59. In response to the Eighth Notice, the American Radio Relay
.League (ARRL), in regard to"the proposed rearrangement of allocations

between 6950 and 7300 kHz, .was apprehensive that if the rearrange-'
ment is adopted by the 1979 WARC,.broadcasting may continue toeauseinterference to the amateur service. Under these circumstances,
ARRL is most reluctant to.havethe amateurs relinquish 7250-73004HZ.While we recognize the' apprehension of the amateur coMmunity in thismatter, we believe that, on balance,'we must move foivard With our .

,proposal for this portion' of the spectrum as the best available
solution to a difficult problem. Accordingly, we are continuing°our proposal as shown in the Article N7/5 Table,- Appendix 5 herein.

,60. , The:ARRL, and amateurs in, general, supported the proposed
allocations at 10, 18 and 25 MHz; and these allodations are includedin the propoded table: ARRL expressed the view, however, that: (l)200 kN eoulcUand should be added at 10.2-10.4 MHz on a co-equal

. ahared`bapit between'the fixed and amateur services; (2) similarly,
the 13.95=14.0 MHZ'and 14.35-14.4 MHz bands could and should be on a
co-equal padis shared between tiie fixed and amateur services; '(3)the 18 MHz band sho d be 'expanded to 300 kHz; and (4) the 20950-21000kHz allocation should be proposed despite the initial objection ofthe. Executive Branch.

7\
61. The,AHRL recommended co-equal sharing betwee /the fixed andamateur servicesat 10.2-10.4 MHz,, 13.95-14.0 MHz, and 4.35 -14.4 MHzbased on the assumption that the needs of the fixed service for,.high frp uency spectrum will' continue to decline over the next

4two,dec es. In the case of the'. United States and most other iridus--. trialize nations, one eoneur,With ARRL'sassumption. In the case,of the lesser developed countries, and to sone extent a few developed
countries, however, our bi-lateral discussions revealed
that some administrations plan to.expand the use_pf
high frequencies to satisfy, their need for national communications.These high frequency internaIand regional circuits will provide
communications not feasible by other means.

62. It is our view, and that of -the Executive Branch, that the U.S.cannot disregard the stated requirements of other countries, Thus,we are not proposing co-equal
sharing between the fixed and amateur

services,in'the bands at 10.2-10.4 MHz, 13.95-14.0 MHz and 14.35-14.4MHz. Similarly, we are not proposing any further' increase ofIthe 18MHz band proposal. We are, however, including a proposal for allo-cation of the band 20950-21000 kHz for the amateur service,.
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63: In the Eighth-Notice, we proposed RR No.:6513. This-pro- .

.posal did not receive subslantiVe suppok from those *few respondents
who commented on the issue:,We, thereforelhAve withdrawn the
propOsal from the Table of Allocations herein.

11!

Aeronautical
,

.

4

During this proceeding, we have made few prOPOsals con-' .

-cerning the high frequency spectrum allocated for aeronautical mobile`
0) use. The Third Notice, proposed one change at'21 MHz) and this' .

was continued in the F.fth Notice. In the Eighth Notice, we proposed
a modification to the 21 MHz band to cohformsto the 1978 Aeronautical
Mobile (R) WARC resultp.

.

65. - In response to the Eighth Notice, the Aviatibn Service
A Working GrOup (Special- Committee 129 of the Radio Technical Pcminission

for Aeronautics) did not supply'ccurents in regard to ,the proposed
allocations to the aeronautical 'mobile (R) 'service insithe bands

\-betveen4.and 27 .5 Aeronautical Radio, Inc: (ARINC), and the
Airlranslport Association of AmeriCa (AT4 provided comments in

. IS'which they, fully supported the propoded ocations.'
N. ;-

.

. 66. , 2ARINCand:.ATik:r1comMended'one change in the band at 21 MHz.
The currenst.allOcaticntible'deSignates the band 21870-22000 kHz .

f r "use 'by the aeronautical fixed and aeronautical mobile (R) services.
e ITU 1978 Aeronautical World Administrative Radio Conference

(1978-A-WARC) recommended that 21870-21924 kHz be allooated,to theaeronauticalfixed Service and 21924-22000 kHz be allocated to the
aeronautical mobilejR). service.: If the 1979 WARb were to adopt
the Reccimmendation provisiOna were includedin the Recommendation
by the. A-WARC to revise 27 io include the new aeronautical
mobile (R) Channels at-21924=22000 kHz. Relative to that band
(21870-22000 kHz), the ICAO 1978 Communications Divisional Meeting.
concurred in the recommendation of the 1978 A -WARC. In the Eighth
Notice, we ptop44led a division of the band as recommended by the ITU

ARC. 'In their comments, ARINC and ATA recommended a different
diVision, that is: (1) that 21870-21900 kHz be allocated to
aeronautical fixed service and -21900 -22000 kHz be allocated to he
aeronautical mobile (RI service; and A2).that a regulation be Added
to the band 21900 -21924 kHz which provides for the phasing out of

-the aeronautical fixed service by 1990. We have doubts about the
.need:of the aeronautical mobile (Ft) service, ven.ip" 1990, for more
21 MHz channels than has been recommended by the ITU 1978 A-WARC.
Over 'the past throe decades, the eight (double sideband) channels

3D



at 17 MHz-have not been heavily used. The 1978 A-WARC, with 'con-
version to single sideband, ptovided a total of 23°channelaat 17
Mil' an increase of 15 channels. 'The 1978 .AWARClecOMmendation
also provided.25 (single sidebandYchannels.between 21924 and, 22000;

,J SinOe the usage has not been heavy on eight channels at 17
NE

will be lighterthan at 17 ripz, we are not persuaded that an di-

Z, and recognizing that for propagation reasons the use at

tional eight channels (21900-21924 kHz) will, even in 199011 be
required 'by the aeronautical mobAle (E) service, We, therefore; .

are not proposing ,to ader the regulation to the "band 21900-2194, kHz
as requested by ARINC and ATh.- We, are proposing, however, that:"....

,21670-21924 kHz be'allocated:to the aeronautical fixed.servide,6
and 21224.72200gat be allocated to the aeronautical mobile (R)
service;:as shown ,in Article N /5, Appendix 5 herein.

Aeronautical Public Correspondence 9

67. :In their cormients to the Eighth,Notice of Inquiry, the
Aviation SerVice Wdrking. Croup requested that exclusive high frequency
spectrum be Rale available for public aorrespondendsecomMunications
wit aircraft Other than those of the. sdhedu±ed ai carriers. In'
the Eighth Notice of,InqUiry, we suggested a number ofmatters which
could be investigated by the National,Business Aircraft Association
(NBAA) and other interested aircraft pperatots. It was not our

:intent to provide an exhaustive list of matters to be investigated,
or to outline to thoie operators exactly what they7Should dO, step
by-step,-Ao attain their indicated objective. We ,have only ,a vague
indication of the users; no information as to who would. provide:
the service; no indication of groUnd facilitiei required or where
those facilities would be located; no,inwiatigation. ofsotential
tariffs or the* acceptability' of such tariffs to the users; no indi-
cation of coordination completed with,other administrations in regard
to provision of this service at. foreign terminals; etc. In summary,
of the basis ofttp,ainalted'intormation supplied' to date, we are
not persuaded that there is a.,resi. need, or that.it'would be In the
public interest0.,iopropose exclusi* allocation's of the scarce high
freiluency spectTum for, an aeronautical pUbliC.correspondence service.
We have not, therefore, included proposals tolarOvide for aeronautical .

correspondence in,theattdched ellocatiOns table. -

4 0
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Broadcasting

68; In this proceeding, the ComMission hAS received many comnents
to its Notices of Inquiry with respect to allocations tor the high
frequency international broadcasting service. Through oullainA,
and Eighth Notices, we attempted to identify the international spectrum
requirementsof this service, and to balance it against the needs of
other services which must by their nature have access to the'high
frequency bands.' The discussion'must'be concluded, and proposals
to the 1979 WARC based on the varied positions of many interested
parties must now be made.

69. Comments were filed in.respOnse to the Eighth Notice in
regard to high frequency. (international) broadcasting by a wide variety
of parties, which included broadcasters, amateurs, andrIthe general
public. Since those comments reiterated many of the themes of
earlier responses to this proceeding, they can be casideredan
adequate summary for the purposes of this document. In their comments,
,theInternational Broadcasting Service Working Group (IB-SWG), argued
that the Eighth Notice did not provide sufficient additional exclusive
spectrum for international broadcasting. 'the IB-SW6 alternative
expansion scheme was set: orth 14 the Eighth Notice, at-paragraph 49.

There were ar nts prese d. that the spectrum allocated
to_iirnational broadcasting Should inor axed two to three times
beyond that set forth in the Ei hth Not ce. ,Further. opinions were
expiessed that a hift to suppressed car er single sideband (emission
AY) is undesir le; and that the United States should leave to other
administrations he determination-or that Spectrum which should be
allocated to i rnational broadcasting.

As we stated in the Eighth Notice,,,at paragraph 52, the
United States inte .sts in international broadcasting are primarily
those of certain Executive Branch agencies, such as the International
Communications Agency (ICA), the Board for International Broadcasting
(BIB), and the Department of State. Consequently, we have largely
plied upon the NTIA to develop a coordinated position among Executive
Branch agencies in regard to the spectrum which should be proposed
for-allocation to, international broadcasting. Commission interests
were also considered in the coordination process and the resultant
recommended changes are set forth in the proposed Table of Allo-
cations, Appendix 5 herein. ,



72. To accommodate the)re uirement for additional spectrum atthe lower HF frequencies, wepr pose that regulation No. 3496/202 bedeleted from 4750-4050 kHz in orr to open that band to inter-
national broldcasting. In the b;..s above 5900 kHz, we axe making
Proposals as set forth in'the att; hed Table.of Allocations, ArticleN7/5, AppendileTherein.

73. In summary, epod attempting to satisfy the needs of all',of the services requiring accommodation in the portion of the spectrumbetween 5900 and 26100 kHz, 250 kHz of the exclusive broadcastingallocation is propose4 to be deleted from the band 25600-26100 kHz;50 kHz of exclusive allocation is proposed to be added at 7250-7300.z. Aside from these two changes, the exclusive spectrum' allocatedto international broadcasting is propose3-177qTain
unchanged. Withregard to allocations shared (by RR No. 3506B/210Bwith the fixedservice, 1265 kHz of additional bandwidth has been proposed for inter-national broadcasting.

39 .

74. The purpose of the additional allocations is to accommodatethe growing number of administrations which engage in internationalbroadcasting and to alleviate congested conditions. The ARRL arguedthat alteration of technical and operating practices of the HF broad-casting service would substantially reduce the congestion in thosebande,. The substance of 'several of these recommendations are includedoui proposals, Appendix 14 herein.

75. .In their comments, the National Association of Broadcastersrecommended that the mobile service be added as a primary serviceto the band 25850-26100 kHz. In our proposal to reduce the 25600-26100 kHz broadcasting band to 25850-26100 kHz, we retain international
broadcasting in the upper portion of that band (25850-26100 kHz) toavoid disturbing the remote pickup broadcast base and mobile assign-ments which have operated in that band for many years. A change instatus from a national allocation to an international allocation wouldnot affect the Continued availability of those assignments in theUnited States. For this reason, we have not proposed the additionof the mobile service at these frequencies.

To. We believe that the various proposals for Internationalhigh frequency broadcasting will satisfy the basic requirementsfor this service, while at the.same time, will not jeopardize thesatisfaction of other vital requirements In the high frequencyportion of the spectrum.
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Fixed

77. Throughout this proceeding, we have continually proposed
some reduction in the fixed service allocations tosatisfy the
requirements of other services. ,In, the ThirrNotice lie 'stated that
"It is our belief that the outcome of the 1979 WARC will not result
in a large scale reduction of the amount of spectrum between 4 and'f
27.5 MHz which is currently allocated to the'Fixed serVice." In
the Fifth Notice,we made proposals to further reduce the fixed
service allocations in favor of other services. We continue to
feel.that-the 1979WARC will not make major changes to the:fixed
allocations, and our proposals reflect these views.

78. In their. comments to the Eighth.Notice, United Press Inter-
national adVAsed that it is important that the various United States
news organizations continue to have the use of suitable high fre-
quencies and urged that .the Unktad States, resist any curtailment'af.
the:Comiorehensive range of freOendies needed by United Press, and
others, to disseminate news, including pictures, throughout the
w d. We c with UPI'. We believe that the proposed attached
Ta permit United Press, and others, to continue to fulfill
these stated objectives.

79. In their comments, the Pan Pacific Education and Communi-
cation Experiments b5., Satelli (Peacesat) requested that fixed
allocations be provided bet en 4 and 27.5 MHz, that is, that 100 kHz
be proposed between 3 and 8 MHz and that 109 kHz be proposed between
8 and 23 MHZ. Both allocations would be employed for point-to-point
radio'networks interconnecting local and regional networks for simplex
voice and radToteletype. We see no reason to distinguish Pan Pacific's
point-to-point operations from other point-to-point services which
will be accommodated in the fixed service bands, nor do we see a
basis for defining Pan Pacific's operations as other than fixed
service.

Maritime MObile

80. Throughout this proceeding, we have attempted pivp.,de
sufficient HF spectrum to meet the present ana expected future
growth of communications %in the maritime mobile bands. In the
Third Notice, we proposed expansions at 4 MHz, 8 MHz,' Mhz, Ab/,
MHz, and 22 4411,z; we also proposed new-bands at 5 MHz and 21 MHz.
In the Fifth Notice, we modified the proposal at 21 MHz, but we
did not propose additional increases in . allocations which had be,"
requested by the maritime mobile interests. We did, however, prop.
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sharing between maritime mobile and fixed via?a regulation. In the
Eighth Notice, we proposed some reductions to our earlier proposals
to accommodate national requirements, and to recognize the needs of
other countries; we also proposed a modification to the'regulation
to<rmit low powered fixed communications.

81. - In their comments to the.Eighth.Notice, the Maritime Service
Working Group (Special Committee 69,0f the Radio Technical Commission
for Marine Services) and the American Telephone and Telegraph Company
expressed dissatisfaction with the decrease in proposed allocatiohs
to the maritime mobile se rice which occurred between the Fifth and
the Eighth Notice. Both the Maritime Service Working Group and AT &T
urged that RR No. MOD 3504/209 be broadened as set forth in the Eighth
Notice of Inquiry. Further, AT&T questioned the validity of our.

Astification in sharing spectrum between the maritime mobile ,service .

and the fixed service.

82.
/)

In order to obtain agreement to an allocation table which
the anited States can present at the 1979 WARC, it has been necessary'.
to make compromises, one of which involves, the reduction about which /
the M-SWG and AT&T express dissatisfaction. With regard to RR No.
3504/209, we are withdratig RR No. MOD 3504/209 for the band 4063-
4438 kHz, and have restore the existing footnote 3504/209 which has
been in use for many years. We have applied RR No. 3505A/209H to the
expansion bands, that is: 4438-4500;5200-5275, 8050,8195, 12180-12330,
16360-16460, 2001020230 and,A2720-22855 kHz. In proposed RR NO.
3505A/209H,-domestic fixed stations may operate witU a mean power not
exceeding 250 watts on,a non-interference basis to the maritime mobile
service.N
83: their comments, the American Waterway Operators expressed
approval at the lower limit of. the band 4063-4438 kHz had been restored.
We have ontinued that proposal herein. Our proposals for the high
freque y maritime mobile service"are cohtained in Appendix 5 herein.
The M-SWG expressed the requirement that the area of use of the
two carrier frequdhcies 4125 and 6215.5 kHz, which supplement the
carrier frequency 2182 kHz for distress and safety purposes and for
call and reply,-be extended to and made uniform throughout all regiono
of the world. Further,, the M-SWG requested thAt one frequency in the
8, 12, 16, and 22 MHZ maritime mobile service bands be designated.
for the same purpose as 4125 and 6215.5 kHz. This cdncept was addrebsd
by the SPM, ddcunent XP/1055, Section 4.1.4.4 (Chapter 4). While, in
general, we support the need for frequencies in the 4, 6, ti, 12 and 16
MHz bands for safety purposes, because of the limiting nature:of thq
agenda, it appears best to address this question and to develop the
best approach to satisfying the requirement, at the conference.
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84. We have attempted in this proceeding to satisfy the needs ,

of the radio Atrohamy service. an the Third Notice,we proposed new
allocations at 13 and 25 MHz and a suppression at 21 MHz. In the
Fifth Notice, we continued the proposals at 13 and 21 MHz, and
slightly moved the proposed alloci;r at 25 MHz., In the Eighth
Notice, we once again_continued the oposals at .13 a9ul 21 MHz and
adjusted the 25 MHz to accommodate other service need

85. In this Report and Order we continue the proposed dele on at
21650-21870 kHz. A new band is proposed at 13360-13410 kHz to s isfy
the radio astronomy needs in this'area of the spectrum. Also, A w'

band at 25690-25850 kHz is proposed to further enhance radio ast nomy
observations in this spectral region.

Broadcast.Auxiliary

During this proceeding we have attempted to satisfy the
reqUirements of the broadcast, y use througC/continuation of
tk t international fixed service Otation. We have revised our
propoBals over the course of this Inquiry in the 25 MHz aua in order
to accommodate the needs of all users. In their comments, the
Auxiliary Broadcast. Service Working Group supported the proposed
Eighth Notice of Inquiry allocations at 25 MHz as shown in Appendix 5
herein.

f

Mobile except Aeronautical Mobiles.(R) Shared with Fixed
4

87. In the Third Notice, we stated that the Executive Branch
indicated requirement for more than 4200 kilt for mobile except
aeronautical mobile (R), to be shared with existing fixed allocations.
We proposed Several bands .to meet the:3e needs. In the Fifth Notice,
we continued to make proposals to satisfy the Executive Branch reciuire-.
ments. In the Eighth Notice we expanded the proposal by addingaddi-
tional bands shared with the fixed service.

88. In their-comments to the Eighth Notice, AT&T suppolt,1 (L,
concept of allocations shared between the fixed and mobile aervi,:es.
AT&T also expressed the view that high frequency Spectrum in excess
of that included in the then attached Frequency Allocation Table
should be proposed for allocation to the maritime mobile service.
Falling that, AT&T saw the concept of shared fixed and mobile

r4.

4
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allocations as a means of p viding additional frequencies, in addi-tion to spectrum allocate on an exclusive basis which could be usedto satisfy maritime mobile service communication needs. This possi-
bility would have to be explored in a domestic rulemaking proceedingafter the 1979 WARC. Our proposals for this shared use are shown
in the Table of Allocations, Appendix 5 herein.
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Spectrum Between 27,4 and 1215 MHz
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89. The spectrum between 27.5 and 1215 MHz is one of the more A

extensively used portions of the radio spectrum. The radio services

operating there, in many instances, hitve become greatly relied upon'and

provide services which we expect to continue for an indefinite time.

Consequently, the proposals to modify this portion of the spectrum have

been considered in great detail. Only those changes deemed absolutely

necessary have been proposed.

90. The principalproposals contained in this section are con reed

With the satisfaction of expanding short range communications requir nts

of the aeronautical and maritime communities with provision-for the e and-

ing requirements of the land mobile service, and with th continued

satisfaCtion of our broadcasting requirements.

91. In this portion of the spectrum, as in most o hers, we have

reached the conclusion that extensive sharing designati ns in the allocations

table may be necessary to meet the ever changing requir, ents of various

adminisyrations. In some cases this multiple allocation process may .

result in sharing between servides. We believe that this flexibility is

necessary if all requirements are to be adequately accommodated.

470-890 MHz

92. The Radio Regulations presently provide exclusive frequency

6 allocations between 470 and 890 MHz for the broadcasting.servicein Region 2. 1/'

Region 2 includes North and-South America and Greenland. In the United

States, the band 470-890 MHz provides for UHF-TV channels 14-83 (70 UHF-TV

channels each 6 MHz wide). Previous domestic decisions taken in Dockets

16261 and 18262, respectively, provide for land mobile access to a maximum

of two channels in the lower 7 channels (14-20) in each of 13 major

urbanized areas, and for re-allocation of the upper 14 channels (70-83) to

the land mobile services nationally with existing TV translators accommodated

on a secondary basis.

93. in previous NotitLes, we sultunaLiced cequesto or the browiLast11,6

and non-btoadcasting services for allocationb in this poLtioh of the spe-ck,,,111.

Thosefar exceeded spectrum capacity. We also noted the difficulties, of

projecting and justifying service requirements to the year 2000.

if Except that RR Nos. it,75/J29A and 3660/33Z provide for

use of the 602 608 uliz and 606-614 MHz bands respectivelyi. qd RR Nu.

3661/332A provides for broadcastplg-satellite use of the be iFlp 190

MHz subject to certain limitations; see, howevef,p our proposa.tib MOD

RR No. 3661/332A.



94. In our Fifth Notice, we proposed international alloca
would essentially align Region 2 allocations with our domestic al
table. That proposal did not provide all the exclusive Region 2 spectrum
allocations requested by broadcasting. Additionally it Rrovided neither
for the exclusive worldwide allocations requested by. mobile services, nor
for flegibility they reque'efed in Region 2.

45.

which
ocation

95. 0 Our Eighth'Notice introduced a regulation in the bands 470-608 MHz
and 614-890 MHz, which proposed a primary co-equal allocation to the fixed,
mobile and broadcasting services in the United States within 200 mileg of
neighboring cowry boundaries. We,also reinstated a primary broadcasting
alloCation between 806-890, MHz. wEit emphasized that our Eighth Notice did
not abrogate our domestic decisions taken in DOcket Nos. 18261 and 18262.
We stated that we fully intend td continue our process of international
coordination and agreements, but that our proposal was intend,t1 to eliminate
constraints on the United States which have resulted from the current
international allocations table. While we were convinced of the'need for
illocating additional spectrum for the international mobile services, our
Eighth Notice provided no worldwide exclusive allocations for short range
communications in these services.

96. At this. time, we are proposing to modify the international table
of allocations for Region 2 along-the following lines:

97.

Region

470-608
608-614
614-890,

This proposal,
2 framework for administrations to

mobile or fixed services as needs develop
International coordination and agreements
service would continue to be needed along
An administration's 'decision to implement

BROADCASTING, FIXED, MOBILE
RADIO ASTRONOMY
BROADCASTING, FIXED,4M0BILI.

if adopted by the 1979 WARC, would provide
consider developing broadcasting,
through the end of the century.
for successful introduction of
borders of Region 2 countries.
a service would be made

a

specific needs become clearer and'technological improvements, now
horizon, are realized.

98. The allocation prvpubal ducb not provide ally exclusive
spectrum for broadcasting asrequeted by the TV Service Working
nor does it implement allocations -of additional sActrUm for use
mobile or fixed services within the U.'S., it is an interhational

as

on tic

Ree,iou L

Group,
by the

a

proposed for Region 2. U.S. domestic allocations tOr the 470 -89u MHz band
would remain unchanged. Extensive domestic inquiLy and rulemaking would

Abe required before reallocation of these channels to non-broadcasting
services could occur within the U.s. However, no such rulemakings are
contemplated at this time.
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.99. Technological development concerning improved television receiver
design and narrower band mobile transmissions are being studied. New

television receiver designs may reduce or eliminate frequency assignment
restrictions which have greatly limited the number of, TV stgtions'which
can be assigned. New developments in frequency and amplittide companding
in conjunction with 014gle sideband modulation may make Ian& mobile oper-
ations more spectrum efficient. Cellular systems promise to improve mobile
public radiotelephone. Other technological developments, such as spread

(spectrum, digital and analog thinking, etc., may have a considerable impact
upon spectrum efficiency. Optical fiber cations systems promise
to enhance cable distribution.of informat On. These show promise for the
future.

t 41.

100. With respect to the communication requirement of the international
mobile services, which had previously been considered for accommodation in
this portion of the spectrum, we ere now proposing to satisfy these needs
outside of thR 470-890 MHZ band., We are prbposing,that the'aeronantical
mobile (R) seArice beeexpanded into the 136-137 MHz band, in a phased
process; and that the short range internaVonal maritime communication
requirement be satisfied by a similar phasing in process in the 216-225 MHz
band.

Amateur/Amateur-Satellite

101. We discussed-amateur allocations for the bands 220-225 MHz,
-435-438 MHZ, and 902-926 z in previous Notices. We proposed a secondary
allocation in the 902-928 z band to provide for experimentation by the
amateur service. We also roposed a primary mobile allocation at
220-225 MHz to which amate s objected, fearing Introduction of a,CH type

.service in,this band. Pro osed RR No. 320A extended secondary allocations
to bands other than 435- MHz, (specifically, 1250-1260 MHz, 2390 .:2400 MHz,
5650-5670 MHz, 76-81 GHz, 165-170 GHz, and 240-250 GHz) in which amateur-
satellite operations could occurs

102. Amateur community comments to our Eighth Notice continued to
express concern about a possible CB service at 220-225/MHZ. ARRL stated
that A tolial. of 320 amateur repeaters exist in the U.S. in this band.
There appeared to be no general objections tfo.our other roposads. We
propose no change from our Eighth Notice, except for the 220-225 Mhz bc.,,u

103. . Upon Qousidering the needs of ,the maritime moL11e ac.rvicc, al4
our inability to satisfy these needs elsewhere, we ace convinced that a
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',prithary worldwide allocation between 216-225 MHz should be.propoSed to
satisfy maritime;short-range communication requireMents. To accomplish
vhiS, the amateur service has been proposed for a secondarY allocation in
220 -225 MHz. jle are also proposing in ADD RR No. 3605A, that radiolocation

' continue as a primary service until 1990. No new stations would be
permitted after that time, and any radkolocaqon statiOns authorized
prior to-1990 would continue to operate on a secondary basis. Consequentially,
our previous proposal regarding the mobile service is not being made.

Broadcasting

104 Comments of the television broadcast community have repeatedly
stated that the public interest is best served by the exclusive reservation
of 470-890 MHz.in Regio 2 for the television broadcasting service. Broad-

,

;casters opposed our tighth4lotice which proposed a regulation making broad-
casting, fixed, Ad mobile primary services in the Z70-890 MHz band in the
United States within 200 miles of its borders.

105. The Council of UHF Broadcasters stated that our Ei1hth Notice
"... suggests an intention to facilitate or force sharing of the entire\
UHF television band in every part of the country `by mobile and "fixed
radioservices ..." The Television Broadcast Service Working Group also
expressed concern that the Eighth Notice"... jeopardizes the future growth
of television broadcasting in the UHF band by proposing a footnote raising
the mobile and fixed radio services to co-equal status with broadcasting
in the United States." Broadcasters contended that the full UHF band will
be needed, that_ new narrow band technology will enable land mobile needs
to be met within existing land mobile allocations, and that the Eighth
Notice footnote was inconsistent with goals of other nations in Region 2.

106. In the proceedings of Docket 18261, 'it was demonstrated that
limited dharing of the UHF spectrum between broadcasting and land mobile
is feasible. It should also be emphasized that the allocations to be made
at the 1979. WARC are to be designed so as to meet the needs of administra-
tions. through.the'remainder of this century. Throughout our preparations
for this 1979 Conference, we have attempted to develop a flexible frameworR
in which the United States, as well as other administrations, could meet
its changing requirements over that time frame. We feel it is incumbent
upon us to maintain the flexibility to meet these ever changing requirem,....,
Therefore, we shall continue our propoaal t.,/ show broadcasting, fixed and
mobile s shared service allocations in the 470-80'MHz 1kand, e,,cept
608-614 MHz band, whiCh we propose be allocated for radio astronomy
observat ns.
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107. Terrestrial broadcasters opposed our proposed modification of
RR No. 3661/332A which would provide for use of the band 620-790 MHz Tor
audio as well as television' broadcasting by satellite. Broadcasters
contended that the amendment would be inconsistent with U.S. poltcy con-
cerning wee of the UHF-TV band. Interference would be caused to the
existing service and to the transmissions of television
translator stations. Public service satellite systems would preclude
hew. nearby F television assignments and would restrict the desired
re-location existing UHF station's in order to improve their coverage.

108. The broadcasting satellite community sees an opportunity in this
band to provide public service applications such as educational radio,
and communications for information and health services directed primarily
to schools, libraries and hospice , particular,ly in rural communities.
This,, we feel, could be'done by sh ring frequencies with the terrestrial
broadcasting service in such a way that minimum interference would be
caused to terrestrial services. A special frequency plan based on criteria
and discussions developed in CCIR Reports and Recommendations was mentioned
in our Eighth Notice.

109. - Our proposed table continues to show the amended RR No. 3661/332A.
The design of any satellite system is yet to be considered. 1/ However,
protection now exists for terrestrial broadcasters from television broad-s
casting-satellite transmisqons by the power flux density limits specified
in RR No. 3641/332A. Soundibroadcasting-satellite transmissions may require
other power flux density limits. We believe that the power flux density
limitations originally stated in Recommendation No. Spat -10 should be
further studied by the CCIR in order to facilitate the shared allocation.
Proposed Recommendation No. Fr,' herein would accomplish this. Moreover,

" introduction of any system'would require agreement between administrations
concerned and those having services operating in accordance with the table.
Finally,` domestic rulemaking would be required before any system could
be introduced in the U.S.

110. The existing international allocations which provide for broad
casting in the 54-73 MHz, 75.4 -)08 MHz, and 174 -216 MHz bands are vital
to the continued provision of VHF-TV and FM services in this country. We
are proposing the contLnuation of these allocations.

Land Mobil.

4

111. The land motilw. ,wsmonity has cii.,kALatsed a

provide for co-equal primary mobile, broadcasting and fixed servi,e
at

allocations in Region 2 between 470 -o06 MHz. Comments of t.i,e PrivaL, 1..1

1/ SPM. documegts Xv/110 and xe/ilub ., I..,
between the broadcastIngatellit, service and tLe tet.estlial bros.i
casting'service in the 620-790 MHz band45
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Mobile Service Working Group to our Eighth Notice recommended that the
services indicated. in RR No. 3661A/332B be placed in the international
table. This would' provide a suitable Region 2 framework for preservingU.S. domestic allocation's for the band 410-512 MHz, while making possible
future domestic land mobile allocations between 5124-806 MHz should estima-
tions of groyith be realized.

1124 Between 806 aid 890 MHz the land mobile community stressedthe need for primary mobile and secondary broadcasting allocations in orderto reflect domestic allocation decisions taken in Docket 18262. That
decision provided land mobile Itull'use on a primary basis of the
806-890 MHz band nationwide with existing TV translators an a secondary
basis. This is in contrast to the 470.-5-12 MHz band where land mobile useis limited to 13 major urbanized areas, and theri only to part of the band
in each area.

4

113. Arguments regarding growth of the land mobile tferviceGwere
presented to justify retention of present allocations to-the mobile service'in the VHF portion of the spectrum and acquisitions of new mobile service
allocations above 890 MHz. Such allocations could also support a new
Citizens Band service (control of model aircraft as mentioned by the
Academy of Model Aeronautics might occur within some class of citizens
band service).

114. There was much discussion during this proceeding with regard tothe possible use'of Slace techniques in the 806-890 MHz band; that topic
is treated in the section entitled "Land-Mobile-Satellite". On balance;
we believe Oat the i roduction of ADD RR No. 3655A/329B into the pro-
posed allocations to e, to provide for the application of sieace techniques
to the mobile service,'would be in the public i Brest.

115. In summary, we believe that a flexible app ach in the inter-
natanal allocations table will best serve the.interest of the U.S., and
we are, therefore, proposing a co-equal sharing of the en. 're band between470-890 MHz (excepting 608-614 MHz for radio astronomy obs rvations)
between, the broadcasting, fixed and mobile services. In ddition, .we
propose to continue existing mobile allocations below 470MHz (in the
ranges of 25-50 MHz, 150-174 MHz, 406-420 MHz, and 45u-470 MHz), to re& *1&
RR No. 3595/287 in order to continue to provide protection for land mobile
users, And to provide for the possible appli.C.ation of space techniques4
to the mobile service in d06-890 MHz through the introduction of an
appropriate regulation. We are also proposing that mobile allocatio.0 ue
provided between 890 and 960 MHz except for the band 947-952 MHz where
exclusive fixed allocations are continued (in the bands 890-902 MHz au,
928-942 MHz the aeronautical mobile service would be excepted i ordet
to protect important radioldvation operati .$).

5 ,
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T

Land Mobi -Satelli

C
, 116. The Private,Land Mobile Service Working Grogp identified a/

. requirement for an alloca gonlr.f spectruM to accommodate a lanclamobile-

satellite service. Accorsi. o the Working Group, this spectrdm could

be used in the future for 1. g distance -Communications. in operations such
as cross-country trucking, railroading, and remote direction of emergency

operations. The SWG specifically requested the bands 1427-1435, 2450-2500,

and 8400-8500 MHz. In the Third Notice, we proposed to satisfy the require,
ment by plaCing the land mobile-satellite service in the 2450 -2500 MHz
band- and,in the' 8400 -8500 MHz band; in both 1nStances the service would
have been on a secondary basis to the existing services. In addition; we
proposed RR No. 3655A/329B for Region 2 in the band 806-890MHz to provide
spectrum for 'the possible development and use of a mobile-atellite, system'

for public services.

117. Comments to the Third Noti$ opposed our RR No. 3655A/329B
prpposal on the basis that: (1) it did not provide any unique service
which could not be accommodated within the other, mobile-satellite services;'
(2) the.$06-890 MHz bandfwas the home of the future terrestrial land mobile
services; (3) the fundamental sharing problems that can occur when one or

both sharing services are mobile had not been addressed; and, (4), space
radiocommunications in this band:might limit spectrum efficiency, by the
inability to re-use channels on a geographic basis to the same extent
fas the terrestrial services. In the Fifth Notice, we retained the regular
/ion proposal but requested comments on the objections stated abOve and on
possible frequency alternatives for tbe.a it ocationa.mk-The proposals'at
2450-2500 and 8400-8500 MHz received very little comment, other than a
request to designate the 2450-2500 MHz band proposal as an earth-to-space
link.

118. The comments to the Pifth Notice once main were conLetned mostly
withRR No. 3655A/329B proposal. The Executive Branch (NASA and HEW),
and other pu44c. comments', fax/tired the proposal or some variation of it.
The land mobile community, however, opposed it, particularly in the
806-890 MHz band, on Like basis that: (1) the potential market is Vet),

limited; (2) this band is planned for short range terr(cstrial mobile
communications; and (3) no 'specific technical proposals and feasibility

studies had been presented. In resptutse to this opposition, the
Notice deleted the Proposal for RR No. 3655A/329b, and indicated thatth,
requirement would havtiiwto be satisfied in the proposals at 2450-2500'-and
8400-8500 MHz and any oOler specific mobile-satellite alloLations above I .44.

"'

t)

a.%
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119. In response to the Eighth 'Notice", clomments from the Executive
Branch (HEW) and others £COMSAT General and General Electric Company)
urged retention of A much flexibility as ppssible with.. regard to the
land mobile-satellite proposals, particularly with ,ree'peet to RR No.
3655A/329B proposal. HEW stated:. "'the fOotnOte D655,4329B option should
be Wlept,open, 'with the issue to be finally resolved domestically on_the
basis of studies and experiments which would take place in the coming
decade." COMSAT General indicated that this satellite service could be
developed to augment the, terrestrial Service,,eapecially for use' in the
rural areas:.

,

'120. Although we continue to believe that the requirement, should
ultimately' be satisfied in the. bands abore f GHz., we are' persuaded that
the near term satisfactionof this requlrement in-the 806-890 MHz.band
'would have obvious benefit's accruing.from;the present availability, of
equipment, a.possibility for thtegration into the existing terrestrial
land mobile sysemoand an opportunity to experiment with various system
configurations. While it is true.that ,the sharing feasibility studies
are not -complete, we are confident that-such sharing can take'place, at
least on a limited scale, and we do not feel that the-lack orsuch complete
information, at this time, should.be allowe to.preclude alit eventual
implementation of'such techniqUes. "Accorengly, we havelttncluded that
the proposal to introduce RR No. 3655A/329B into the Table,of.Alloc*tions

. would bein the .publiC interest. This g,ropopal is being put forth with
concerned reservation as to its proper. methc5d of ,implementation within
the-United States. This' requirement is seek As a possible adjunct to,;..
and not a replacement for, the aei-yices to be provided by the land mobile
service in the 806-890 MHz band. Implementation within the United States,
should such a, system be proposed in'the normal coursecif rulemaking, Must
maintain the, integrity of our terrestrial land mobile services in this ba.i
and accommodte.,the expected growth of short range terrestrial mobile
c Ommun icat ion systems.

MsLitime

1z1. o" pkt.tt...1Ltis ,,,, k.

to fkuiriil r,iquir,ments fur -hoct ranbe Goiluae,
received from the maritime ,ornmunity to our E ih Notice LontinuA to
identify neeil,fOr 18 MHz or additional rreq,,ency spectrum. The Mariti.e
Service Worktrig Group (M-SWo) stated that data which had submitted
previously'is'as comprehensive and r,fined as ,an'ressonsbly he develup,i
it'aiso stated that the freqneyicy range 51L:-.5)0 MHz. is prefei'red fur the
additiotal op,ectrufii.

./
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response to -our requests to identify what portion of the -

maritime requireMents is international. and what portion domestic, the

'Maritime ServieWorking GroUp indicated that "... separate allocations

. for these needs would be wasteful utilization of the spectrum and would

lead to unnecess.gy confusion of operating procedures and a costly duplica--

tion of syStems and equipent:" The M-SWG further stated that "... some
countries Mayhavaao-called domestic needs for maritime communications..."
but that "... domeitic needs are, in reality, international in-sdope and

should be satisflied by international allocations." We essentially agree

with the maritime comments and consider the disadvantages of separate

domesItic and. international allocationatO outweigh the advantages; this-

is especially-so for publi correspondence services. Moreover, we
attribute, urrent difficulties with frequencies designated for use by
RR N. 359 /287 as a reason for the need fora primary worldwide. maritime

mobile se vice allo'cation.
- ,

123. The maritime community continued to encourage a policy which .

would provide full-use of Appendix 18 frequencies for maritime communications

in the U.S'. by amending R11-No. 3595/287 of the international Table cf.

Allocations. Our table does not propose any change to this regulation,
,gulatioh-3595/287 provides the latitude for*administrstions, to decide

frequencies are assigned to stations in the maritime mobile,servite,

nd. rezAlloca ion of R11.-No. 3595/287 feqUencies now ,used by land mobile

services s rpperly addresSed in domestic rulemaking.

12443 Iq arriving at. a final allocation proposal to the '1979 Conference

concerning the satisfaction of short range maritime communications, A -

number °fit:actors were considered. Among these were the ability of,an .

aljocvion to satisfy the maritime requirement,:acCeptance-of the allocation

worldwide, aPid the impact Of the hllocatiOn upon existing services occupying s, o'
'the band. Perhaps more importantly, the allocation proposal must make a

,

clta'r, positive showing to, the Confereacethat the U.S- views,thiS as an

- iitTortant, valid requirement which mustbe'patisfied somewhere in the

VU/UliFeportion,of the spectrUm. We'areproposigg,,therefore,"to satisfy

the requirement throUgh a- worldwede priMary allocation to.the maritime

mobile .service in the 216-225 MHz band; Regulation No. 3605A4297A would

.

beadded t6 the band 216-225 KHz, to reduce, the status of theradiolocation

/Nser:vice.to secondary aflikr 1990. While'we recognize the Opposition: this

proposal may receive at the Conference (this band is \for television in

Region 1)i we feel the need dictates that we propose a band to satisfy

'short-range maritime reqUirement's. National implementation in'a dotestic

.rule-making may have to cprisidey phasing out of radiolocation after the

1990 date in `some U.S. lOCations in some small parts of the.band.

Additionally, this proposal would reduce the Region *amateur allocation

to a secondary status. While the current Idvestmenein.this 220-225 MHz

band by the amateur service'is significant, we believe the requirementp

Lifthe maritime mobile service necessitate such action..

O
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'Aeronautical Mobile (R) andmeUbfic Air-Ground Correspondence

)

.

125 1m. our EfOth:Notice, weatatedthat we.'-were conVinced..of the'
neeeto Eillgcate additional spectrum Co meet aeronautical short range
communications requiredem However,, we' were not able to "identify
frequencies to meet the meed.: Instead', we noted that'asubstantial portion.

the.Wentified'requirementa.were'domestic in nature. We asked for an° '

..indication'of the percentage of.totalrequirdents which' require worldwide'
?alloCation, *and,for:some way to distingUish between intgrhational and
domestic needs.

\126. In their response,a.the Aviation Service Working Croup (ASWG) saw
"md Useful ijuipose in separating domestic and internatibpal aeronautical'
:services, Aeronaut'ical'-equipment standards-, requency planning, and,
communications-systems are planned j,:n the international arena. In addit.i'On,

.ASK staled that "...'a dja1 system of.alloCatjon would be an inefficient.

,usekt:.frequency spectrum, confuSe operating And safety procedures and -
reeigle in-unnecessary-duplicatiqh of equipment and systems in the aeronauticalservtcgs-P

We'are persuaded that the disadvantages of separate domestic,
and international allocaCiOng for. the aeronautical mobile,..(11) service
outweigh any adVantages.

. r

.1271
,
With benefit,of the results of the rqcently"completed ICAO

,CommuniCatidhs. Division Meeting 16 as well as.ripcognition of our inability
to proyi4esPectrumbetween.584-614 MlizIfor operational control cOmmunita-

, tion's4 the aeronautical community focidset its request for .additional
spectrUm ono the 136-138.Milz band. ARINC/ATA advised that the.2 MHz
additional. spectrum would not satisfy. all, of the needs for additional
channels. for operational control but could'provide-imcentive to the -

t
development'of.narrdlter channel spacing. In addition, ARINC/ATA noted
quit regUlations in the aeronautical mobile-satellite bands betWeen
1535=1660 MHz permit .use of frequencies for ground-to-air and air-to-ground
transmissions to extend or supplement -the aircraft-satellite links: While

',the ASWG agreed with the ICAO meeting recommendationi that e'OnsideAtion
Should be giVen to operatiop,within the()band 118-136 MHz using channel,
eepartions less than 25 kHz, 'ASWG also felt that introduction of improved
frequency util4zattpn ,rould best be accompliShed by conductin studies
and experiments at 136-138 MHz, and then introducing. new techniqdes into
118-.:116'MH , 1 ndings supportauch action. The'aeronautical community

.1 suggested a time frame ich.might extend into the early 1990Jt for phasing
° existing users out of the 6-138 MHz band. .

90

1/ ICAO convened a Communicat ons Divisional Meetiag iii Montreal from
May 16-June 9,' 1978,' in pr paration for the 1979 Wor011,Administrative
Radio Conference.

("TT
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128. We note ICAO's report concerning the\adequaCy of the

.

L17.975-136 MHz band to meet the needs of2international civil aviation

Up to the year 2000. "Most reliable analyses of this period Appear to be

in agreement and:forecast at-feast a doubling of the existing
level of

activity which could plate a severe demand on the av4lability of radio

chapnels in this fiequency range." 1/

129. While the. aeronautic-al community limited its comments to the

2 MHz of spectrum which.it needs for operational control cOmmunicatiOns,

comments.apiay to air traffic controlcommunications as well as

operational control. In the U.S., in the -band 118 -136 MHz, 4 MHz

-:(128132 MHz) is currently allocated to operatiOnal,control;he remaining

14.MHz is aflocated for air traffic control communications. 14hy frequency

,utilization improvements verified ak 136-138 MHz would be most important

for channel& below.136 MHz.

110., We essentially agree with the aeronau ica1commumi.ty concerning

the need foc 136 -138 MHz, the planforits developmen &,. and its potential

. for introducing narrower bandwidths between 118136 MHz. Although we (

ful4 recognize the continuing Long:tem requirement of space services

',in this .band7-we !lve proposed RR. No. 3582A/281AB, similar to that discussed

' in' Our Fifth'Notice,Whj.ch wouldprovide for the gradual reduction of the

.SpaCe research service andthe'consequent introduction of,the aeronautical

mobile service in 136137 MHZ,'

.

131, In order toobtain theflexibilityto implement satellite

teefini4U4:within 118 -136 MHz, should the need develop, our table.proposes

minor modification to-RR No.'"3573/273A. We understand that VHF satellite

antennas now exist as standard equipmenton Boeing 747 aircrafand_that

limited satellite service within present. VHF bands could be implemented

'Ad:thin a shott time. Any such use of satellite techniques, of"course, Would

be subject to coordination between the administrations concerned. We

'also propose to- add RR No..357213/2738 in order to permitsatellite

techniques for search and rescue operations using the frequencies

121.5 and 243 MHz.

4,

132. In the Fifth Notice, we proposed tq align Region 1 witji Regions

2. and 3 in the '74.6 -75.4 MHz bald which is used for, aeronauticaemarker

beacons. In. the Eighth Notice, Fe withdrew that proposal. Out' proposed

ArtiCle N7/5 Table of Allocations. (Appendix 5 herein) con*ina,no.proposal-

tb modify,the present allocation.

1/ Report of the ICAO Communications DiVisional Meeting Preparatory to the

ITtl Woxad Administrative Radio Conference (1979),-Montreal, May 16 7

June
\
9

'

1978 p. 3-7 para. 32.3.1.
,
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33, TheASWG.xpreSSed. d needfor.allocations. to provide for short
range public correspondence'communtcations links connecting aircraft to
the pUblic telephono network.-.ThecomMon Carrier Domestic Land Mobile

,Service Working.Group and AT &T also supported. the n4dfor..these frequency
allopatio0s. In previous Notices,.we.proposea MobileaLlocatt2ns absplve.

-:890 MHz which co old be used for a public system. Requirements
..,Pf theradioloca ion servite.eapecially_within Region 1, would make,ihe

(
impIementation o such a-systeM very difficult .and extremely unlikely.
We, therefore, h veyi;hdrawn the proposed primary mobile allocations.
within the bands 896-902.4nd-941,-947 MHz in-Region 1. In the instant

,propoSal, a mobile except aeronautical-mobile allocationhas been retained ..,,

in Region 2 and conceivably could support such fi system within the U.S.
or the Region«: z

.
1 .

Radio,4tronomY

134. dZadiO astronomy observations,occur rn-a number of bands between
27.5 and 1215 MHz. While we are not propo4ing any,new allocations far
the service in,thip frequency range, we are vfopqsing.some modifications
which should bebenetiCiar to the service. areare proposing tp expand
the allocation at 38 MHz;and to up rade part..of the allocation to a
.primary aiso are propolng to ixpancl the -73-74.6 MHz allocation'
from Region 2, to a worldwide status, and to place a date limit on.fixed,
mobile and. broadcasting operations inRegion 2 in proposed RR No.
3551/23A. %would provide iradio.aStronamy with a primary exclusive
alUpcatton in Region 2 in the 608-614:MHz band, where it is now afforded
only, footnote acetus:-.Thf existinvallotion at 406.1-410 MHz is main-
tained. We believe OIL the above actions should adequately provide for
continued astrpnorr research in this `portion of. the spectrum:.

A
...Indus-trial, Scientific and Medical ,

r ,

..,"
#

135. The isting internatl al Table of A.11ocatiOns provides for
thc,.ope of ISM equipment wo461dwide at 40.68 MHz (RR No.. 3533/236)

I'

and'in Region 2 at'9.15 MHz (RR No. 3670/340). During this proceeding, we
, haveconsideped the merits of, a worldwide allocation at '915 MHz for ISM
equipment and included such a proposal in the Fifth Notice. After receiving

d'Ilimited support fog` this proposal, it was opped from the Eighth.liotice.
4e have Oven this topic further,cOnsiderat on and believe that.it is in
the beSt. interest of the U.S. to forward. such a proposal to the Conference.'
We, therefore, are proposing that RR No.'3670/340.,,be applied to Regions
1 and 3.

6
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t.

Sub-Section

Spectrum Between 1215 MHz and_10.7.GHz

136.. The band betWeen 1215 Aft and 10.7 GHz has become.the.

prime home 'for the world's high density traffic routes because of

the propagation ch&SCteristics atthese frequencies and the

development of an economically viable, practicable technology... t.

However, only by adopting careful and welL!defined sharing criteria

will it,be posilhle to.obtain the maximum possible utilization of /

this.part of the sie-0,rum,for high density perviCeS and 4o make .

reasonable acccamOdatiO0 for.the dynamic growth in Communications'

services foreseen in the next twenty years.

Fixed-Satellito(International)

T

137. The Fixed Satellite Advisory. CoMmittee in its. allocations,

'Proposal df February 1976 (Doc t CC-FS-5/1) indicated the need

for,significant additional spectrUm for the fixed-satellite service ,

beloW 10 Gat to meet: expanding international communications require-.

ments. this need was discussed in its justification report of April

1976,(DoCument FS-1-8). Accordingly in our Third Notice, we explored

the possibility of identifying an additional 800,MHz ineach direction

below10 GRz. Such a spectrum requirement, particularly the need

for the'spectruM (in both directions) elther:to be continuous or to

consist of large continuous segthents ca4.1:not be accommodated, even.

An part, without imposing. Sertoldliihlets VIM respect to the usage

of the spedtrum by otheritiviiC!31V4fencettrth)*.there-hap been a

ccmtinUing effort to find the addrttona).Weotrinifieniary fOr the
fixed-satellite service, while still satisfying the needs Of other

services occupying the same partof.the spectrum.

138. //-- At 'the time of the Fifth Notice it was evident that 800

MHz of spectrum (in each direction was feasible, although there

still remained the possibility of finding 500 MHz. Discussions with:
the:Fixecb-Satellite Advisory Committee indicated that:a lesser amount

of additional spectrum:woad severely jeopardize a necessary expansion
'of the seriice. In the Fife b7.NOtice, therefcretentative allocations

for 500 MHz in both the up and down directions were identified, although

,again, the difficulties inVolved vere,recognized'and discuss4d at some

length (paragraphs:109-114, 192-197 and'Appendix 5). ,Because-of these

a



difficulties) detailed comments snd suggestions were requestOft
(paragraphs 114, .196). , t ti

I

139. Further work to attempt o resolve the many difficulties
that Arbse in response to the'Fifth Notice indicated that expansion
inthe5 GHz band and substantial usage:of the 3 Gift band would i no

111

tenable approaches. Further, severe sharing problems with ,

bile services at the top and bottom ends of .the, 6425-6925 MHz band
'propoied for the uplink were fully recognized. Accordingly, t e
Eighth Notice left the allocation issue tihablved and continued to
ask fOr,comments (paragraphs 133-136). In subsequistt cOmmentt, it
was suggestedthat a band in the 2'0Hz region (1850-2200 MHz), used
An conjunction with _the 3400-73700 MHz band; would'be feasible as 'a
down link. -:.In the fiteqUency4 band 2025.to 2110 MHZ, coordination
could benecessary to prevent harmful interference froM tracking .

and data-relay satellites to the fixed4atellite earth stations.
In the frequency band 2110 to 2200 MHz,.-cdordination with the
mobile service could bedifficult:near population centers. However,presende of half of a dozen earth stations located at places far
away from the population centers would not cause any disruption of
the mobile service. -To provide better comPatibility.between the
fixed-satellite and the mobile services, we are proposing a RR No.
3706A/356B limiting the operation of the 1850-2200 Milt:band to the
international fiXed-satellite syttems.

57.

140,. The sharing difficulties between. the-tadiolocation and
fixed satellite services in the 3400-3700,MHz band have been docu-
mented in earlier Notices, and the utilization of this band by\ the
fixed satellite service is. expected to be severely restricted,4
perhaps being'limited to only the upper portions of-the band. Since
theseptwo services currently share the 3400-3700.MHz band, we are
proposing that this allocation continue and that the sharing dif-.
ficultiet be treated at the time of any fixed satellite system .

design and implementation. We also see merit.in theVHZ.recom.
emendation and are proposing that the 1850-2200 MHZ'ban be also
allocated to the fixed satellite service, shared with the existing
services.. These allocations, used in conjunction with the 6425-7115
MHz up-link, should ease the pressing demand for fixed satellite
spectrtm below 10 GHz.

141. It should be noted that the fixed-satellite service,
earth-to-space, Is shpwn as.continuing up to 7115'MHz. Howevervthe
operation of:mobiles in the 6875-7115 MHz band would preclude domestic J .use of the fixed-satellite service in this-portion of the tend because
of inherent problems of sharing with mobile TV pickups.
tional requireme has been identified for feeding the .fixed -satellite.,

.

.
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'satellite services at'2500r2690 MHz. We have not

'identified pOrgons of the 6425-7115 MHz band in our

se, varying requirements, believing thii more

opestichandling, or extensive discussiOn.among

)

',Fixed- Satellite /Broadcasting- Satellite

/ ,1 .

-'1---...,-

142. .:the latter stages of-this proceeding,

c n ceived concerning the accommodation of

statiOnl nted systems as contrasted to common'

syste08. , ' , ., nts were' file by the,Public inter
.-Adsocia p., among others, principally ad

GHz. bancl isualizing small dia

Conjunctio wi a multipleapot beam an a sateilit
metthtenna up,

comments ere discussed further in the sec ion on broad

'above 10..7 GHz. In anticipation of the problems whic

a number of
small earth
carrier - oriented

St Satellite
sit the.12/14,
nksiused in
. These
ting-datellites

might be

encountered in trying to accommodate this type Of service above 10

GHz (e.g., detailed planning of,the broadcasting-satellite service),

we have attempted to propoee another allocation which would be suitable

for the purpose. Considering the suitability of spectruit between

1 and 10 GHz for spate services, and the large number of services and'

users seeking access; we have found the existing 2500-2690 MHz broad-

casting-satellite bandtd be suitable-for these kinds of services.

143. ¢ The types of services envisioned within a user"iriented.

system'may give'rise to bonsideraticns 'as to whether or not it is

truly a broadcasting-satellit service. Therefore, we are concut-

rently proposing that the fixed-satellite service also be allocated

'in the 25002655 MHz portion of this band, in the space-to-earth

direction.tAlong with this allocation, we 'are proposing that the

allowable power flux density for both services in the,-2500-2655

Portion be increased in Order to accommodate the anticipa

diameter earth station antennas which will be employed. W: have

found it possible to increase power levels only' in this po ion o

the band due to sharing:problems with the adjacent band radio nomy

service. Uplinks for this service would probably be accommodated in

the 6425-715 MHz fixed-satellite uplink band which we are propoding.

As stated in the section on fixed-satellites, we do not propode that

any. "pairing" of up- and dawn -links .be ,made in theinternatiOnal

Radio Regulations; we believe that this would best-be accomplished

either domestically or through planning within international service

organizations.

II

4

.
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144, Finally,' we haVe consiared the problemsyof sharing such

a user-oriented satellite servie1.4with the existing terrestrial

Instructional Television Fed Service :LITT'S). Such sharing con-

siderations will necessari force careful consideration of the
manner of implementation of the satellite services. We do, however,

- believe thathese two o-services are.not'MutUally exclusive and that
the. satellite services may even operate as a poSsible adjunct to the

ITFS. In any event, we believe. that the Possible services to be
provided to the public through small diameter antenna, user- oriented
systems woad be available with this allocati:on.propOsal.. :

.,

Aeronautical Mobile - Satellite

,145. 'In previous Notices,, we discussed. the current status of
.aeronautical satellites and summarizAd related congressional hearing
De Spite a pessimistic near -terra outlook for an operational sydtem,

.

We noted the aeronautical community's concern that existing fre-
quency allocations may be insuficient to meet planning purposes for
the year 2000 and beyond,

L46. 'In response to our Eighth Notice, the' Aviation Service Working
\Croup (ASWG) stated that plans for the, use of the 5Gliz band have :not .._

changed, and that freq0encies between 5000 -5250 MHZ'havegalways been
intended for paths between land earth stations and satelliteEL RR No.

3750/383B, however, would, amongdther things, provide the band'5900-
5250-MMi 'for connection hetWeen air traffic:control,centers via
Satellite. We also stated that we foreSaw a:later generation concept,
a,single'satellite system that would :satisfN both aeronautical and maritime

needs and requested comments as to where frequency allocations between
land earth stations and satellites (feeder linkS) Should be satisfied:

While the maritime co ity is receptive, the aeronautical community

opposes the concept. Aer utical Radio,Inc. and the Air Trans-
portation Association of America (ARINC/ATA) stated that the nature
and operational requirements of each service are. dissimilar. -Aero-
nautical services emphasize the essential safety and flight regularity
nspeets of communications exclude public correspondenee; a large

portion of maritime'communi tions consists- of.sublic correspondence.

AircraPt flying.at600 mile per hour need virtually instantaneous'

service for both air traffic control and operational control..; Low-gain
omni-directional antennas are needed for high-speed aircraft as compared
to higher gain, more flexibly designed directional antennas likely to
be. used aboard slow-moving Ships. The powers of the. two services will

'probably be different. We recognize the desirability to maintain :,

feeder linkap aeronautical bands (e.g.,541141pr.in 'doing so,

N °
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aeronautical safety service grade protection is assured. There is

no need to introduce such. protection in non-aeronautical bands.
Frequency and equipment. standards coordination would.beA.imited

to aeronautical bands. 'Finally, exclusivity:would assure .a basis

for. comprehensive planning of aeronautical needs without considering
non-aeronaUllical. services.. Thus, we provide no fretuency-allo-
cations for satisfying feeder linketor combinedaeronautical
and maritime satellites.

'While frequency allocation exclusivity'isthe desirable,*
goal for the aeronautical community to pursue, there has been no
.information introduced to precl4 maritime and aeronautical sere:
ices, at sqpe future time, from sharing a common space platform
if economic factors are favorable and institutional arrangements'

can be found. For example, a corm on platform could provide facilities

in the 5 GHz band for aeronautical service feeder links and in fixed-
satellite service bands (e.g., 4/6 GHz) for Maritime service feeder,

links.

(

148 o The aeronautical community supported the ICAO Communi-:
Cations Divisional Meeting're-adjustment of the 1535-1660 MHz band

to provide more equitable Aivision af'speotruebetween aeronautical
mobile-satellite and maritime - mobile- satellite services. We

essentially agree with the SUbstinee of ICAO's re-adjustment for
the aeronautical and maritime mobile-satellite serviced and have

adjusted our table in consideration of IFAOls proposal. Our table

provides 15 MHz uplink and downlink for aeronautical peeds'k frequency
separation between bandsjs 94 MHz, meeting the desired minimum
separation of 90 MHz betWeen aerOautical mobile-satellite uplink
and downlink communication bands: Allocations for the Global Position-

': ing Satellite (GPS) system have also been taken intoi'account and meet
the minimum required 65.MHZ separation betWeen the GPS receiver

center frequency 1575(4 12 MHz) and the aircraft earth station
transmit band,t' A primary radionavigation satellite allocation

provided in the band 1566-1590 MHz and inathe upper..3 MHz (1563-

.1566 MHz) of the aeronautical transmit 'band. Indi-

cations pre that aeronautical mobile - satellites and GPg can success-

'fully.share spectrum( These allocation proposals should perMit a
common GPS/comid*ations package to be placed on the same aircraft

.and'provide-for a_.,common.receiver.design:

149. Tyo 1-MHz uplink and downlink Mobiie-satellite allocations
are.propoesed for distress and, safety cimmunications. We note that

,ARINC/ATA recommended 1 MHz downlink only, for interservice use as
proposed in the Report of the ICAO Communications Divisional Meeting..

We have, however, tagen into account future needs of other mobile
users who Mr require uplinks....t/

1/See, for.example, the Report of the. Technical Panel of the INMARSAT
Preparatory COmmittee,, dated 13 July 1978 (Section 9).
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150. Other aeronautical( allocations, while not proposed by
ICAO, are desited for flexibility in planning Executiyp BranCh
services and are included in our proposals herein. .These..are

the...aerOnautidal radionavigation-satellite service in bands4551-
1563 and, 1645-1660 MHz and the, aeronautic bile' (R) and aero-
nautical Mobile-satellite services in band 159071624:MHZ.

Maritime Mobile-Satelli

151. Our past Notices discussed the maritime mobile-satellite
activity resulting from the operational MARISAT systemand"the
preparatory work underway looking. toward establis nt of an inter-
national maritime.mobile-satellite .organization ( NMARSAT). Those
activities and the work of the maritime servic rking group have
given rise to a need for doubling,existing marl obile-satellite
allocations in the uplink and downlink directions 7.5 MHz to
15 MHz in each directiOn), and for an additional 5 MHz r uni-directional
ship -to -shore requirements.

152., . In contrast to the aeronautical mobile- satellite services
which provide for feeder link TeedsA.n aeronautical bands, the
maritime mobile-satellite service has.satisfied feeder -links in
fixed-satellite service bands (e.g.i 4/6 GHz)., In our Fifth Notice,
we propoSed'RR No. 367C which would use radionavigation bands for
maritime satellite feeder links in a manner similar to aeronautical mobile -
satellites. Commenti in response to that Notice confirmed our con-
cern of sharing problems with radars. We withdrew the proposal.
In that Notice,',we also questioned whether 5000 -5250 MHz should be
considered fare maritime as well as aeronautical mobile-satellite
service feeder links. While the maritime community supported the
-suggestion, it preferred the use of fixed-satellite service bands,
noting that second generation maritime satellites and INMARSAT'plan-.

.

ring indicated a strong preference to .use 6/4 mit. The aeronautical
c ity opposed our suggestion. In our Eighth Notice, we proposed

,No. 378B which, provided a shared primary allocation" of portions
of the 6/4'GHz fixed-satellite bands. (4180-4205' MHZ and 5920-5945:MHz)
as feeder links for maritime mobile-satellites. That proposal also
Overlapped an adjacent radionavigation band in part:(i.e., 4200=4205
MHz). Comments of.the Maritime Service-Working.GrOup (M-SWG) emphasized
4.COVpeed for -a primary allOcation fot,feeder link frequencies to r.

01,



reduce significant frequency coordination problems with the fixed-
satellite service networks.and strongly reaommended.the bands 4180-
4200,MHz.and 6410-6425 MHz. ThAe are already allocated under. the'
Radio Regulations to the fixed-satellite service; the same isnot
.true of the bands proposed in 37813. COMSAT.General also supported
these as preferred bands but cautioned that interpretation of pro-
posed footeote 378B could imply %,..that.reMaining fixedrsatellite
service allocations are not available for maritime mobilersateilite
feeder link. If interpreted in this manner,. proposed RR No. 378B
wouldcrestrict 'rather than expand the fixed-satellite service bands

'available for use for such feeder links." Among other things,.we
have examined the maritime mobile-satellite feeder .ink problem in
conjunction with feeder link needs of-Other services (e.g.,'broadcastr.
ing-satellite), needs of the conventional fixed-satellite service, and
the fear raised by COMSAT' General in its comments. 046 have removed.
RR No. 3788. Our objective 1.5 to allocate sufficient 'spectrum to the
fixed-satellite service in order to enable sueces coordination of
fixed-satellite networks and those requiring fixed satellite service

.frequencies:forteederlihks.'
.153? Frequencies, tor use, between ship and satellite are.allo-
cated to the maritime MObilersatellite service_ between 1535r1660 Oft:
:In our Fifth Notice, we'asked whether or not thepand.1535-1660 MHz
should be re-adjusted to accommodate foreseen Maritime'nobilersatellite
,increased needs. We alSo proposed 1710-1720 MHZand 1970-1990 MHz
as additional allocations fora maritimepobile-satellite system to
be used:for high data rate applicatiOns. 'Response from the aero-

nautical community opposed re-adjustments'of-1535-1660 MHz. Maritime
comments preferred:spectrum adjacent to existing allocations for
operational and techniCal reasons but favored our proposal at 1710
1720 MHz and 197g-1990 MHz in the event preferred allocations could
not be proposed. 'air :Eighth Notice proposed rerallcidation pf,1535-
1660 MHz by reducing'exclusive allocations for aeronautical mobile-
satellites by 6 MHz and. expanding shared allocations to aeronautical
mobile - satellite and maritime mobilersatellite services by that

amount. We felt that each mobile - satellite service would have
exclutive spectrum to meet initial.nteds, and.that the shared allO-
cations would be available for assignment on approved Application by
either service at some future time when need would be demonstrated
and after prior, operational coordination between the two services.
We also continued our proposals for 1710-1720 MHz and 1970-1990 MHz.
In response to.ourEighth,flaice, the aerOnautical'comnumity pre-
ferred an aIlocation.proposal advanced at the International Civil
Aviation. Organization (ICAO) Communications Divisional Meeting.
That proposal wouldreradjustthe 1535-1660 MHz band and provide
for aeronautical- and maritime mobile - satellites at,the expense

6
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Of other aeronautical, services.. The Maritime SWG and; COMSAT General
pointed out practical difficulties with-IcAO's.plAn, particularly
in regard to reduction of the'101.5 MHz separation frequency between

.

upl nks' and downlinks to 95 MHz, COMSAT General stated that ICAO's..
pl: .wouldrequire ,eventual modification of tenminalsl. and might.

versely affect the rate of installation of ship terminals and the
u e of maritime mobile.,batellite services. Inttead, the mfirltibe

ity proposed allocationsof,1535-1550 MHz and 1631.51651.5
forthe maritime'mopile-satellite servile. 'While this propoSal

would satisfy maritime estimates of its full needs, the aeronautical
mobile services requirements 'could not be met except by adjusting
bands immediately above 1660 MHz. Adjustments above 1660 MHz would.
,adVersely affect the Yadioastronomy service as .well as fixed and
mobile services in Regions 1 and 3,

,

. J.

154. 'Dur. proposed table re-ad the 1535-1660 MHz b s along
the line's recommended by ICAO. It Provides:for maritime m ile-
satellite needs of 15'MHz downlink and 20 MHz uplink. Frequency
separation between bands is 94 MHz; this:assumes the 16241629 MHz
band voulete used for uni-directiOnal requireMents in the ship-to,.
,,Shorerdirectionit alai) preserves the existing 101.5 MHz frequency
separation betweentands presently allocated since existingMaritiMe
mobile - satellite allocations are inc/udedin.the proposed allocation.

.

This would ease transition to-the new separation frequeircy and should,
not inhibit,the.growth of the maritime mobile-Satellitekservice-. The
table alsoNprovides a common, separation frequency'(94 MHz) for 4.1ink'
And doWnlink bands'.Of the aeronautical Mobile-satellite and Maritime-
mobile satellite services and for the mobile - satellite service.' We
have withdrawn our proposalot 1710 -1720 MHz'and 1970-1990 MHz.

155.. COMSAT General also stated that it "...has received Numerous
inquiries whether the MARISAT. system could be used by transportable
terminals located on land in remote areas where other means for
providing services in an efficient and economic manner ArOlie0(ing."
.:COMSAT General recomMended that a new regulation be added to permit
sum service. We do not propose to introduce any provision which
would permit such service. Proposals for a satellite serlqce
between points on lad have'been discussed and are provided else=
where in our table. Maritime mobile - satellite allocations are pro-
posed worldwide for service to and from ships.

I III
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MeteorologiodlSatellite

if,

156. In the
4 Third Notice, we .prOposed, at ,the request of the

Executive Branchl.additionalspectrup for the meteorologiCal-satel-,-.
*liteservice. -Thts'aerviceTrovides. weather information worldwide
to users who receive it from satellites with relatively low-cost mi.
earth teriinals.:, The present allocations were maintained,but an
additional exclUsiire worldwide allocation within the1700-17100Hz
band was proposed..tor this urvice. AU other-radiO services were
proposed to be,dsleted.framThis-band in order,to avaidany inter-
'ferende.or4COordiwition:cOnflicis-that could result. No/Objections
to this proposal had been rdised.in th'e' U.S. and it was continued

in the' Fifth Notice a. originally proposed..

157. The Eighth Notice indicated that there. was considerable
opposition to. this proposal expressed by European administrations
with respect to the'deletion.ct the fixed service in thiS band.
Consequently, we proposed to reinsert the fixed service into the
1700-1710 MHz band in:Region 1, but only on a secondary basis. The
secondary allocation was proposed to avoid the difficulties-of
coordinatioh that are required when 'services shat e4. Also,
previous experienCe with the fiXed serciipe,operatittgin the 1690,;1700.
MHz band ap.a secondary basis without interference, indicated that
this was. a, viable- Since no.objectiOns to this proposal were
received iirresiiOnse to.the-Eighth Notice, this proposal has.1been
continued without Oange 'herein.

-

StiaCe Radars/Space Electrfnic Measuring Equitr.% tsqf

158. In the Third Notice, we identified a national requirement
for multi-frequency radars that would be used for the measurement
of,rain drop size, ain cloud echo, and melting-layer height mapping.
These radiolocation operationsuding space techniques were to'be can-
ducted in support of.the space research and earth exp1oration-
satellite services. There was, also a requiremeni.to satisfy the

need for itaging;radars of future space missions. Regulation No.

346A was proposed, at that time, to satisfy the requirements within
the, bands 1215-1400 MHz, 3100-3300 MH, 5250-5350 MHZ' and 9500-9800
ma, provided that hartiful ikterference would not be caused to ter-
restrial radiolocation, and, fri the 1215-12401ft band0.to the .

4.0dionavigation satellite service also. In the Fifth Notice this

fr"
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, regulation as continued' with only 1215-1400 'MHz changed tcY 125.571300
MHz becauke ..pf a reduction in the requirement. . .. f . "

. . . ; .
. 159k... Si,bsequent to the issuance.. of the Ti.flitg" Notice, it was _

d6termi that .:.t6e Se space radaYs would not b'e compatible With,-other ellitkve Branch systems operating in some of the proposed.
frequency. band. Furthermore, there appeared to be two basic ,
fUn9tionst1.i.Elt these radar -like devices were to perform: .CT measure-

..rent of !the environment;. and. (2) radiol.ocation. Therefore, t in the" .:Eighth . Notice, the regUlatton wat. deleted trt.111 the allikatiOn table; ,
, _. tkowe.vay.,,,...in..the text of the Inquiry, twq, categdries Were uefined , '

and discvssed.'its 'Still under,studY: ,(.1),Apace ractars;,' ang1.-;(2) space.
elect:40014C. measuring equipments.', The space radars would be ,required
for ..pace6r;1.ft docking, laun.dh of spacecraft from shut files,' rendezvous ,..

..

planetary _lak7dings,. 7and. inteierplinetary "navii0tion; the Ire.,qUency bands .' ..
that .were desired tor -these types of functions are the '3400-3300)

>.
525131-5a70, and 9.5.001-9806 MHO \bands. The 7splice electronic measUri rig

.. dqUipdents would electronically me asure'. the .Earth's environment,
With cesived Ope rations in - the 1215-130b, 450;3Q6,, 5250-5350'"ancr, ,; ' , .55009800 tiffzilbaida. The 'r esmireme ri:kfoy the .optrwtions to ...Co-exist
an a.14o-eql.tal ;basis 'with the existing Executive. Btan..ch. radio-la' services,

.5
.

in; the ,identified, bands remains difficult to actorMtbdtate. 'ConSe,,, --
..quently;:a.wei "are proposin6 . ibab .these loperatibhs 'be liMileed . to radio- ,
.1.1acatiOnands on a..:;econdary basis to:Other servi-c%s under footnote-

-',t-315;V34`1A .which rails : "Radars located: on sliaceborna iilatforis . may ..., .yz ie oPer?tel.Sn- 'a secondary basis in the bands /1.10-1300 MHZ; 3100 -3200
Wz 5250- 535b. MHz, 9T00-9100 MHz and 13 .4-i47 Wiz . '':

.

4.

Ainateux/Amateur-Satellfte

; -

1.60. ' In. response to the Second Notice, the Adateur Radio Service ,

Working. Group requested tint the present aalocitions at 3215-1349;
2300-2450; 3.10073500,i 5e50 L.5925- and,10000-1000 MHZ be .maintained,
and 'that a sMa.11. portion -01' these . amateur bands also be kt,lioca-ted
to the amateur satellite service .in: order to permit :expe.timentati
witak space communications tech' iques. .11ey pointed,'Out _that a 2304:.1
MHz beacon on the Oscar, .7 satellite :cannot oe utilized,becauSe the
international allocation'was lackings In the .Third Notice, we pri:/?;*
posed to 'add. the amateth' satellite. service, to ,the bands. 1290-1300,
2310 -2320, 34400-3410, and 5650-5670 i4flz on a ,secondery basis. 7 The
amateur; allocations had been maintained as 'requested.

1f?1. 'the Fifth No'tPC4, the amateur service w4s.propoaeci- for

fea ure of the radlOnaviga.tion satellite service proposed for the
deltio'fi the 12154121.440 MHz band becatioe . of the safety of -life
band. . The 23;0,...2320. MHz ploposal for the. amateur - satellite service.

63
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;was shiftecit6.the 2390-2400 MHz band to preclude conflicts with
mobile servide requirements and other services in the band. Although'

comments to the Third Notice expressed a desire to include an amateur,
satellite allocation in the 10.-0-10.5 GHz band, this request was not
satisfied because of the sharing difficulties with radars that are
extensikely used in that band.

162-. ,. Eighth Notice*, we modified RR No. 320A in order to

include -.1 ocations for the amateur satellite service in'those'bande
where

\___

e service would share with other radio services In addition ,

, to the amateur service.',_, n addition, tte amateur satellite pro-
posals)for the 3400-3410 band were deleted.as being -incompatible
with- fixed satellite,' location in that band; and the amateur-
satellite proposal at 1290- 300 MHz-Was shiftedto 1250 -1260 MHz in
order to 14rovide greater compatibility with some sensitive radar

Ivr-,systelospperat in this Portion of the band.
II",) - -

)

- .-

163. or and Order, we3ire coitt uing our Eighth
Notice 4ropc.oisf:r t amateur and amate ellite services
except mat RR ?Jo, 36 1320A, has been modified to include (earth -.
to-space) direction ndicatalrg .99 the 1250-1260 MHz a9c1 the 5650-

5670'MHz bands. This modification is needed to resolve potential
interference conflicts with Kxecutive,'Branch agency equipments that
operate in these bands.

Fixed

No changes in allocations affecting our domestic point -to-
point microwave service have been proposed below 10.7 GHz. Bands

0pacent to the existing allocations ware examined without success
tCrdetermine the feasibility of expanding the allocations. The

current allocations-for point-to-point microwav, are being extensively
used, especially in the metropolitan areas; but we see no way of
satisfying the'demand for more communications facilities by allo-
cation- of additional spectrum to this service'below 10.71G-Hz. We

are hopeful that_some,of the future communications peeds can be met
through news technology, such as the development of single sideband
niOdulation of microwave transmitters, the development of Tiber optic
ttansmIsqion v.Stems, and the use Or local transmission dystoiims on

-frequencies above '10.7
A..

16). We are _proposing th L,ind 3300-340v MHz k,c

for fixed and mobilese s on 'a secondary basis in orcicr kto

obtain spectrum which c ld be made avnilabl, domeJticallsy for 6,-ry

ices such as local tele sion transmission and multipoint di8ti4ibutio,
The feasibilityof effec ivel4 sharing the 7 halli with radkoloeacion
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and amateur cinoa nAtionwtde,baqs has not been fully explored; how -
ever, we feel that thereis a good possibility of using this, band
in certain locations.withOutinterfeence to the radiolocation
facilities.

116.
0

,The Associatic/OriAmerican'Railroads'(AA argued that
extensive use by thvrailroads of the bands 1850-1990,, 2130-2150,
210-2200, and 6575-6875 MHz .would be impacted by our proposals for
the.addition,of the fixed-satellite (earth -to- space) service .to the
))4v-ily congested 6575-6875 MHz band. We believe that sharing
criteria being proposed through the CCIR forum will permit the fixed-
satellite (eArt to-spare) and earth exploration-sa llite services
to operate in th se ba1x3. without interferenc- to e existtbgoservices.

Radio, Astronomy

Y ,

167,' The radio astronomy,sormmunity's, tajor concerns in this
porVon-of-the speCtrUmwere the expansion and protection of con-
tinuum observation.bands in. the vicinity oP42700 MHz and.5000 MHz,
and the protection 'of observations on the important hydrogen spectral
line.in the vicinity of 4400 Mi.'

. ,

[64'. Throughout this proceeding the Radi tronomO/Sery.ice'

WOrking'Gr9up (RASWG) and National Ac6demy of S ces (the Academy)
'have stated that thfiresent,rsdio astronomy band a, 2690-2700 MHz
is about one-half of the'size dedirable for continuum measurements
and that obsemiationsirn the bancilwere subject to interference from
he broadcasting-sat eiklitkservice in the lower adjacent° frequencies.
In the third and Fifth Notices, the prOposed table included the
radio astronomy service in The,ban4 2670-2690 MHz.. The table of the

,Third Notice also proposed deletion of broadcasting-satellite; but
arRumentn 'cow...inced us- that the. broadcasting - satellite service Aid .

fR!E,rd the spectrum and it was, restored in the Fifth Notice. We asked
: the respondents to. coaside; o sable solution.' One pobsible solution

presented by' the Notice wat A localj.on of a band for continuum
observation at 337.:7555.Milz, but ne radio astronomy community was V
not supportive /of that proposal because ld'interrupt the 'sequence

of long-term observations made at 2690-2 00 MHz, and because there
could be unforeseen sharing'diffictjties with services in that region
of the spectrum. In the Eighth Notice, we reported that the Radio
Astnonomy and Broadcasting-Satellite-Service Working Groups.had

,developed a domestic agreement which could permit both services to
operate in that portion of the spectrum. The international proposal
is contained in new RR No. 3726A/3641 which'urges administrations '

;
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41

to take all Practicable steps to protect radio astronomy. obiervations
ih the band 2670-2690 Raz. The basic domestipiaction would-he to ,

begin implementation of the brOadcastipg-satellite service at the
frequency 2500 lei and then.io proceed to the higher frequencies.
The broadcasting -satellite service would operate under a power flux
density limit and would cease transmissions'if harmfUl interference
were. caused to the radio'astronomyObservations. Comments in response
to the Eidhth Notice supported this'agreement, and we are submitting
the proposal for RR No. 3726A/364I herein.

169. The RASWG in its initial repo to the Commissiod'and in
Its comments to the Notices and theAd my in iti comments to the
Notices pladed a very high priority opit protection of observations ,;

'of the red- shifted hydrogen spectral line llelow 1400 Mk. Observa-
tions of the line provide informationon the dynamic histories of

tic systems and perinit coippologicaltheories. The
RASWG the Academy belieimthat an exclusive allocation to the
radio tronomy service in the band 1370-1400 MHz is the most
able way o nsUre that the ,/scientific research could, be accomplished.

A less desire ternitive would be a shared primary allocation
in the band. We are oposing to modify No. 3680/349A which
concerns protection of radio astronomy:observations of the displaced
hydrogen line as suggested by the RASWG by placing the loiter limit
of consideration at' 1330 MHz. The presently:planned uses of the band
by the radiolocetion service do not allow for the provision of a
greater degree of protection at this time; howeveri it is reasonable
to ask administrations to take into account the radio astronomy service
in' their future plans. We are proposing Recommendatlon No. AA relating
to the use of the band 1330-1400 MHz by the radio aationov service
which suggests such action.

1 °
I

170. We also received a number of commefitsregarding pro-
tection of observations in the search for extraterrestrial intelligence
(SETT), t:- articular frequency band of concern being 1400-1727 MHz.
This b ;se 04 tains the molecular hydrpgen (R) line and a of

hydroxyl lines and may be seen as significant by water-b
life form Tlie numerous comments received frith regard to SETT
requested that the band 1400-1727 MErz be reserved exclusively for
We operation. The CCIR has concluded that sharing between a SET1
receiving system and Earth4lased trans4tting systems 'is probably
feasible in most cases with appropriate coordination, and that sharig:
between a SETI'recelving system stn_d spaceborne or line-of-sight air-
borne transmitting systems is not feasible. The present uses of'the
band 1400-1727 NIFft, and the uses planned for the near futUre, preclude
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. ,

a proposal,for reservation of the band for SETI. Weare,Rroposing .

RR No. 3684A/351 in order to ask administrations,to bear ifi-mind
that such research is tOtking place; in addition, We are:Aposink'
Recommendation No. BB which would ask administrations to take into
account SETI in their future planning for the bard. 1400-1727 MHz.

.

171. We cannot propose xpansion of the 5000 MHz continuum ..

band-for.exclusive radio astro use bee se of important Executive
Branch operations,(which,could include ronautical operations).
However, we are proposing a secondary allocation at 4950-4990 .NEIZ
along with RR NO. 3531/233B which urges administrations to take all
practicable steps to protect the obseigations.

172. Finally, we are proposing RR No. 3736)369A to obtain pro-
tectAon of observations of the Carbon. hydride spectral 11'166 in the
vicinity of 3300 MHZ, alit we are proposing to modify..other regu
lations concerning the observation of spectral lines in.order to
urge,administrations to protect observations. These changes were
requested by the RASWG and no adverse comments were received.

Mobile

173. In past Istices, we discussed flight test telemetry require-
.

ments for the banda1435-1535 MHz'and 2310-2390 MHz. RR' NO. 349C was

proposed for these bands, In our.Eipth Notice, we retained a pri-
mary allocation for radiolocalion'in the 2300 -2390 MHz bandfor the
satisfaction of national requirements and also retained exis
allocations for space services at 1525-1535 MHz. AFTRCC is

.-to the Eighth Notice continued:to request that no apace services
be allocated to 145'5-1535 or 2310-2390 MHz, that radiolocation be
allowed only on a secondary basis to,mobile in the band 2316-2390. MHz,'
and that proposed footnote: 349C be revised to read'as follows:

. 'In region 2 where th mobile service is authorized
in'the bands 1435-15 and 2310-2390 MHz, the use
bf this allocation. is by the. aeronautical mobile
service for flight t'est telemetry."

4

I I, oui table prupUSeo uu SpuLe scrviecb Is the e5.tu-23;,,, Mzi_
band for ttle reason:, stated in earlier Notices. unly the 1525-1535
MHz ()and continues space Service allocations for existing services.
AFTECC's c nts concerning the need for flight test telemetry
have convAred us. to provide a primary mobile service allocation
in R1 No. 3430A/349C. However, the primary radiolocation
at 2310-2390 MHz has teen maintainea to meet Executive Branch needs.
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Existing national coordination proceduiestre adequate to insure

effective use of the band without degrading either primary service.

.
Maritime *bile

J

175. In past Notices. .we discussedrdiure maritime communi-

cations systems pertaining to the Safety of ship movement and the

protection of life, property and the environment. Thase'systeam

include remote control, of various vessel operational functions, .

collision avoidance, tug-tow telemetry and telecommand, ship-to-

shore interface communications for-handling dangerous cargos,

deep water i)orts communications surveillance and other ship-to-ship

interrogation,and voice and igCbr, communications between ships

and between ship and shore. The band 10.55-10.68 MHZ was noted as

the first appropriate frequency band available above 960 MHz and a

band where required protection from harmful'interference cou]4 be

provided. RR No. 404c was discussed in our Fifth and Eighth Noticet

as appropriate for proposed systems to operate in this band. How-

ever, because of a:passive sensor requirement, which had also been

identified for the band 10.6-10.7 GHz, and. the inability to find

satisfaCtory sharing arraniements with these sensors, we proposed,

, no allocation changes. After further study of the issue, we believe

that the passive services should be able.to successfully share .with

the active terrestrial services. With respect to RR No. 378313/404C,

we do not feel that the request for 130 MHz has been fully and

adequately justified. By placing this regulation. against the band,

future flexibility would be greatly reduced. We war-proposing to

maintainthg present-primary fixed allocation, and we add maritime

mobile on a primary co-equal basis. Additionally;, after further

study, we feel-that maritime mobile safety requirements should be

'protected from harmful interference in 5 MHz from 10.550-10.555 GHz.

This ve have done in prposed,RR No. 3783B/1404C.

1Yo We also diacussed radar beacons and shipboard transponders

at 2yoU-j100 MHz and 9300-900 MHz. Radar beacons are used to

ideptify selected navigational aids and off-Shore structures;

shipboard transponders offer a collision avoidance capability and

facilitate bridge -to- bridge communications. The aeronautical cam-

munity also uses 9300-9500 MHz for airborne weather radars and *

ground baled radar beacons. Comments to the Fifth Notice Led too-
Eighth Notice proposals of hit No. 3730/31)7B for 2900-3100 MHz and

BR No. 3776/399 for the 93u0-y500 MHz band. Comments from bath

however, ARINC/ATA comments, in t ght of ICAO's Communications
ti agreed witb theai propose] r,,aeronautical and marktime c .

Divisional Mbeting, suggeste dirtying hR MO. 3.170/399 We afire..

that the ICAO version doe d not\change the substance but improvea
language and, therefore, we have included It in otr proposals

( )
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Mobile Satellite

177. 'A't the time of the thArd'Notice, we attempted to satisfy
a reciureient of the ExeCtitive Branch to use earth stations on land
at fixed points, on moving objects'on land, onaircr t, on ships,
and on other movil* platforms all operating at, the s querey.
This required the proposed allocation of frequency bands to both
mobile-satellite and fixed-satellite services. In the, Ei hth NOtice
%this reqUArement was satisfied in the band7250-7750 MHO an4.7
'_1400 MHz for worldwide mge,. We are continuing this proposal f r the
mobile-qatellite allocations herein.

Industrial, Scientific and Medical

178. ,In earlier Notices, we discussedc'the possibility ofpro-
viding harmonically related frequencies for ISM applications as
suggested by some respondent's. At that time, An consideration of4'
the other eerviices which may be affected, it was not found pbsSible
to provide the harmonic relationships desired. This is sqll.the A

cage, -and we) therefore, are proposing.norchange to the exisrting
frequencies for; ISM in this portion of the specteum.

179: In response to the Third, Fifth and Eighth Notices, Litton
MiCrowave Cooking Products and others reqbested an Isg band around
10 GHz. to comments to the Third Notice, they ppecifIcally requested

,

10.6 GHz 4 100 MHz and in response to the Fifth Notice, suggested
that an international band at 9800 MBi Fould be preferred, We have
been unable to accommodate this request for an allocation at either
suggested frequency because ISM o atiOns (including microwave
ovens) are *onsidered to be inco ible with existing .and planned
seinricses for both bands.

l so . In the Third, rirth, acd Eighth Notices, we considered
R new regulation to be al-Ored to Lpe frequency 2450 MHz which
allow the wireless transmission of ..gnergy from Neese on that freqUency.
The Fifth Notice propose to reduce the allowable bandwidth from
plus or minus 50'MHz. to plus or minus 10 MHz, and the Ei hth Notice
pruposed to restrict the direction of emission to apace-to earth and
space-to-space only. We are continuing the proposal as co ined
in the, Eighth Notice to the Conference, as shown in Append'
herein.

S
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.

Spectrum Between 10.7 GHz and 40 GHz 0

r
e

4 '
r .

18i.- This portion of the spectrum should witness intensive

development and implementation'of technologically novel telecom

munication systems in the coming years. Our prbblem has been.

develop proposals for allocatiOns which are flexible enough to

permit experimentation, development, and implementation, and yet

which are ordered, enough to permt rational planning for use of

the spectrum. .

H2 .Fopr major problems have arisen during the course of t is'

proceeding. First, there has bedn a need'to provide adequate

spectrum for the fixed-satellite service in.the frequencies below

20 GHz -in order to accommodate internationalandr-dome-sticBnited

-Statee requirements. SeCond, there has been a need to provide

for peasiVe earth sensors at bpecific frequencies Witbout:adverse

of ectiling the development of other services. 'Third, there has bee

a need to provide'allocations for themobile7satellite "service in

order to satisfy ExeCutive Branch' requirements. ,,And, fourth, ther has

been the complex probleA of accommodating the requirements_of both

the. broadcasting-satellite and domestic fixed-satellite services 1

the vicinity of 12 GHz. We have a temptecf.to put forth proposals

which will meet our foreseeable rstgi tremehts in each of these

critical areas.
p

:12 GHz Domestic Fixed - Satellite /Broadcasting- Satellite

[83. Many parties (such as the Fixed-Satell.tte Advisory Commit e,

4 ProadcF'isting=Satellite Advisory Committee, Satellite Business Syste s,

COMSAT, `COMSAT General, Ana, andHhghee Aircraft Company) have cm-

mented'extensively throughout this proceeding on,thp use of .the G

frequency band. Additionally, the recent 'SPM dindidered

regarding its fu.pure use. Sev ral parties submitted that: (a) there
a number of'issues concerning band and mede,certain conclusions

exit a requirement for 20 or more orbital ions in the 12 GHz
4

band .for the fixed-satellitle s rvice to meet domestic needs. of

North American countries, and that (b) asifew as four orbital posi-

..tiTs.mey be, theoretically a ailable if one makes a number of 0

,pcsaimistic.assumptions. 'These assumptions derive from the interim

provisions. of the Final Acts of the 1977 Broaddasting-Sltellite

-A Conferenc#, which included tain technfdal criteria, broadcastii.,



satellite lotimen 13.1.an for Regions 1 and 3, and a plan for
se ntatioi of the orbital arc between the fixed- and broadcasting-

' satellite services. ,

73.

T84. Ikh order to accommodate projetted requirements.for each
of'these space services, light.of the Final Acts 'Of the, Broad-
casting-Satellite Confer nce, a number of alternative approaches
have beet Ovanced by v ous parties. A'theme common to,a number,
of these alterhativea is at of separating the two space services
in frequency; that is, to provide separate 500 MHz wide allocations,.,

for each of these space services. The greatest divergence. of opinion.
lies in specifying which of the two space. services should be removed
from the place it currently occupies in the allocationsjtab .

Virtually all commentingsparties which appear to have, an,,inte est-
in providing fixed-satellite services in This part of the spec um
IsuplJorted the concept of moving the broadcasting4latellidte se ce
to the 12.2-12.7 WIZ band. The most,,Tersuasive argument reflects
the fact that there is currently extensive development of the fixed-
satellite service in the 11.7-12-2 GHz band. Consequently, this
servics would incur a large financial burden, as well as extreme
operational implementation problems, if future genetations of the
fixed-satellite service were forced to relocate to the 12.2 -12.7 GHz
band. Additionally it was argued that the broadcasting-satellite
service would be more compatible with the existing terrestrial serv-
ices in the 12.2-12.7 GHz band. It was further argued that.,'folloW-
ing adopt on ofchannelivation plans for the.brOadcasting-satellite
service, he terrestrial fixed services could also adopt appropriate
channe ng which would allow sharing in Common geographic areas with
the broadcasting-satellite service. 8uch shar ng, it was contended,

Iwould not be,possible Witt, the fixed- satellite becaUse of
the types of services being Contemplated for this part .of the spectr
(viz., user premise located receiving/transmitting terminals oper-
ating in a random access mode over all or d.largeIpart of the 500
MHz bandwidth so as to be able'tp accommodate large numbers or
usecs).

/

193. sThubc wnu expik.c...,,44., an intelGai 1..

tmplementat'on fa'br9Acasting-,s.tellite serve op in this part
the. spect stated a desireerto maintain the c..theient allocation
fbr this s vice, AltLOugh there was general sympatny'with the
concept of separating the allocation., of the twp space serviced
Arguments presentee' fur maintaining the curr,.nt uroadcasting-sak_11.,e
service allocation. AleiLded a desire to maintain an allocation mtiy.
is compatible with that of the other VW., ITU Rellops, as well as 4 \
rear that the sharing or this service with terrestrial services bit

vL
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. place certain restrictions on the development of the broadcasting-
satellite service. It was indicated theta proposal to move the'
broadcating-satellite 'service would not be received very well by

the international community.

1E6. We have given cateful bonsideration to the above arguments
and have determined that, on balance, it would be in the best, interest

of the United States to propose separate allocations for these two

space services. We have also'determined that while technically
not impossible to do so, the sharing of the terrestrial fixed service
with the-fixed-satellite service (when employing the type of system
describA above) would impose an administrative/technical compler!ty
which we feel should be avoided if at all possible. (Ala under Such

a thating'arrangement, the eXtent to which each of the srvices
develop would be severely restricted).

18/. 0 Given the above, we have .two alternative methods by whi,A1
to accommodate the requirements of all services involved. The "first

would be to move the broadcasting-satellite service into the
12.7 GHz band, and to provide for geographic/frequency sharing betwe,u
the broadcasting- satellite service and the terrestrial fixed service.
The second alternative would he to move the fixed-satellite sevice
into the 12.2-12.7 GHz band, and concurrently move the terrestrial
fixed services down into the 11. (-12.2 GH4 band where they would
continue to share on .a geograpbic/frequency beisiu with the broadcasting,
satellite, service, enjoying the same'status as they now i.)assess.

188. We have had to carefully Weigh all of the factors mentioned
above in arriving at .a proposed solution to this most difficu lt probi.
With either choice the impact upon this portion of the'spectrum will,
if the proposal is adopted, be' 'significant, and will requir4t an

dowlex domestSc implementation proceeding which could

.
have afar r-taching.imPaCt on the existing terrestrial servi_es.
Neverthb:ss, we feel the proposals made are nebesbary to aecommoaat.,

.1 the important long-range requirements of both-the fixed- and broad -

casting- satellite servi-cs in this count. y. Wei; therefore, are pro-

posing that the broadcaslivg-aateliffe and tcrretrial fixed ser\rieeL.
share the 12.2e12.7 GHz band and that the fixed-satellite ervice be

allocated'in the 11.7-1.2 GHz band. Conyequently, we adding

-tit No. 3V7A/405BIP to ensure the comptibility of the ur casting-

SilLc1114 and the terrestrial services in the 12.-.1.Q7 frequen..:,

band. / t

4
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189. As discussed in previous Notices, we havaccnsidered the
expanding requirements of the fixed-satellite service, especially
'in the area of internationhl communications, and have attempted to
provide additional,spectrum above '10 GHz for this purpose. We are
continuing the proPbsal from the Eighth Notice,that the fixed
aatellitt'service be allocated the full bandwidth between 10.7 and
11.7GB2oand that an additiobal'500 MHz of bandwidth .be provided for
do uplink a2412:.75713.25 GHz. Each pf these bands' is .cbared quite
extensively with terrestrial services in the United States. It is
envisioned that the numberof fixed-qMtellite earth stations would
be limit-d to about, half a dozen stations, located in places9far.from
population centers, so as Mot to restrict unduly the further develop-

\ went of terrestrial services. We are proposing RR No. 3789A/405BG
to restrict the fixed-satellite use of the 12.75-13.25 GHz to inter-
national systems.

190. Current .fixedsatellite allocations in the 18 and 3 GHz
areas are viewed as necessary for the long-range'development the
service and we,therefore, are proposing no change to those aliocattfons.

191. As mentioned in our discussion on the ,12 GHz fixed-satellite/
broadcasting-satellite issue, we have separated these two space services 0

in frequency. The separation of thedownlinks of these twotiperviCes
has necessitated the finding of an additional 500'MB2 uplink; this
additional uplink will be proposed in, the 17.14-17.6 GHz band shared

th the radiolocatioa service. It is envisioned that this Immd,will
li'utilized for an uplink to-the broadcasting-satellite service,
althoughit is our intention to have no such restriction placed on
the allocation at the Conference. Seyeral parties have discussed the
issue of bi-AprectionaI use of the fixed-satellite bands, in.partioulso
yle 10.7-11.7 GHz band, for this ,Purpostr. As'mentioned above, this,
band is used extensively.by the terrestrial fixed service. ,Weqnust
agree with the comments of AT&O.that,the permitted use of he:tlxed-
satellite service ih.this band in the earth-t0-space direction Would
severely ,restrict thesdevelopment of 'thq terrestrial fixed service,
especially Chia utilization of digital techniques;,and, therefore,
cannot accept any proposal.forlidirectional use of this band:

L92. COMSAT 'submitted a propoSal to maRc use of the frequ,ucy
bands allocated toe the fiked-satellite service for interconnecting
terrestrial space diversity sites without demodulation and remodu-
lation; this would allegedly provide economy. AT&T opposed the
proposal-on the4grounds that satellite channel plans, and terres 141

fk)
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channel plans, are different. The use of the satellite channel plan
foi terrestrial interconnection could, according to AT&T, cause
interference.to terrestrial systets. The -COMSAT proposal stemmed.
from the systeM design far operation at the Btam, West Virginia,

'earth station. We, believe that the requirement could be handled
'by domestic frequency management prObedures, and that CCIR /should
continue to study the proposed interconnection of diversity sites.
When final agreement' is reached in this matter, the` situation could
then be taken at aTiltUreRadiO Conference. ';.:1;-

"-

Broadcasting-Satellite

,
193. The broadcasting - satellite service allocations which lie
may reasonably expect to be implemented in the near to intermediate
time-frameare those at 2.5 GHz and 12 GHz. Our intentions with .

respect to the 12 GHl'allocations have been discussed in the section
on -12 GET. Domestic Fixed-Satellite/Broadcasting-Satellite. .

4g4. Comments were filed by the Public Interest Satellite
Ni,..90 Association (PISA) concerning the use of the 12/14 GHz bands by

dmall diameter antenna uplinks in conjunction witha multiple spot
beam antenna satellite. Applications of this type in the 12/14 GHz
bands, or the12/17 GHz bands,, would natjbe preCluded by the inter-
national Radio Regulations if the United States proposais,are .

accepted. However, this. o isa4Viceeould be severely, imp44ted7--,'
by the results of the pl;,nned allit.Brbiiitcas,ting4atellfte' Cciriferetice

ci;enticipatO in'the early 19,9Dra:":This*m,',. will haVeto be addressed
dieing the United States preparatiowf OOnference, and there-
fOre, is not appropriate for detailed_di 00-at this time.

195, The type of requirement addressed byfrEISA ha,s, howeverv,
received .considerable thought and discussion during our WARC,
preparations. Noting thatthe'future of these typea of systems is
-uncertain:with respect to the 12 GHz band, wehave-connidered other
possible alternatives for its Sttisfaction.t-Ore.Rossrbility is the

r(bandithis possibility is further ii)diiaaia?Aithat section,of'thi's
joint fixed-satellite/broadcastingisatellitia4locationinthe .5 GHz

Report and Order.

fi

ti
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49h. Cbum-nts Were.

a
f4ed by several parties looking towards
'I..

the. long rz reqUireme ..of the broadcasting-satellite service
and the additional all ions which may be necessary. Specific
requests were made roc locations at 19 GHz to share with the
fixed-Satellite service, for an allocation at 21 GHz, where the
brodilleaiting-Satellite se vice is. currently authorized only in °

Region 3. A,

197. With respect to the proposal at 19 GHz, th results,bf the
,

1977 Broadcasting-Satellite Conference have demonstrated that it is
extremely difficult for these two services to share common spectrum.'
This is due principally to two factors. The first of these is 'aria

. apparent desire of most administrations of.,the world to adopt pre-
arranged plans l'Or the broadcasting-satellite service, and the
second is a wide disparity. between the posSible technical charadter-.
istics of each of the services. Because of these factors the fixed-
'satellite service would likely be 'severely restricted in its use,
of these shared bands. In view of these considerations, we .believe
that. separation of these two servi.ces in the allocations table is
the most prudent course ofaction and, therefore, cannot accept the
allocation propdhal. It /S worth noting that in our p oposals to
share the 2.5 GH4 band. between these two services; t types of
service envisiontd are quite similar and the dual al ()cation proposal
is designed more to avoid possible definitional ambiguity than to
4propose two uissimilar Services.

I9ti . Wt have a1au made an allocaLion pcupu..,1 ( ;lib, extend-

ing'the oarrent Region j allocation to a worldwide snafus,. Wo believe
that at these frequencies the broadcastiling-satelliLe service should
be able to duccesafully share .the band with terrestrial users;. hence,
we have made the proposal as shown in Appendix 5 herein.

77.

intersate4ite

The, Fixed oatellite Service Working Group, in its initial,
report, concluded that intersatellite service allocations of modest

yin

bah_width Were required below 20 GHz. COMSAT General and,COMSAT,
-nts to the First'Notice,'stated that thepresent intersatellite

'allocations in the vicinity of CO GHz could not be utilized in the
,near future becaua, of economic reasons. Lat.er, the Service Workine
Group suggested the baads GHz ,a,d 22.7 2j UHil In the
Third Notice, w.. id. ntificd an allu,ati,n ak whe,e tae
presence of wate, vapor abs ouptiuu s!loul4 pc,mit airing with (er-
restrial se, vioes In (he absence of inf-maiion, Ant (lied use
and required capacity, that was th. ohly band identIfied in the
Fifth Notice, we identified an udditIonal Gaul aL 21:4-21 Gat.,

the request of COMSAT and AT&T, that woull per-il siihultaueous
'mdriicatiOns in two direCtions. Altai,,, we ,;;bed t r c.nmacuts °-
intended use. In their Compunt.., f -1AUWItlua

Ike
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78,

associated with, analyses done for INI'ELSAT which indicated a require-
ment'for 1 GHz in each direction. gown suggested several poskible
allocaFons including 21625-25.25 'Wiz and 31.8.-324) GHz which had

) - been submitted byliCELSAT tp meber adarlaistrillions. 'flat
agree to that particular suggestionttause Of intended users for.

-.tho bands (the terrestrial radiona.vigatiOg 8er:rice is a "safety-of-'
life" service), but in the, Eighth Notice, we did idntify bandi
23;6 ciliz and 25.25720;25 GEz for possible use. Radio astronomers commented°
adversely to this proposal, and COMSAT submitted, additional technical .
and economic infbrmation concerning implementation of such an alio=
cation. We are, harever, proposing such on allocation herein, noting
that this subject is also addressed in the radio,astrononiy oection.

Mobile"-Satellite

200. In the Third Noticelvilfe attempted to Satisfy a requirement '

, of the Eitecutive Branch to use, eartp stations on 1ani at-fixed points,,
on toiing,objects on land, on aircraft, ort Ships and on other moving
plate all operating ttt the Fame. ffequency. This required the r
all ation, of several freqdency bands to both. mbbile7/eatellite and
fi -satellite services:,-. We have had no adVerse relation to these
proposals. We are,. therefore; continuing our proposal from) iirevious
Noticea, for allocations in the 20.2-21.2 Gliz and 30-31 z bands.

Meteorblogicalleatellite

'01
201. . in .the Fifth Notice, an al.locationxtts proposed' at 17.9-18.7'

GHz for meteorological-satellite service. FUrther investigation ''''
into the actual' requirement revealed that it could be.acCcomadated
in a 200 MHz wide: bard, and we, therefore; proposed, in the Eighth
NotiCe, 17.7-17.9 Gat, ring' the least ImiOact on-the fixed-
satellite service. In r comments, to, tilpir Eighth Notice, . dpMSAT
expressed reseavations ccinaerning,the sharing between this bervice
and the fixed-satellite &rviceelbe to' 4 144 of technical data on
the operations of the meteocr cal-satellite Service: Ve under-
stand COMSAT's concern in this batter, but we nonethgleas erre satisfied
that the. meteorological- satellite requirement is a valid one which
must be accommodated in this \part -of the spectrum. 'ft has been -

hieteirfilined that the snaring this service higher portioi,a
of the fixed - satellite bani, 'with the mobi aelvi te , WO, . I J

not be practiCaly and we must, therefdre, reject that ouggeition.
A frequency blind is re qui red for retrieval of speed meteorolugi,
data by comparatively timaL1-4.1 ame ter antenna earth steal, ulna located, at

!"---

44
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ebOtit 'four' locat'icfns in 'the U.S. This is In important' re q tn,u+ree fit
a.gx1 We 'are proposing that the 17.7-17.9 tHz bapd be allOcikted, to

a
..,: tlt._1121te`cirOlogtcal-satellite.,,servicel- , w '

, .
- la.

,,
,

.

e, .1 .casate telliteUr/Amateur-Sa , -

tw
.. .

.. - ;'----'4i'4 . '
, . .

.
, .,. ., ,,.. .

1,02. ' In its lifkilt,44,4; report to the Almmisaion,1 the Advipory'
Committee for 'AittktAti;lit8dio (ACAR). requested that, the present a_llo.:
,rations at 24-g4 .V5 Giii.',4(includibg' amateur satellite) and 24.05-
A* 45 GHz (seconieu'yqo'cradiolocittion) be retained. . ;These .s.11ocations
haVg been continued thziOughout ihe Notices 'in this pr eeding and
are retained 1,,n this, Re'pOrt' and 'Order. '. 2

4,4

.

Space Research 412d. Earth. Exploration-Satellite

1.

'203. .' ; In earlier Notices,' wr. satisfied 1111 the requirements of
... , -the space research and ith explcrration-satellite 'Services except :at

,,,...

''.. 'the 10.6-10.7 'Gliz..band Arid 19 'GHz." Those allocations identified. in
''. '.0e pahas,.x5.2-15.,4, 21.4g721.4; 22.21-22.5; 23.6-4.0;' 31.3-31.8.'8mi

-: 36-37 ,,,GE for Pasai,ve Sensor operations and in the bands 12.75-9.4'.2,
14'.'41.-35', 16.6-1/4, and GHz. operatAoqp are ...

". included in our Attached proposali. , 7.
.

.,. ..,

. 204. 4.4 . In, the Fit.th 4;:ctice, we included A proposal on
e.i.r.p. and tranamitter ,pOlier limit ti .1. 1.0.6,10.7

Infrequencx, band 1,114.ch:the., other- users 'Of: the and-opposed. in thi i" '
Report. ;and. Order, we are proposing td alto, ate the 10.6 -10.7 GA.
band for tiOe by the. piesilve.' sermors along 'the" current usetra
of this hani.... However, Ate .are net, proposing tiii include any .technioal

. sharing criteria for this f in the Radio ,Regulatione
Article's 5 or g26., We are, convinced .that sharing criteria stfotild

-ett developed and upda1,..bk., CCIR -foe use by interested adminiitrations.
The stis.rrng criteria for proteCtion of passive sensors in the band
10.6-10111.7. GHz haVe alreadj° peen 'adopted by the XIVth Plenary Assembly
of the w:CCIR. In orclert/b provide compatitillity fo.r. all services
op orating' 1n1, accordance ,efith4the Table of *equency AlkoCatiOns, ,

we are proposing NO': RR 3783C/404D' which states, that adliiiiii.atratidns
shall refer ,to the technital criteria for sharing between passive ..nd
active erVices presented-in the latest CIE texts 'when,planning,
daiaigniqg or impletoepting services; in this band. ''

-) .

.
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205. Alsc ifl t Fifth Notice we inditeted some propeftil
sharing criteria' in the 18 GRz band. AIM. accepted the , : ',
tebnical limits iiiplicablort%.the fixed seryice open jpPlied in,.

. the mideLla of the B.GRz channel: an. COAT -did not
accept :.thet4.1.r.p. density li fir satellite tran*sihissions. N

;* It is noted that only laige die r antenna earth stations would
be able to operate "with the e.i..r.p density,- limit, propose,d..by NASA.

1 diameter (d/A el00) antenna earth stationS, which youlct be ,-
d by the domestic anduser-oriented satellites, 'would -nat be

able to operate with the e.'1.r.p.,density limits proposed by,:NASA.
Accordingly, we 'are proposing the .frequen4y 18.6-18..8 .GH; far use
by the passive sensors; however, we are not, proposing to include

, any 'sharing criteri an in the Radio Regulations Articles V25 or Jilf..
for the reaRcns Outlined,in this' and preitious.pyagraphs., In otder

-' 11 to proyide compatibility for all services onerktinein accordance.
'with the Table of Frequency Allocaticns,./ve*lare proposing a new
No. RR,3781C/010 as discussed in, t),e, prewtats pa' graph,

80.

yr (
t Reai

206: . In their .comments tot hth Not ce, the Radio "Astronomy
Service Working Group (11.4SWG) cippn d tbe:- oFation Of the. freqnency
band 22.6-23.6 GHz, for the intersatel_lite ce, stating that these
would be harmful interference frC the t satellite' rvice! to the
radio Cistronavy cervations referenced in RR lots. 3803 The
proponents- of the radio aktronasy-. arvice have not Submitted any

fiebhneical data or ana.1,ySis in support'of. tbeii adverse co" tints.
The int.ersatellite link, as We understand, operate with 3.0w
tranaMitter povr...b.S4f4,,,:xa two :,;Ipaced (5-100 orllital.separ:
ation)tatellites., Pefause of t technical..operating.tonditions,
we believe that there will.belliki.he.rfroful interference from the pro-
posed int.ersalifllitec service t6.the radio astronomy service. As such,
we propose the 22.6.23.6 GITz frailty band for .uss by the 'inter-
satellite service.- 9.

_j.

207. A nuzober of allot ion provisidns tbr tre retlio astronomy
service cuieAtly exist Table of Allocations. The reqvire-
Ment for these .provipiohs as been documented in previous
conferences and We sr roposing to retaip VAN in the..e..11ocaticyis
table- in the s between 10.7 and Gfiz. Tv.6 additional rewire-
ments ha, _ n identified; these 'are for:;-an'allocation for the --

obsercration of several*. spectral .lines in the .22-24 GNI range, and an
expinsion of the :allocation at the. tirst atmospherikwIndr*,7 ft.i. the

.



prilliin4er wavelengths for observations of continuum spectra of
,Igal.lictio.and extragalactic objects. The proposed'alloca on of
3]...3.to.31.;:3 to radio astronomy satisfies the' latter
ftientoJ.7w*i4e vroposed RR. No: 3803A/410D satisfies thi(tiequireMent

in-th!e'22q!+;pAz

% I

Broadcasting,

208., CBS filed comments in the Fifth Notice proposing the
. ,-:use of 11.7-12:2 GHi:for the introduction of new technology for the
terrestrial broadeasiing,serviee. As discuased extensively in the
seetion,on l2 GHz4satellite services, we bell t that sharing .

/5

between the fixed»tatallite service and terreial servicet.at12 G&.,
is not practical: We, therefore, have proposed to eliminate primary
terrestrial senIfices from 11.7-1212 Gift, as well)as to move the .

broadcasting-satellite Service up-to the 12.2-12.7 QHz band. We
believe 'that they broadcasting-satellite service can share with
terrestrial services on a geographical/frequency sharing basis, and
.11b.ve, .',i,herefore, prOposed that the broadcasting-satellite service

share tile 12.2-12+6ft.band with the; rrestrial fixed and broad-
. casting..services. -.

,.

O

°

t3
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Sub-Section III. F..

Spectrum Above 40 GHz

82.

x
.

.

209. i The present international Table of Frequ ency Allocations provides
allocations for the terrestrial services belOw 4 Hz only. In the tipec:tral

,region 40-275 GHz,` it provides allocations for spa e services in some bands

I and leaves other bands unaUkcated; ajeVe 275 GHz he spectrum is-Unalrocated.
The allocations. for the space serviceswere determined by the-1971 Space
Conference whiati was only competent to consider those.serviceS; that
Conference, however, also made a'number of Recommendations.concerning.
allocations fox terrestrial services in the bands between 40''GHz and'275 d Bz,

210. , In the Second and Third Notices of Inquiry, we solici omments

on the method for alloeiting this portion of thespectrud.. We -d that

the. Commission was developing a domestic table ofballOcations:(VOcket'No..
19973). and:asked if the international table should be accorded with it; we.
'asked if spectrum should be left unallocated, or if spectrueshould,be
allocated in'a general way in broad bands(: ,

,
,

. .
. *

211. . The comments received'weredivided. Some partievbelier4spectrum
should be left unallsKated Npr jaximbm flexibilityothers...belieVed that :

specific allocations would encolika e experin4nt ti nand developMent. Some

'parties opposed the sharing of e same bands asvaa reaommended by the
N1971 Space Conference and 'w ch occurs in the.aomestic:table. We believe .

ek)at SPecifiCsallocationa should be provided. 6 reasons a's expressed

1n the Fifth Notice of..4Inquiry (pare. 188) are,persuasive..:Wamely:
4a) a /verge portion ot he spectrum above 40 GHz is imently allocated,
and other administrations are expected to propoS6 all!Wations for the .

currently unallocated speCtrum above 40 GHz; (b) manrspectral:linss,have
beeviidentifled for the radio astronomy,. space. research, and tIe e4ith ,

exploration-satellite services0c) developments are currently in progress,
in several frequency bands abova 40 GHz; .(d) the allocations table directs`
userstp the appropriate frequency bands for the 'development of a specific
.service, thereby preventing the waiting of funds and promotillg orderly

spectrum management. Finally, it is not certain that another' WARC will
be convened within thenext 20 years that will'be competent to deal with
this spectrum above,40 GHz. Hence, we ham provided specific allocations
in oOt piopdaals between 40 and 300 GHz. Specific allOcations above

-
306 Gfiz have.not bee.prbpoged.

. ,

... .
, , i .

212. Alttiough some )Of the 'comments requested exclusive' allocations for.

specific services in the 40 -300 GRz band, our'experieece at lower frequencies

cony''ces us that". terrestrial ;and' space sprNaCe4 dan'share.the same frequency
'JDando Therefore, our plopOgal largely refleCt§-the domestic table. with ''

f
: mwt difiereneea.reswiting,fromconsiderap4pc of the Executiv0 Branch

filIRUi4ements. /-
,. ' a

. 'n ,

AP 4V
, .

. _



Fixed - Satellite

. *

213. In .respqnse to the Second Notice,Athe coMmeecial'satellite
community (COMSAT, COMSAT,General,

theFixed..SatalIiteService WONkipg
Grout identified requirements for exclUMve fixedla,tellite seevice. .

atlocations in the band§.above.40.GHz.. In the ThlrNotice, most of these
requirementp. were accommodated ip the bands recfueUted, 'but theaftocations,
in most'instances, were shared Wi:th.terrests-ial users; We noted that
sharing was feasible in the ,)rinds below 40 GHZ and Ghat we considered t-
,shared allocations beiwedii the space and terrestrial users to be feasible

.above 40' GHz. 16wev4S, w..e. did request additional s.tuilres on,therqt er.
In response,. some comments still

regiatered'doubts Coney-fling the
P Of space aadterrestrial users sharing bapds. COMSAT-commentedrthat s me - Aspectrum- should' be, set aside for exclusive space Or'terrestrialluse an f

' .;other-speetrum should beshared. T1w proposals were continued in the Fifth
Notice eseentiailyiitchanged': Responses to the"Fifthic.e requesthat the Fixed- satellite. allocations be paired by placingindicators' %;TiA.ehe,propos'ed allocations. e Eighth Noticei_,Weaecepted,
this suggestion :and plaud direction indicators.o all fixed,sateilite7 roposed ota ons. 'Alladditton: we separated he Proposed'alltationAlat
76;84GHz'intp twe'bands 71-74 Gliz and 812-8,4 GHz with 401aetetIbi the

- 83.

(spate -to - earth .direction and the former for thp-eartih.7to,s6aee aireCtion.,
. ,

214., . In respons'to thfil i hth Notice, 'COMSAT suggested that'the',
fixed-sAtellit4service be ad d to each freqbency band above.A0 GHz'

%.
. proposed fort .fixeciserviee:., We have satisfied,t0.6gAulLeat .extent., .,,.

---°. the'ap-Parent-"*e 11-4eMentg of the,fixed-satellite servIce above 40,GHz,..
4t

1

. We have not seen Aufficient justification for shariWby the, fixed- satellite
serv7te pfillimy_Ahfrequency band' above 40 CHz pfoOdsed for 'use by the fixed

.,

service. The 1971'WAR6-1 allocated.-S
cartsiderabfeamot.;flt of spectrum

to,,the fixed-sateflite service. 'The total spectrum, above 40 'viz,- prOpoS'.ed*:. ,,:,,,is:considerably ghan. thar allocated by the1971 WARC ST, and, we ...
hel.' ve sufficie t trlee nt. ated recillireMents. 'Illi efore, the fixed= -0'

llite service Illof4tion
.

propaed in the Eighth Notieehas been
tlflued herein..

)
P

c

Interaatellite

215. Thg!'ore n,r quirejm ntsiyor the'inter6atpilite service above
40`GHz can essentia ly be me, y the amount of spectrum in exsting.alloca-
ions in the table In. the irof Notice, we 4Oosed to4scommodate somepassive requirements, of the arth*:tixplorat'on-satellite and the space

research services which were cohaidered'i patible with the pktersatellifk
service.,1 idrefore, the intersatellite all tions at 105-13.006Z.Were- 114

,.;



84.

.

shifted to' 116 to 140 GHznd a 2 GHz segment (174.5-176.5 ,GHz) was
deleted from the 170 -182 GHz allocation. Very few comments,were. recgived
on this proposal in the various Notices. TherefOre, the allocations for
use by the interaatellite service ap modifieeby thelhAd Notice have been
continued asothe,proposal for the Allocation Table.,

. I- -

21§.-- The netOixeMent of the Executive 'Branch for the mobile-satellite'
s.di-vicealso inboluOd severa). frequenc3P banc164hbve 40 GHz. As in th

AP10.7-40 GHz 'spectral region, we have proposed shaeallliOcatkons'betw
hefixed-satellite and mobile-satellite 66-vices. tie are cont4auing

:

his Report and Order, our propos'al for these allocat.ions-at-'40-14t, 4 -45, ,(

50.4-51.4,-71-74 and 81 -84 GHz. .

1 .

114,4,.

, ..) -... ___.,.." .
Broadcasting-SdEellite .N.... .

2.17. . The existingaljocationsto the broadcasting-sateilitesservice
,..in the 41-43' Gaz afta the 84-86 GHz bands have received. very' few cbmments

during this.eptqeding.' No're4Oiraments'tolOpand tNese-allOcations have
- arisen, Therqfore,'these allocations are doritinuqd.hetei:n without pro-

,

posed modification.
4rw .j

1

a Amateur/Amateur-Satellite

t
h

, ,

.1.
, .

. t t

2.18. In its initial report to the mission, the Advisor Committee

for Amateur Radio (AGAR) requested that he.domes,E:icallocatips specified
it rocket 1,4). 19973, at 48150, 71 -76, 165,1,t046,,250%,atbove 300 GHz

.. , .- . -
be prOposeci,fotthe international Tab4e,,,, n,oui Thit*Not ceof nquity,, ,

'we proposed no c ange to the existing lt1 tops4-b-ut.me added:. ions -

atia-76: 165-17 ; and 240-50 GHe; the bad'48,=50 pkrz Was propose for .. °)

'use 135.7 tie aeronautical and maritime 8.ecyiQes '.'-'::Th e:: amakeu'r, -C"Oihroun i t.y .

generally suppOrted those troposals,b1,1t. agkedlth'4'an a0ocatiOn at 50 GHz
be reconsidered. As a reault,ih the Fift,401Otice of Inquiry' .we proposed

an excluiiVCalloCatfon at 49.8,-50..GHz.famateurjamateur-satellite. The ,

comments supported that proposal. In .thltZecommentsA.o the Fifth Notice, both.
ARR14.-and'ACAR toted that the amateur-seiVAce cililld' 91Erate'Wih the ISM ,

.

services- in the band we proposed .At 120. .i. 5460 mrior ;r6:1 Ahat$an amateur
°4.d bridge the', ap between the 040p,..!sed, at,16,Cal7

proposals .herein make btovisiens f r the 0-Ip.. '

7,,the ACAR also requeStance again, t at._..aziaurjr
_ ... .

allocation at %Kat -'order wo
tfbini at 76 and 165-GHz.

, _teur.gervice at t40-Gfliz.-
1

a

V

lit
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85.

0'.
he permitted to use the' unallwcated frequencies above 300 GHz. The

.. .
proposal to use the unallocated fre uenties above 300 ellz has not beerl

A proposal of, this nature may open discussioq& that may lead to al:locittions
accepted. We are nqt prepared to SCUSE allocations abov '\300 GHz. Al.

proposals that are cons;dered premature. Duso the realignment of services
in the spectral region 71 Lo 81' MIL to meet ri Executive Brarich,require-

...-_.mentts, the proposed amateur allocations were s ifted, yin .thstkiEiWtht,Potice,.- ..,.

to 7ti-81 GiIz from 71-76 CHz. .A .,"

41

ace Res_earch ,rand Earth lix loration-Satellite

'219. As indicatbd in our earlier discussions concerning these
services, a number of. frequen bands are needed for the .pasSive remote .111

. ,,.
sensing o,f the environmen Il-fe frequency bands that are desired are

-41ssoc.iated with resonance lines of various molecules used-for pollution
detection, temperature profiling, and.Othet phenomena that are tq.be,

%

tneastired; ' Many of thfrequencybands of interest extend into the.spectral i
region above 40 GH *. 1-te initial requirement for these services was

,,

4,--... :o0 identified in the ThirO dIbtite. In response, in those bands in which we.4t
.!'a-- proposed to share these services with the tixed and fixed- satellite services,
1'i COMSAT andCOMSAT General re'qUested :information on the characteriitics

and the pararrreters of the servicesjin order !.to 'determine the f,totential',
o

,...::; ..-= sharing..i.mitikt brefdre they couldJ3-rokiid.e comments on the* proposal.N I.n,

She Fifth IsIcLice.,- we pv3videpl the requested ,::vrtliti.-On-addefined in a
s

- -study by NAS7t of the sharing feasibility of :t pace research "and eartht.
N. ..-. 0 exploration-s'atetlite servi-C''es with' terrestriat.and atellite services:
l'' It was noted thai the conclusion of this study cat ed that sharing waA

teas 01 e 'between the active services and pvsive. ser.91 vice...Witholit cing-,

1

any restricticins 'on 'the active services in the :..g.,,ands. Additional
. 4

frequency bands wove proposed din the Fiftth '.,' to satisfy other sens:L-ng
. .. requirements. -Very .feW comments were r.eceived. these proposals. ..".

Consequently,iexcept for shifting the propose. - oc.atiOn in the 31-74 GHz
band to the .76=77 GFrz"band, these proposals were continued in. the- Eighth
Notice. iubsequent 'to-, this Notice the Executive Branch has reduced the .
requi remetit for .76 7, GHz t..o 76.0-76:1 GHz. This iikreflected--in RR Nosic
3803B/40,9PB. This e)ort-and Order contains this proposal and contives

... .

the ot:h4r ,prepos,a1 froni the. Eighth' .1 F -. lik -:
,..

..s, ',1 .. . J ,; ,
rt-

.: Radiet\''s-An m
0,

J.

a

' .;
220. An response sto WI S' and otice, t i.iadida4eropomers. , .

3,-

--.. " , 6 .,i.gorrbifie.d. reioirements for the r e tion of he allocation. tito 8f;r92 'GHz ,'
and for% new alloCatigns at105-116 Lk z,,182- 8 GHz, 217-122 tkp1z, 229-4231 G112.,

and -'27.5. GI0,' for the:ObervatiCh of InOre ular. lirestemthese.. io.c.--ution 11
s .

pro 2.8.14 wei.e4CdommodAted withih tkb Third Notice 'eithelp throfigh 1-11P , .,

. 88.
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t

allocation appropriat ands or through a regu tion-providing)

protection the'r'adio astr y observations. I .esponse, the radio

astronomers recNested additional allocations at 48-50 95-101 GHz and

the '142-150. GHz bands, modificationsto the, regulation proposal to pro'vide

.protection from the aeronautical wobile service. in the 217-230' Gllz

and deletion of some regulations doosequen.tial to the allotation proposals.

These requests were accommodated within the Fifth Notice. -In. the Eighth

Notice, we indicated that an additional requirement for the radioastronoilly,

service had lapen.iden.tified at 261-272 GHz. The request was submitted by

the National7Science Foundation in order ti support the observation of .

broadband black body radiatiop-of-astrophysical interest in addition to a

' number of spectral lines previously identified. Ve have proposaCa primary
allocatiA for the radio astronomy servkce on a shared basis with the other

services in the _261 -272.5 GHz band,"'and modified the previous regulation

proposal to accommodate this requirement. .c

221. The RASWG made comments regarding corrections on some - regulation

involving spelling, or moletulal- lines and the specific edge of.frequency

'"bands. We have accoMmodateiall these comments and modified the -proposed

regulations actordly. !:

.Aeronautical,snd Maritime W

'4.
q.

.2224_ _.:_l fibeeronautiCalcommunity, (including ARINC, ATA, RTCA,, the

Aircraft Owners. and .i?iliats AssociatiOn)-was` conterned with the-alloca4ions 1 r

Above Am'cpt which 'provide bands shared with the maritime services. (Ti.,the

Third and Fifth NOtiles.we proposed an exclusive allocation at 190-195.GHz):\/

In their comments to t,Ille Second ..and Third Notices,they expresseka. preference ...

for exclusivballocations because the, aeronautical service is gekterally
--..

considereda safety service, there' is 4:11issimilatity'of 'discipline

between the aeronautical. ap.4 maritime services,' and because there is a

1

possibility of i compatible Systems being developed: Since there is

uncerta,inty'in tf e!of the bands and no.commervwere received , regarding

anticipated use., we are priposing-Shared allocations for the aeronautical

and maritinwservices; we are tohfident that weican,assure development of.

compatible systems by Our,oparticipation in both RTCA and Because of

this same uncertainty as to future use, we ere not proposing to restrict the-

Eitlotdtions to route .(1t) operations.

5.6.A,

el
.,1

223. The Cormente'in rOsponsejto °our .seo,70ndklotiOeWere not in favor
,

.- . ..

of sharing the frequen'cy bandsabove:40,GHz between terrestrial andIspgeq .40i-

,:service,e. inNthe'Fifth Notice, we disdarddd a 'tsuggestioil by ARING,4ATA

and RTCA thatAatelfite operations' were met l'y an etitensien of terrestrial

operNtions4add that Sat.lellile tethnique be oyided.througha re Illation ir

'to the.terrestri44 aerotauticar,mbbile-Ser That allocaon
Irti. -

hilosophy. . 4 '
. -

2
.4
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Section IV..

Technical Proposals

0 for Terrestrial and Space Sharing

r

Or.

225.. In the Fifth Notice, attention was directed toward the
OILcreasing use of the frequency 'spectrum and the problems encountered

',by several services atte0Pting to share the same frequency bands:
One of the more complex and -inevitable. situations is the sharing
betwe#n terrestrial and space services. Since the potential forinterference is perhaps greatest between these types of services,,

some] rules (or guidelines for sharing are needed. Comments to
this Er general 1,41::Land- other specific .issues haVe heen carefully
Ansidete4 in ;Oping-our proposals for rules applying to Shar-
ing . ,ing between terrestrial and space services.

,

'
,

226. .,In the Eighth Notical we proposed to designate 2500-2655
MIlz as shared between the. broadcastingsatellite, fixed- satellite,
and existing teigrestrial: services by adding the: fixed-satellite

t(space-to-earth' We noted, that since the intended use
and power levels would be identical to the broadtaating-saiellite

,,lkrvicel RR No. 3723/364E and Article N28 of the Radialiegulationa
. would require ap rOPriate modification.

,

2 7. . -Sever comments were filed oiLthis Pr pposal to:lnodif _
-th -4ower FiCi5C5Iii6rfi7APPDYilinit. 'Public Interest Satellite

ii' Assggiation OISAVIPMEd the' National Instructional TelecoMMUnt
catflOns Council, Inc. (ATC), indicated in their Ytombited Comments
that the current low- power flux density limitation' "...precileNs
downlink signals:pbwerful enough go make small .earth'reeeivers,
practical. This Isimpokant-Flow to proteCt the its systeals..
wh6 are facing interference from current technology Satellites:
They'itnterprped thisaimit ,a.a barrier to the eventual integration
of a agh-power aatellite and a low-power earth station System.

:,. The Public Service SatFAlite Cohsortiumt (PSSC)'; in their comments,
indicated that RR No. 3723/3.4E of the ITU,Radio Regulations should-

-.16, deleted, thus 'eliminatin art over flux density_ limit, .The .

atellite Broadcasting. Serviae F1king Group and the'Public Service
4Satellite Consortium (PSSC)., recommended the PT No:''3715/36IB be
modified. to .includetle. new fixed- satellite service, in- order to 4
have the same PFD I1'it Ar that service as for the broadeast-.
, satellite' ser0104e..: '' -- ,.y. '

4,

.1§
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. .

was rejected y the 1971 Space Conference. Comments Fith aed
Notices agreed with.our prOposal.ta allocate shared bads s for

. .

terrestrial and space operations for both the-'aeORa4ti at and maritime
ervices.' RTCM agreed that the flexibility in such-alloc ahel.iould

accommodatetheuncertainties in projedted uses of the bands Our allocation
table; theiefore, koposes to add aeronautical mobile, aeroo utical
radionaviWion; maritime mobile, and matitime radionavigati to1=autical:bands on a shared basis with the aeronautical mobile-satel-li e,
iadionavigation-satellite, maritime mobile-satellite and Oar time radio-
navigatipn-satellite services.

.ft

$7,

IndustAal 'Scientific and Medical'

-n the T4/611 Notice of Inquiry, we proposed allooatio

.

A
'204. or-frXS'M

use at 55, 120 and 248 GHz as suggested by the Internatioftal Microwave
'1..

Power Institute. Litton and Raytheon.tupported the proposals, but AT&T
Suggested a frequency near the oxygen resonance line at 60.2 Gliz be .ailocated.

.,,,

m

PTDP°8ing the fixedAT&T noted-thatothe band 54.25-58.2 GHz, in which we are
-service, is attractive to common carrier interests.. As a .reStilt, we ha't'e

changed our proposal to provide an ISM allocation at 6145 U1-1,;the -25th

Eighth Notice.
.:.

a8eGbz:

harmonic Of the ISM allocation at 2450 Mitz. Very'feW comments been

received in this prdceeding 6n the other ISM'allocations b
We-.are continuing the ISM allocation proposals herein as collt in the

,
4

4



V

. Since weAesire that Aatellite operations this",bana. !*-

*be small earth lerminal/high.tpower satellftes; we agrie
with the recommendationajtd Modify the-PFDaimit. However, We do
not agree that the PFD lititShouldhe 'oilele:ted entirely. We are

,proposing that the fixel-satellite (space-tolearth) service should,
be limited to the same PFD limit as the broadcast.,Wellite service.
in 2 00-2655, MHz. Furthermore, since the present P?D limit is

y adequate to provide service to earth stations wfk. 3 meter
nnas, as evidenced by-the APPS-6experiments, wn.p e to

relax the limit ,by 10 dB. in order to accommodate One diameter
antennas envisiohed for-use'at the earti44tationgredOgnize
that this-PFD1 liMit coq.d be harmful to the existingt strial
instructional televisi:da.syStems.(ITFO-if it operate 'the same
Channel in the same geographic area.. NITC; however, indicate that

the satellite system could be initegrated into tie existing and .

expanding ITFS network. Therefore, we propose the new PFD limit,
while. recognizing that any future:satellite system must use
geographid and/or' frequency separation in order to be integrated
effectively into the .terrestrial ITFS.

229. Since, in ti,e 2655-2690 Micz band we are proposing.to
retain the fixect-satellite service'in the (earth-to-space) direction,
there is no need to modify the PFD limit to include the fixed
Satellite service. In addition, akindicated in paragi-aph 131,./t
of the Eigntho/Iptice, a compromise hhd been reached between the.
Radio'Astron*Ir and. BroadcastSatellite Working Groups concerning
thie-Useof the band' with respect to the adjacent baijd (26902700 -MHz)'
radioastronomy service. Weibelleve it wolXibe inappropriate to
relax the pip limit for the 2655-2690 MHz d in light of this.
understanding. Therefore, the PFp 14nit for the broadcasting-
satellite service in our proposals has been retained as,it exists
in the Radio Regulati.ons for tilts band. All other proposals for.
Articles N25 and N26 are related to, and consequential to, the.allo-

ZIF

140 e f.sit .1

)

cation proposals for the introdUction of satellite services into
ba4Es shared with the fixed and mobile services.

I

Rules for Space Services

230. In the Fourth Notice, we made a proposal to modify Article N27.
tip tighten-the specification for the station keeping .of space stations
(1R NC's. 6108/470VC and 6109/470VD) from 4 1.0.to 4 0.1 degree in order
to provide better orbit-spectraM utilizaion. COrgi',.CONSAT General,
andAlliihes concurred, with the proposal for the` longitudinal direction
but opposed the proposal for the latitudinal direction. They indicated

0,
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' . .' 4 "-' " ._. 7, ' 1.. ' -1

that. the tightefidng bf this 'specifiCationinthe latitudinal direction

-...,would haVe iittle'effectuponthe efficien ut:I.lization of the Orbit-

spectrum, and thatat would result in an unnecessary expenditure of

fuel and positioning valve 'operation. We'conCurolt4 theee recca-
-- ..:-

.-,metipationsand, consequently, are proposing the 4 0.1 degree station

'keeping requirement fdtqthe longitudinal direction only. 'I,

231. Hughes also rec . nded,that Riii,No:,,,63j_0/470ft and the

corresponding' R4 No. 640.1/470N1 be deleted. These provisions

state that an existing satellite can drift Outsides the tolerance

bandies lohg as unaccepttble ihteFferencex signal level

Subject tOsan agreement, is not caused to an adjacent network:

Hughes pointed put that the operator of.a new unregistered system

may not be able to reach mgreemeht with the o erator of an existin6.

system, even though tne eAsting systemjs ex eding the specified

'station keeping tolerance _It felt thatj'he 5,1kmknation of these

,Radio Regulations yould require that., the interfering station comply

with RR No.:3279/115 And cease. operation until any WarMful inter- .

ference has beenreliminated.° We disagree. We. believe that the Radio

Pegulationere sufficient to resolve any dsputes of unacceptable

interferenc6.41u0 to any no&compliance.with the spvirielstattnn,
. .

keeping tolerances.
.e

,

232. We also proposed in the Fourth Notipesa specification

'for maximum spacecraft antenna pointing error OkR 6111/470VF)'nf

A-0.1 degree in-order to)provide redlibed inter- satellite system_
,Tilterferenceand redUced unwanted signals in the adjaterit territory
of another Administration., Again,,CCNSAT;-COMSAT General Hughes

riled comments on this prbpdsal. COMSAT and `COMSAT Gener ommended

that the present regulation Which specifies 106 of the h er,

beamwidth for point#g,,accuracy be retained for bealtw,I.dths greatet

than one degree and tb.:t thtr;44707.46degree pointing accuracy be required

only foil half-power bewmwidths leSS:tAn or equal2to one degree..

Hughes recommended that an antenna pointing accuracy requiremalrof

less than 0.2 degree not be adopted: It indicatedthat's. poiliting'''

accurad of 01.1*degree would not bOachievable using the conventional
earth se or pointing referenc This level of accuracy would require

a ground.' tracking beacon, wit its higher system costs, whichilin

some .cases would not be.fe ible bedatiienf'geo-political factors.

Teel though, that this co 'It apfIN to gldbal coverage systems,

and we concur with the comment' of COMSAT and. COMSAT General. Wef-

are proposing no change insof as the 10% pointing accuracy speciff ->

,cation is concerned; however e are proposing to change the second

specification to 4 0.1 degre # .

4 si
0 el>
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233. In summary,, we are'pnopoSing tightening or the longitudinal
station keeping to i 0.1 degree and a ti tening of the-permIstible
spacecraft pointing accuracy to 0.1.degre for-half power beam-
widths leas-than or equill to ond'degree*: The remaining portions of
Article4N27 ar----aonsidered adequate and we..13./..thu's prOposing to:
retain them s's prpsently written..

o' Efficienit Use of the Geotstationary orbit

7

'234. ItIls important tb stress. methods to promote the .efficient
use of the geostationary orbit: -The CCiR Spec,. PreRaiaton; Meeting
.(8PM) re-te tly .treated the subject in 'Chapter 5.01 the S.'M report;
Appropriate proposal# in this regard are- contained herein.

. t .

235.: .- Although the use- of Smallo(ollannter) Arvtenha Earth Stations
(SAES1 allows' lower cost- earth terminals in seltecal' Satellite services,
the capgqi.ty of.the. geostationary orbit is substantially %affected by'

..

.'..
#236. The . use. of, Small. (diameter) .gritenna. Earth S tationS (SAES)
:was discussed in the Second,. Fourth aPdy ind ire ctly , in the Seventh" Notice .'
of Inquiry in this proceeding. There are sever?. services, such as.

.. they fixed-tatellite maritime-mobile satellite, roadcaSting-Satellite,.
se ronatiti eat- mobile. satellite, (ge neral) .. mob i le,- atellite, me te orolbgibal-
Satellite ,s. aeronaut" cal r onavigation-sate i and earth exploration -

satellite "Services, in 'whi SAES are being would :be used. For the :. _1

clones fixed-satellite se ce, it has been our policy to encourage-
Innova ye use of this mode f communication by the IntroduCtiOn cif.
SAES while reco.go4.zing.: 1) the "publi-c,interest"; eq. 2) the efficient -'

. ... ,
use of orbit-spectrum. ° We have encouraged CCIR stticlies regaraing the...-.
u of SAES for various sateLlite-7 seloi.es. The comments regarding

S received in this proceeding can be ,iiiVidect into the foilQ ng
tegories: 1) operations; 2) frequency allocations; 3) regulory
chnical standards. ,, * i

-I 237. i The types of operations *include: (a) data collection.p1.-
farina; (b) earth stations on oil drilling platforms; (c) earth station"
ilirrernOte areas such as in the sparse/y populated parts of Alaska; ,

(d) receiving earth stations for cable television systems; (e) broad -`t
casting-satellite e\efth stations; '(f) "two-way" or "interactive" .

.... -
it links, particuldrly4With ittultiple-;beam ;satellite 'systems r k

(8) operation% of f.i.Xed and various kinds of motbilc earth stations'
in the *same frequency band(s)4,-(h) earth stations on Aitrd shii)s C.r t ...

,45
PP
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(1) earth stations'im board aircraft; (,j) earth stations for receiving
... mekeoologicel./weather dtte.;.: wt., (k) earth stations to receive 'data'
-.L..; on earth races.; "- '' ,, .

... . .
. trk

I. Y .
uir.ements for frequency allocations were stated ii 14,'
spect is treated in our discussions'.ofUticle
ointed Out that so far as,,the fixed -sate tAite

servi.e upe,ir concerned, the consensus of the comments wati.that no
frequentY band. allocated,fer the fixed-satellite ser141.ce should be :

prohibited frail SAES operation:. .. \-) . ..
... ,.. 2 ' .' 1, ' 1.C . ..

. 4i9. ".!-'''t-,Whi-142.- the use of smaller antennw.significantly
redUces costs of the earth segment, it requirefftinere.ae ll! in satellite
power and /or -satellite antenna diameter. Inadd.ition to higher .'.

satellite po4erb., the use (..4 small antenna earth' stations; results..
in off-axis radiatiOn ldve,ls which, relative.to-.the 123ain beam level,.
are greeter than, t:ho.s, from larger. diameter-antennas. : Ccinside rat

4* 446 given; to the off=axis antenna radiation levels of SAE.Si but. th
was no on:. values of the antenna: radiation

'-',..- le.els which could homically achieved. Ilk order reduce the .
number' off otasee Of' tile- interference, Nit is necessary tet:'.9,9,:t.. some

, ,

limits for of-f-axis° r atiOn levels. Sirice there .is, nO....Consensil .,

Th.9_11Anesa iiraits, t.h most apprOpriete forum in which to obtatl..guide- , "

lines is, the.-00111. e thus propoSe that theU.S.. generallY concUrs.v,.
with' the resultb Of e CCIR SPM regardi he 'off-axis radiatipn ..

levels of SAES. .

- . .

..'11,

238 :Vehous
rthet' , comments. Th

y7/50: it "should be

240. Id considering the 'permissible 1 el of interference between
`e ...fSatellite networks, a method of specifyin the permissible inter -t'

Peruke from a sin e satellite into tinOtger satellite a...*.a7function.,
of the orbital separatiOn hag been suggested and is often referred

' to asthe "scaling law". , In the. Fourth and SeventhNotices,
several Possible methods of determining, the permissible level.s of

.
9interference. were discussed and among them was the fi'scaling -law" . - .

Satellite 'Business :Systems, Western Union; and COMSAT General favored , ,,

the apPrOac.h., end, Hughes Aii.Craft opposed it. *In addi-Oon tp a 'lack
of consensus on the desirability of the "scalinfi law"there: was a34::

.no Goren of respondents to the,,Seventh Notice of InqUiry on
either tIte a- s of the single entry interference criterion
or :the ,suggested eirti .on orbitalseparation. ..Ind6pendent ,
studies by Irru 'anclz ASAVlow t4.e.rt:yeppliation of 'a. 'scaling law"- '

V 'would actuall,y, increase tf0 orb oration between the domestic
.

2 liseite1tes;. :thus! reduding orbi .ty. 'Based on the lack of
Consens on the ,particulars, n the desirability ofAle 1,1scaling
law'', a in i'he consIderatit on the possible adverse results;

..,.. . ,..

not
that- the concept should reds in the CCIR for study

7P'nbt propose. its 'inclusion, in the Radio Regulat'ions.
. ,

4 .
. c ..
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, 1'.... 241. . ccill'tedornmqviatiOn- 1 .66`11DOe::1/1055) wbiszh increases
7th paXiX siri.fernce leve 3- ti_.a telephone chalinel qf .thp fixed
;Eatel,lfte.,terVt&, and, a neurctIR ReCoigmendEition (Doe:. th,71107) ,which ..;

. ,1 sppq1471-e s: the maximum i nte r fel-e nee le vel:' ' 4 a telephone channel of
the ti*d - d ate 13.i tA! sexvice .uAr-4g :dad i.gi tal :emi-si..,iphy:wl-e,..both
teltiSroied )iiy. the -cem= xtv 'Piei*-y '#SseritbiY...n,,resi3ons.ekto the

4que;ticri '14 thei,&4veliel Notice, as to whether-these', retiambends:tions .1.....;,./

should be,i-noorpOtated -into, tthe, internsitibxp3J. Radio Regulktibns, \ . -., ,.

all IP 14:s -Cor_rpAilti.r.14 or this aspeftbelievedathat the recommend bits ,. -

should not bet.' nthe- Radio. Regulations but should remain within the ...,,

Ali .C:CDR. The: bti argument, which we:, e ridpire ; .Was` that more fle xi b ility
beciu,se the Radio Reoaa-tions. hpate historically been.

, sicje tt to' oha.nge,:. only: at, widely' spa'cel,,,inter.rh.ls, Whereas chhnges
. can be flla..dewit$Iirtthe CCIR ,at least every rile. years.. Several ;PAP-

tional commerrtOrere Made' coricernin the, content ig. these recommeondk
,..tiths; however, ;they tilt J-11:4 gtproprikte..,:to -the 1979.4/ARC gendt need to 4
be add.ressed lith'in the CQ IR (sVructure: Thp :,CCIR4,SPM cons-ide'red
-the criteri.allfior per,,MiSsib 'e levels of interferen*e Into' a. satellite .. j`

- . . b

,from another ,satellia_te..- 'Fe eperelly conear wi, h the,,eonclus1, ons ,

of -the gilil i h,. Vli.:s iii .g,a0::' litos.fe'ver,. ife ar Ot rePosing to intrd- `. 4 .. :

duce the . critiria thr&iotside4:81,10p a gulations at 'the *

.29.791WiJRC becale,.We, do lioti:lielieVe it iate' to,: have inter:- :".-
- -. ference-riteri*a. ' h. t;A,e, -RadliO -lit

".!''' . ,:..- 2 . .--. ..- 1(\
', ; 1,, 7 . . 1-' Z

. 24;2.. -..= ileco zin4t4i.hot effipient} 46.. o ..,tshe brat entails not only
, ,. %; . , . 3

r . dthe maximisan ofs the ctommunicat.iOns bil.paq-ity' of t* q,rbit .but 4
, ,,,i1,7.a.lso.thc -apability ,of/ differellt silitylees*!:tig share', Lilt. thus beC6me -,,,,

,,-1.'.3.: aPProP4ate,,,, pp. 'conlAider....iiiCh 'isitueS'41S'.,liini-,kl'ilg;, power flux ailsi:ties 1.1'
.-,.. 69.as .01) ,pe.rmilt; ,,,S hard fig, Wei'havve, fclis.c Us seci pOifpr ..f..ux 'dens ity 4.imits,

' With respeit:', to 'the ?00..2690,ttz band. for the J'sakellitd. and"' -
,, . 1;roAdcastint- sate 1.1i,-te 'se-rvisce sNrAer Jiu..1,.e s 2f rrettrlai: and ,Sp e ,, -

, "'..` Sharing: Chan6es-,iri .1sFD ,limi,tS. at othd.z. freq,u, ?Icy baiids have. .not' been.. .
DrApoied. .. .-, %:, \ 1 -.. .. ... , -

.. . -,-
- ,i ?,

i in. ' ' !' I ,
A '!* .

W)tsuld astOr

Guideline.s for
0:.

.,; .4:
. - .

Use hof itlie fregiiency Speqrtrtim.

, - Pik/

; ,;,.

o.

.243. In order to provide for,..tbei.ffici;ent--use' Of 'the Spectrum
And to permit the- growth of emerging .pAhnoi.ogy, use spec-trUM7'
" s:Awing merthodolOgy is desied- trla °maximum ,extexitr?pract.ticai.,-'' , :

Tlie CCIR SP14.treated'4.tif&inalpbect in .phaptpt qt the S,11,p1 4-eport.
The outiut SPierepOrt' must be° pareruAr cons 1dpre,di -ale imbfementati ori

spect tsavIng 4echn.1qxies17. 's'#. t
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mission Designators and Necessary Bandwidth

94.

244. Within the Radio Regulations, emissions Are designated

by the necessary .bandwidth and classification. Appendix 5 to :the

Radii:. Regulations concerns examples of necessary bandwidth calcul-

ations for different classes.of emissions which are specified in

Article 2 of the Radio Regulations. Present Article 2 of the Radio

Regulat* ns concerns the Designation of Emissions and specifies how

emiss are to be represepted.

245. As presently written, Article N3 And NeW Appendix B of
the ,Radio.Regulations require the use of three symbols to classify

and to symbolize' the emission, preceded"by the necessary bandwidth.

in Kilohertz. 'Because these provisions for designating,emissions
were adopted at aiine when many of the-presently common complex

emissions were not in use these provisions cannot expreta. 1/th

the three symbol designator of Article N3 all essential information

Of the newer emissions. Furthermore, tt emission designator is

important in the evaluation of interference potential, and in some
cases it is the only information available by which the purpose and

Content of a signal can,be determined.

246. In the Fourth Notice of Inquiry, a U.S. proposed revision
to CCIR Draft Recommendation AB/1 was presented as sj.proposal to

replace Article N3. With respect the Designation of Emissions,

thert were few comments to the Not . Communications Associates

were neutral on the proposed e N3 and the:Rail° Technical
Commission for Marine Services (RTCM) did not believe the revised
method would; benefit theimarine services.

247. The sane propOsal which was presented in the Feerth Notice,

was considered at the July 1977 meeting of CCIR IWP 1/1. As a

result of this meeting, IWP 1/1 issued a report which was adopted
with minor modifications by the XIVth Plenary .the CGIR.

248. . This method of classifying and-designating emissions was

- proposed in Docutent 1/1039 approved by the CCIR XIVth Plehary

Assembly, Kyoto, Japan, 1978. ThiS method was in effecti ratified

hy the Special Preparatory Meetingcof the CCIR in- November, 1978,

..and no Changes to it are proposed by the U.S. for the WARC. The

CCIR proposals conclude1that'eXisting Article N3 be replaced by

'40617vortion of Doc.:1/1039 deating with designation of emissions,

and tHat t WARC consider consolidation of the table of classi-

fication or emissions 51.th the method of emission designations-
)

-1
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249. The CClii proposed method.of shoving necessary bandwidth
is not alwarin units of .kilohertz The clalsifiespion of the
emission involves 'the use .of three symbals to describe the basic
characteristics. of the emission andof another two symbols to
describe:the addit;onal characteristics. This method is naturally
More complex than the present (Article N3)'method dt4 to the increased
number of Symbols; but it is considered necessary in order to
adequatfty describe all the complex emissions. We believe that
the revised method corrects most of the deficiencies of the present
method in designatingtriftssions;. thus we will propOpe to WARC-79
that the report approved by.thesPlenary of the CCIR and by the SPM,
be adopted as the method of designating emissions.

' 25 Appendix 5 to the Radio Regulations .Concerning Ex mples of
Ne ssary Bandwidths and Designations Emissions is closely related
to Article NI,. ?If changes are made b the 1 79 WARC to Article
then consequential, changes'tdAppendi 5 w d also be ni06Sary.
There is concern that Appendix 5 may ref ect current technology..
The examples of Appendix 5 are incomPl to f composite emissions
(A9, F9,.P9) of which numbers and complexity have increased signifi-
cantly since the existing Appendix 5 was adopted. The SPM was able
to reach agreement that this .matter requires- further CCIR study,
and noted that necessary bandwidth may be determined by any one of
.-three'ways, viz., use ve.the Appendix 5, computation in accordance
with -CCIRrecOmmendations, or by measurement. The U.S. does support

. the SPM report in this regara,.as shown in Document P/1040, and does
intend to actively participate in future CCIR work in formulating
the necessary bandwidth cal.culations recommendation. Partial:sr
attention will be needed--'or calculation of necessary.bandwidths
for pulse modulation and digital emissions.

251. In addition to revising the c ssary bandwidths in Appendix
5, the revised emission designation as adopted by the CCIR Plenary
*eting'has also been u4ed in the Appendix,5,revision by the SPM. This is
intended to-be an integral part of the,U.§.. proPosals to thWARC. '

Me thus.propose that-a revised Appendix 51aCcording to the results
of the SIM be incorporated into the Radio Regulations.

e

Technical Characteristics and Definitions

OP

252. In the Fifth Notice of Inquiry, comments mere solicited
on definitional, matters. The comments received indicated that the
present. definitions were adequate. The advent of mobile- satellite
systems and their inevitable international growth suggest that the



.

,
-Radix) RegUlations. be expanded to ptOvideforAhiSSgriteas fully
as they provide for more established rAW. atiOnervices.

e
eonsequential to the rather recent use''gf.

"plies-

stemS'is the
equirement,fOr definitions, whiph address ples uses.. pir 'proposal

is-to 'minimize any changes. to definitions and ,. limit any addition
of new definitions to".the:Radio Regulations, unless they ard.abtolutply
essential. We, therefore,.propOse.changes. In RR. Nos. 3155/103B,

t 7-
3156/103C, and 3157/103D ag4the miniMum changes required to eliminate. ,

confusion in terms used-in cobrdidati'on procedures' and to accommodate-..
'--ithe mobile-satellite service. i

9

Freauency-Tolersnces of Transmitters ,.

Frequency tolerances oftransmittec-S-ip many instances253. , .

'

,

affect the efficiency with which the radio spectrum is used as well
as the design, ailkitaMd operation of the radio systems. Appendix 3

and. Article 14/12 of the Radio Regulations establish the frequency
tolerances for trans#dtters. The current tolerdnces were deVelOped
for equipment which has been in -muse for many years. ,Advances .n

...._.3, technolOgy,, decreases in cost ofequipment,,end differences in method
of operation suggest changes in the belles dn. which the current

.

,'-

tolerances Were developed. Hence, the4U.S: has considered it
desirable-to undertake a cobprehensivestudy of the frequency
toleranceq for-the

,

varcous"typeS. of equipment,iin use todait During
the development of the proposed tolei-shces tlie study recognized
the influence that a new tolerance wil;i7iiei on spectrum efficiency,
considering alSo the economic and operational cost associated with
such changes. Also, it is considered .vemy important that new
restrictive tolerances not berpropoSedleased solely on the state-of-
art of the equipment. In some ingtances, the improvement in spectrum
efficiency is not great enough to offset the expected high costs
required to make,the transition to usrof mOre.efficient equipment.'

254. In the Fourth Notice, we soligeted comments on proposals to
revise Appendix 3 of the Radio Regulations. Several part s filed

ift
comments and reply comments within the time allotted in th context
of the Inquiry. In addition to this effort, the Joint Telecommuni-

i' cations Advisory Committee (JTAc) undertook a study of the frequency
emission tolerances. The Wilts of this study, along with the
comments to this Fourth Notice. of Inquiry, were reviewed and evaluated
with additional-information on Executive Branch equiphent, obtained

. in concert with the National Telecommunications and Information
Administration. All these sources of nform on were evaluated,

joint Commission and Executive ranch committee. Results of
this joint evaluatiorwer4 incorpo ated into the U.S. submission..
(Document P/194) to the SPM. Annex II to Document P/194 contains
an extensive rationale,for selection of appropriate frequency
tolerances. 'This rationale was heavily relied upon -by the SPM in
determini recommended tolerances for transmitter frequencies.

;1
The U.S. oposal for WARC is thus to support the incorporation
cf a revised Appendix 3 into the Radio RegUlationsvusing values
determined by the SFM as incorpprated in its Output (Document P/1022)

--.

in Chapter 8 of the SPM Report. . (99 4



Spurious Emission 101erance Levels/,
1 \..

r.,
255. . Spurious emission leyels of .trariSmitters have a definite
relationship to the severity OfInwanted interference' that affects .

..
the-ZPeration of radio- equipment in any electeorregnet1,0 e ropMant.
The reduction of these spurious ission leveleocah con ibgte ..
significantly to the reduction.of armful interference from urDanted :. -

dignals.both in and out of band.d !,1--7."."..
26 The. present Table of Tolerances for the4tOVOIS:of apUrdous
Emis ons is contained Within Appendix 4. s9d ArticleNLIM of .the
Radio Regulations: This table provides spurious li[ission leVels
for equipment that operates in fFequency:bands below 235 Mlit;, f r

bands above AltiO frequency, the .spur)ous emission leiels ark_to be .,

as low as piacticable. .

u.
4

257 In the(Fourth Notice; jfe .solicited comments on proposals
to revise Appendix 4 and Article N2/12 of...the Radio Regulations. Several.
parties filed comments' and Teply comments within the time allotted
in the context of the Inquiry. The Joint Telecomm).nications Advisory
Committee additionally underliook a study of the Et oud emission .

tolerances. The results of, this study, along with th -cowmen s to
this Furth Notice of tnquiryi were reviewed and consi red with di-
tional information on ExecutiAre Branch equipment obtain d in concert
with the,gaticifka 'llecOmmuniCationklikrid. Information Administration.
All these sources, of information were evaluited by a joint Cormission
arid- Executive Branch committee.

256. CCIR. Study Gioup 1 adopted at the final Plenary Assembly
Meetings a study Programme. entitled Spurious Emissions. It recom-
mends that certain rela-ted writ be undertaken, re-evalttating
Appendix 4 of the Radio Regulations and its own Recommendation 329 -2..

C.CIR Plenary .Docurnent, 1/1049 suggests five studies of .a complex /-nature that should be pursued in this area. The nature.. of -the spurious
emissions is a complex area and requires much review, particularly _if,
as has been,suggested, ppyxiotis emissions .from receivers should also-.
be considered. The U.S. kbas undertaken a study of the spurious
emission levels for radio- equipment.

10n \
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259.
Assembly, cOmments,to the,Fou h Notice, and the SPM conclusions

contained; in i s output "(Do ,t T/1080) in Chapter a:of the.SPM

Report, The U . sUppckts the SFM repot insofar as it goes,but

does:not beli e that -he report went su.fidiently far in its pon-

clusionsl'in that the SPM Table of Maximum Petmissible Levelsof-
SpUrious Emissions' ends at 960'MHt. We believe, it important, to

extend this table'.0 at least. 15 GHz and herein proposto do ao.

Determinatibryof the'maximumlpIel forspurious emissionl aepends,

of course,. on available and, fordseen technology. DuelConsideratioft,

'particularly to satellite operations in this frequency range is

very important becAuse, of the potential impact of satellites on

:terrestrial anc..saellieeommunications systems, the-generall

'inability to reduce or eliminate spurious emiAsiona from satellites 4

once launched shorl.. or tuKning,ofthe equipment, and the expensive

coats associAted with SatelliteoperationsBased 'Upon comments',..

to' the Fpurth,Noty.e,'data taken .from satelli.te and',other trans-

mitter users, anean assessMent,oftebhnology_now under[[ development,

lk believe a value p.0 30dB below the mean power'rof the fundamental
emission.withotij exceeding 100. milliwatts to be appropriate, albeit,

.a minimum value that we Would eXpecto see.; raised significantly by
a succeeding competent World Admplistrative Radib. Conference after

Whave carefully studied. the results of thr:. Plenary
.

h decade or two.

260. The U.S. proposal for thOWARC, therefore, is to makett

- necessary modificaticns'to Appendix-4 Of the Radio Regulations

"according 'to and in support of the ,SPM Output report4 wittrthe

'additional proposal that for the frequency range 960 MHz to 15 GHz,C

a maximum permissible spurious emission tolerance 1eYel of,30 .

decibels, below the ,Mean power of the, fUndaMental emission without

a

exceeding 100 milliwatts,be specified.

Interference' and Tests.

261. In response to the_ Fifth Notice, few comments were received

conce,rnine the provisions of Articles N16 and N17 dealing with inter-

ference arui tests,. These_kpvisions are believed to be adequate

_d as they exist 'now and illus we, are proposing no modifications to these

articles.

Technical Rules Relating to Special Services

HF Broadcasting Service

._
'-'

.13 '. ''',1

2u2. - In 4e Fifth Notice, thkdesiabilitY'.of discontinuing

double- sidebar (DSB) .missions and.of limiting HF.,,broadcast
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transmitterpoWer was ditcussed. In response to that Notice, the
InternatidnalIiroadca0 Service Working Group recommended that

-Atand Aards fdrnternational broadcasting not be revised, especially
,

since the ITU Adr nistrativee Council decided not to. revise articles.
relating to atingle 'serviCh/. In vie( of the need to alleviate the
effects of congestion in the HF broadcast bandp,ThowevelYitis

.\ belieVed thatsiont for improved standards are warranted in
r;.

- .. -
a

263. , Thus, in,Article n28, we are proposing technical
and opeirationakchages 1,niended to improve the servid6. Particularly)
we have proposed that.the use of double sideband emitaions shall be
discontinued no later'than Januhry 1,, 1995. This aspect has been
reviewed in depth py the SPM. With this intensive review and the
work that will be-dare in'the near future by the CCIR, a change toy,
other than DSB will Wiance spectrum.efficiency.

264. The other major technical champ is our proposal to limit
the power used by HF broadcast transmitters. tssentially, .a

..,.;,11:Mitatlon imposed on international and domestic HF broadcasting pow4r-
.shduid Mike the service more viable to,the listening audience and
also improve spectrum utilization. We are proposing also to limit

,spurious emission radiation for the HF,broadcasting service in order
to decrease harmfUl interference. which may result from excessive
spurious rad tions.

.

S265. With regard t operations, we see a need to restrict the
(i;'k, actual numbers of fr ncies used to pro de programming to a

target area. We have, therefore, proposvd that no more than one
fre cy per frequency band be employed to provide the same program
to any s nor contiguous zone. The result, we feel, would be

/1(/ r
ltimproved quality-to the listening audience and a better use of the
limited HF spectrum. ---

Aeronautical Radioheacons

266. A- requirement to increase the protection ratio, in decibels
(dB), for aeronautical radiobeacons operating in the medium frequency
(MF) range has been stated by ICAO. For some time these beacdns
'have been protected at a 15 dB level, instead of 10 dB'as presently
indicated in RR No. 6476/433. At the ICAO Communications Divisional
Meeting in the spring of 1978,Noit was unanimous ti. agreed to recommend
a change in the Radio Regulations to 14 dB. Although comments have
not been received on this matter,.,we belie-lie the requirement to be
gentine and in the best interest of the U.S. We are, therefore,
proposing that the level lae.,changegl to 15 dB.
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Radio Propagation and Noise

267. Appendix A concerns the studies and prediction of Radio

Propagation and Radio Noise. We believe this. appendix is.adequate

as it 'now exists. ( ACcordingly, we propose no change, to Appendix A.

New Recommendation

268. Proposals have been made to, modify RR No. 3661/332A so

that.the band 620-790 MHz is no longer restricted only totelevision
broadcasting in the broadcfstUng=satellite service; also, ttie power

flux density limits of RR NO. 3661/332A have been deleted., to

consideration of these modificationsl'the-new Recommendation No..:
.FF is proposed. as a replacement for Recommendation NO. Spa2-19,

whiCh.heabeen proposed.fOr suppresston. ';Thib. new Rebommendation
No. FT expands theproyisions',or,RepopmendatiorOb...:Spe2-10 to
have the CCIR studyrthe'effectt'ofthevariong'brOMcasting-satellite
_emissions upon the terirstriel broadcasting servics.7%



Section'V. 101.

Regulatory Proposals

IFRB Provisions and Regulations

269. rThe responsibilities of the International Frequency Registration
Board (IFRB) essentially involve the 'processing., recording, smd
co-ordination offrequency as§ignmentth, the publication and updating of
internat4onal frIquency lists, and the resolution of cases of harmful inter-
ference: \--the functions of the'TgRB are defined in Article N9/8 and the
operation of the IFRB is erxplained in. Article N10/11...

4

270. In the Fifth Notice, comments wE0 solicited on the adequacy of
Article N9/8 (Coordination, Notifiation and Registration of Frequencies
International Frequency'Registration.Board) and: Article N1011,(Internal
Regulation§ of the International Frequency Registration Boar. Few
comments were received regarding these Articles which are generally believed
to beadequate. Thus, onlVhinorchanges,'are'proposed for Article N9/8,
an.cLno changes are proposed-fer Article N1011. Ap ndix'17 herein).

9Co-ordination and Notifigetioh of.."$PaceServi.
.

Stations

271. / In the Seventh Notice, the provisions of ArticIe'N11.(eo-7Ordination
ofetatronsin;the §pace;and terrestrial Services). and Article N13/9A
(notification of stations in fhe.space services) were discussed. The - comments

supported the existing proteddres4.hOwever, 'several changeS are believed
necessary. In response to the Seventh Notice, both COMSAT'and COMSAT '

General indigated, the need to require more'infbrmation on theadVante puhlica
tion Of an intended space station; more progress reports, and more confirma-
tions to verify the intent. We recognize the concerns expressed, and will

,

closely, follow the matter at the WAR

2,72. In the Seventh Noti , the desirability of retaining the amateur-
satellite service under the revisions of Article N13/9A was addressed.
Article N13/9A currently requires administrations to send data on all .

satellite systems, including amateur-satellites, to, the IFRB as specified in
Appendices lA and 1B of .the Radio Regulationa. In response to the Seventh
Notice, the Baton Rouge Amateur Radii? Club, COMSAT, COMSAT General, and
Western Union indicated that satellite systems should be subject to
Article N13t. COMSAT General stated that "..,; it is likely that there
will be an A reasing number of stations operating in the amateur-satellite
service. TheSe stations .will be capable of canSing interference to.
stations in other space services, and therefore, we believe they should
be subject to the procedural requirements of Article 1113/9A.".
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273. The amateur dio community (ARRI, and the:Radio Amateur4:e1
,Corporation) fivors ex tion of the amiteur-satellite,service from the
provisione of Arti le N1 A, Appendix talk, 111:for several reasons;

(1) stations in the service are,nn assigned specific frequeatiaa_apd are
able to operate over a band of frequencies, thus Makinefegiitration
notification, inappropriate; (2) staiidni in the aliate4r.service are not
included .in Article N12/9, and amateurs have1beepaucie6sfully coordiniti g the
use of amateur-satellites among themselves; (3)11R Noi. 3644/320A, 6362/15 7A,
and 6105/470V place the burden of avoiding interference upoll the amateur-
satellite service, thus negating tle need for prlar,coordinationindtification;
'(4) formal. /protection of-the amateur-satellite ServiCe not desirable;

(6) it is impossible to comply with the data requirOments of Articles
N13/9A, Appendices lA and 1B, ia,view of the nearly one million earth-ba
amateur stations elich could access amateur-satellites frOt both fixed and
mobile

flotations
The ateur community would'prefer late, to be. provided in

the ITI. Journal or the Weekly Circular,--and would be willing to accept 'A

reaso able requirements for coordination and notificition.

274,E It is evident the amateurdio 'communitYAesires ipternational
notification of information for amateur-satelliteStations bul not as r

'I embodi in thrypresent Article,N13/9A.procedUr After reviewing

comment received, we -ag e that-strict compliande in providing,,the,74eta

required by Appendices '1A an 1B may, he infeasible,i however, we do, not consider

it desirable to completely ex mpt the amateur-saielliteservice from the
requirements of notification. Thus, a new Reslution,Ner AA (see Appendix 24)
is propbsed which allows admi.nistrntions to sA6ply.e,? much infcirmation as
possible in compliance with AR Nos. 4100/639AA, 4114/639M and 4575/639BA.

.
The prOcedures of Articles N1l,and-W13/9A, provide for. coordination

notification, and registration of assignmentsfor radio'astronoMy and 4ace
radiocommunicatiOns,.and exempt stations.in the broadcasting-sate liite
service. The coordination, notification, and registration of stations in the
broadcasting-satellite service gYe provide "for by Resolution $pa2-3., As
embodied in the Radio Regulations; Spa2 -3 is to be used until agreements and
plans can be developed,fo4 each Region.

276. In response to the Seventh Notice on the adequacy of Articles N11,
N13/9A, and Resolution Spa2-3, the Service Working Group on SatelliteWoad-
casting staftr&-that revisions to these Articles "do nothing toward what is
needed by the OS inbands other than 12 GHz; namely, an adequate longAernr
replacement for Resolution Spa2-3 and Article 9A!1 The workilig group went on to

recommend that '41esolutinn Spa2-3 and Article 9A of the Radio Regulations (RR)
and Articles 5, ,6, 7 it'd

their Appendices and Annexes, besaystematical y reiewed by the CoMmission
12 of the Final Acts of he 1977, WARC-BS', together

in order to consolidate.the applicable material into a new ArtiCle or its
equivalent."

277. Such a,consolidation of Artic114 N11.andN13/9A to include tilt

. broadcastin4-satellite 14,as- proposed at' the 1971 WARC4.2r space

telecommunications but met opposition, 'thus resulting in adoptibn of the

separate procedures of Resolution Spa2-3. We feel that such a proposal to
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consolidate Articles. N11 and Ntli.R.A.:;anli ResO1Utiorr Spa2.:,3
encounter strong opposition and not
proposals

..

,
21'8 evetiall charigee which.',4ie.jprop Bed 'to' Arti;Ci.e,,Nli: atie;,for the
,ptirpoael..iif ..cl.arif ying *the intent of ,' the/ dic;;liegutaticinS 04 Modif io.a0541,, .-.-/1is prapos.*1 :to:RR NO. 41Z576314.4k,iit Artic1.6:44i1.!fin-: order ..:ti ,' i. OW' thli,: /1/ '
addition Of earth stations 'without .CoOrdih*t Oa when:. 0110 ;11,1 a4iritiok*O44 i -.,.,;not result: in: an increase in "interferenO-e-..60ed1ng;.:an,:.#greedu_Pok?ir441q:!'

-':1Zecogriitihirthe ilirient growth.of,mobi).e , earth :statiOiiii, :modification tO7
At.t010:NI1'(See .A 'Perldix 18) 41i14, new AppendiCe.4..284.' and..28B: (See -,f1.0p,-endlY..

'20). are Pro7poEied to provide.fOr: the coordinatiOniof:earth statibna-initW,-:""7: -
mobile-satellite service. The proposed neW:4;pendiX".-28A: is I prOCrech,ir.e:'11,;7?,/
for determining the coordination area for a mobile earth statiOn:, The '.':Y
prOpOsed ;nes.* Appendix 28B is' a .procedure for determing.:the acit.ectiori:*ree.
for 'A terrestrial ,stationl Located within the -coordination 'area, of '.an!:'e*ith.
station in the mobile -satellite; ,servie:!::in order 'tol,faciliiate ni:'iti*caton%
of these mobile earth.stations \. several Changes'/Sre-Proposed ,to 'Appendix 1A,;....,
The p o isions of Appendix 18 Which treat,.:,the aEdvance publication- of,,
.'satellite netwcirks are adeqUate as. stated..:.::, _..: li , j z'

.279.
-

In order to improve the notification of 'stations it the spate
services, changes to: "Article N13/9A are Proppe,ed which would ..permit,.extensiona :

to the time within whiCh .adininistrations .must confirm e= putting into .ust
Of a 'notified assignment in situations ;where .unforeseen ircumstanaes may'

, have caused such delays. Another proboe change -i;rol.4d provide ... ::

POI' automatic review of epa-Oe,radipOmOlini etiolVeritilee'lit the
Master Register .in order, to keep entries to date. The'remaining proposals
fqr changes to Article N13/9A are fOr th's. purpose of -clarifying' the intent '-
of the provisions. .,,

280. In the Seventh Noti e of Inquiry, comments were also solicited on
the adequaCy of data required by Appendies 1, A and 1B in notifying
frequency assignments. Few comments were recei a nd' the data requirements'
were geheraj.14 felt to 'he adequate; however several improvementare pro-
posed to the notification data requirements of Appendices 1 and In
examining the usefulness of notified data, it has been determined that
the notification ofthe.waximum hours of operation of an assignment is oflittle value. At presents however, there are no prOvisions for notifying
details on the regular hours of operation of frequency assigninents: If
this data could be made available to the IFRB , then administrations
could usethis information to make more efficient use of the frequency -
spectrum.. In order to accomplish this 'purpose, proposed changes are made
to Appendic es 1 and 1A which would phase out the notification of the maximum
hours of opraticin and would add a data element tO alloy; notification of
the regular hours of operation of assignment. The proposals for the
coordination and notification of apace service stations are contairied in
Appendix 18 herein.

NNk, 1 0 6
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48'1: 14.e rote, that the ;U.S. is 'continuing to exianiinevosSible,.,.
ways ..(4,::.0-mPlitYis 44 improving the procedures contained. in Ai-ti.cle
0 I.V 9A-:: to,, `meet :thpyofew-of all 'nit fOtiS . As our studieir..'_Prosi6i48,-
aciaiitAOrial;-propcia4s,:,n, this regard may be -subfnitted -to- WARC '19 at a

...latil.:.-tith..: Tili&td::-..:, .aio.j46rititiling to'sturlsr.:. ' . :...

. . ...

p:oht. 1.ned in..17:0';Piil .4fT Lett - ...:411: dated 27 APril 1978. AS our
encif;-C-1A, Part1160):a# :in lig1)::::4-11-the work of the Group of Experts

stikdies progrea,S,,,a0dftiohal, pr6P-Osal:S 1..ii- -thi's regard inay be SuSr4itted
to WARC '79 at a. later time. :'

' :- .-,.

Notificai Terrestrial Stations

282. . j:In the S:161,ietith'.Nottce.;of In ,-comments were t61;i4ted...On:the

adequacy of proVitig470 fQi-r. the::cdoidlIctat ion and hOtif icationOffreieency
.. _ .

assignments to tern otrial -statioris- -(Article N12/9 and appropriate

portions: of Art ioia Nil). - It was generally .felt hiy respondenta that:.. , A

.

of 4iti:c Nl219. and the portions of Article%Nll pertaining to
i , -.

.

. -
cootoination of .terrestrial Apignments are adequate. 411 Parties comment-

ing on Article' 9 'felt the proirviSiont were in the best interest. of the. U:S..

Thut-,. the'. only-.proposed changes: to Article N12/9 :and the' tetr'eStrial
sections of .Afrticle. Nli are for the ptiri)Ose of clarifying 1-ii. iinten if :.

:, .....
the regulations. (See Appendix _19). We- .note, 4owever, that the U.S fs.
continuing to examine possible:ways of simplifying and -iMproving, the . -.

'proCedures. contain-4d J.1-1 .iirtlOtes N11 and -N12/9 tO 'Meet_ the nee4e of all

.-nations: .4.a:.OUr studies progrest , additional proposal* in .041:. r egard:7:

may be submitted' to MARC- .I79. at" .
later time. ',. .;: '

,

Det4erminatioh of 'Coordination -.Area

283.. Appendix 28 to the Radio Regulations ,spdcifies the 44eitlination
of the coordination area around an earth station. The issue Of "area-'

coordinatien" 'for transportable earth stations as mentioned in thelSeventh

Notice of Inquiry hat iecen he subject of considerable controversy. Under . the .

',area coordinStion" concept, earth stations could be located at' any point

withip an area of operation after coordination with respect to terrestrial

station ass ignMents .

,7Mst of the 'objections to concept centeredom.the misunder7
standing that -earth stations woUld, as a consequence; 13.- afforded
Vreferential:Status with respect to terrestrial stations over a latigt
area. In :responp e tie Seventh Notice of Inquiry;-AT-44 cpma, and
WesternUnion all,..xeiected. the "area coordination" concept, and only

Hughes `Aircraft offered- -osltive' support.

V7),
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.1,-?e,dOgn i zing that: the international of mobile::.-ea-TO ,-044qtfOne
inthe tilobite,sitellite service tbgrow,. itaAp'pea,ra?4,thisa0
that.some :,proCecrure:;be-deVeloped:w11qreby-'coordination.:Of earth

-4statiOrrs:-MaY-::-be zThe :cirderns of the lerriigrtrial i&S.4cpEr.ate,
alse -recognized-.. :-.Ip.order to 'provid.e for"trbbire,earthi staticgii -coord ination

protecting interests ofo;terret ?4.] tiatts,., 'we - ere:thaw proposing
changes to, Arti cles'Nil, N13/94V, .Appendix :, ; 18) 4'..74Evit: new
Ap Pgriii j;:c4 T.43A and :28B ( See'APPen4iji" 20)',..t.410::,w,91.11.d..ProVifte':_f_Ot the
:olgardiriaticin,:of thee-6 mobile earth :terminate' 'Whiter protecting terrestrial
services The addition of 7'a 'terrestrieF4tatiOn:Witan- the 'coordkatidn45
area 'of mobile earth station would--fe-SV1C-in- a:,redirti.cale. of thebbile
'earth tat ion ts erating- fthat interference wOuld not be caused to

rrestrial

28,6: `Where ;hash been considerable, _discussion concerning :possible
eanges to AOen.di)E 28 of the, international Radio Regulat-ions 'whiX--.
ftesCribes procedures for d.2tetqfning the4oOrdination are around an
earth '-station that is Sharing frequency band--with terrestrial- services,
As mentioned in the Seventh Notice of Incruiry, the procedures are time-

, consuming, and complex and could posably be simplified in some cases, and
commetsits were rectuested;.

287. . 0 6 of the cases' involyee the recepti u of video signals; thr7".."'
quality co a be descrtbed on' a: destOil .carrier to inteirference ratio
(C/I); thus simplifying the calC lations Appendix. 28,..--Bo&,COMSAT and

_Western- f the use of:- C/I crititles-wouldbe useful, wklike,:only ;-
AT4T, *aa: Ale-Wive. to t use yatio_.1 . AT&T- fegis that .whina the
use of C-0;i4tiOS.-mi:gh siMPlIfy- the coordination . fOr earth tationi,. it,.
wcruld44d:''a.-greater, bn den. on the fixed terrestrial statipn opratpre.
We anis propciSe icetion. to Appendix '28 (See 4pendiic 20) which, 'as "s.
an alternative', ;all :s thedse of C/I ratios an computing the permissible

,kinterferenee'power r vidjoo or digit (excluding telephony) `r ception
subject to the -condition 'that' woUr not exceed the value compu ed usin
the pr es en) method.

,
288. Interference between earth stations sand 'tersest ial statione'can
A:eur. due to signals scattered: by., rain, thus there are pro edureti to
determine coordination .based on rain,scatter. In the. Se enfth Notice'

yt wgs suggested that 'rain - scatter coordination might be omitted
for areas where there is small precipitation and for systems which can
tolerate interference fOr more than .01 percent of the time. With respect
to eLimination rain-scatter coordinatio there were no adverse COmments.
Both AT&T and COMSAT, supported' the idea under Certain. conditions, 'AT&T
feets that the operator of a video receive 'earth station should be aware
of the risk .incurred dmitting,.rain-Scatter coordination,: that the
specific areas of omission should be specified in Appendix,,, 28', and t at
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there should be a method of specifying the confidence wit 0111,-

Appendix 28 calculations are made. COMSAT, in reply to
of Inquiry, conducted an analysis of conditiona.unde r

coordination could be omitted. Although we receivec 41-able

reaction to this concept, we feel that this concept mu._ _r studied
and used before we would becapable of supplying specific proposals.
Therefore, we will not make specific proposals in this regard; we will,
however, follow the matter closely at the WARC, and as appropriate, support
the idea to have the CCIR study the concept.

Q, Interference Between' Satellite Networks

289." In the Seventh Notice of Inquiry, comments were sought on
changes to Appendix 29 of the international Radio Regulations(. In that
Notice of Inquiry, we suggested the title of Appendix 29 be changed to
"Meth6c1 far Determining When Coordination is required between Geo-

' stationary Satellite Networks Sharing the same Frequency Bands". It was
algo mentioned that the two percent increase in equivalent satellite link
noise temperature cfiteria for initiating Article Nll procedures was felt
by some to be too stringent and required coordination in an unnecessarily
large number of cases. Conversely, oth-ers felt that the two percent
criterion does protect some sensitive low capacity system's.

290. 'Comments on this issue were received from COMSAT General, Hughes
Aircraft, and Western Union. All thres/agreed that the 2% "trigger"
value shdlild be changed. Western Union feels that sensitive sygtems do
not receive adequate protection and thus would like to see coordination
for satellite orbital separations less than 15". Hughes Aircraft thinks
the procedures of Appendix.29.are adequate but would change the "trigger
value" to 5% increase in noise temperature in order to decrease the number
of cobrdination Gases. COMSAT Genera k, like Hughes Aircraft, feels that
the 2% "trigger value" may be too stringent. In.their comments, COMSAT
General suggested that the CCIR should study how Appendix 29 should be
changed to reflect permissible values of intersatellite interference. It

pointed out that a trigger based on power density could be in error since
interference potential can be overestimated when the interfering carrier
does not totally fill the victim receiver. bandwidth. COMSAT General endbteei
the proposed change to the,,title of Appendix 29. Although there'is no
consensus the comments on the 2% "trigger value" of Appendix 29 except
that it should be modified, the CCIR SPM has concluded that the 2% "trigg,,,.
value" should be changed to 3%. We generally agree with the SPM conclusion
and we are proposing th.at the provision of Appendix 29 and the Annex to
Appendix 29 be modified appropriately by WARC '79 to reflect this con-

'In addition, we are proposing a.modification to the title of
AP'pendiA129 to clarify the primary purpose of the Appendix.'
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291. An issue closely related to the frequency ;' -':ac is

the reaccommodation of high frequency fixed sc-. ice Q<1.,, :e

para. 40 of Eighth Notice of Inquiry). If p
, -;everal

existing high frequency fixed bands to other'radio se,.,ices a. --. essful,'
some procedure will be necessary to provide for'continued use of.disPlaced
assignments. In order to effectively, accomplish this reaccommodation,
administYatdons will have to remove those assignments not in use from
th Master Register. The.responsibility for thi reaccommodation should
re t with the administration-concerned; however, th RB should proVide
s me technical assistance. We have provided, in our pro sal, guidelines
hat should be used in the development of'this reaccommoda ion proceduie.

It ia emphatized that only those fixed assignments incompatible with
new-allocations' would require adjustment.

292. At the end of the transition period, possibly 4 to 6 years, all* \
HF Fixed assignments An the Master Register should receive theimme common
date. (See Appendix 22 herein),

Monitoring, Harmful.Interference Procedures and Infringement Reports

a

293. In the Fifth Notice of Inquiry, comments were solicited on the
'adequacy of, the provisions of the Radio Regulations which concern,the ,

monitoring, .and harmful interference procedures and infringement reports..
Few comments were received on these subjects and the provisions were felt
to be generally adequate. A few changes, however, are proposed which
should improve the existing Radio Regulations. (See Appendix 23 -herein).

294. Article N18 which concerns the international monitoring o radio
frequencies is generally adequate as it presrently exists. In order to
improve the quality of international monitoring, a modification to RR No.
5064/684 is proposed which deletes the provision whereby stations observing
lower technical standards than those recommended by the CCIR are permitted.
Appendix 6 to the Radio Regulations which concerns Reports of Monitoring
Data is adequate as it exists. The only proposed change to Article N19/16,
Reports of Infringements, is to RR No. 5100/721, which pei-omlits an administra-
tion to take action against any stat,pn,1 auth ized or unauthotized, over
which it has authority. Appendix 7 Ra iu Regul Lions which cuncerus
infringement reports is adequ(ate as it exists. Sever changes to Article
N20/15, Procedure in a Case of armful Inter eience, re proposed which will
improve the effectiveness of th IFRB in resolving h rmful interference case..
The provisions of Appendix 8, Report of Harmful Into ference, are adequate
and thus no changes are proposed.

r
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New Resolutions

295: In.order to implement several of the proposed modifications to
the Radio Regulations dihkussed above, two new Resolutibns also are pro2

posedkjtSee Appendix 24 herein).
- ,

2 A new Resolution-No. AA relating aging into use, of space

stat ns in the' amateur - satellite service 10 As presently written,

, the pro isioni of Artficles Nlland N13/9A reLi.,. ,te,cpordination and

nottfication to''the IFRB of frequency assignments of all-space services ,

(excluding{ broadcasting-satellite). Due to the fact that earth stations

in the amateur- satellite service are not'asstgned specific frequencied,
t and because of the. widely varying characteristics of the radio equipment,

strict compliance with Articles NlL and N.13/9A appear infoltsible. 4,or

any space/ service, Appendices lA arid' 1B specify the "data which must. be 0

forward .to. the IFRB. The advance publication .information (Appendix ..113)

for a satellite network Can be supplied more readily than 'can the

notification data fon the berth station Segment (Appendix 1A) of the wai

amateur=Tatellite service. ,Recognizing the difficulty involved in advance
.4publication and notification forf\the amateur-satellite service, proposed

...Resolution No. AA woulil,allow eldministraticons to supply as much information

as possible in compliance with RR Nos. 41'00/639AK, 4114/639AJ'and 4575/63913A.

Such information supplied for Appendices lA and 1B would be considered. .

complete and Would be pulished in a special section of the weekly circular;

As ispresenfly th-situation, formal international protection of the

amateur-satellite space station assignments.would not be required and the

burden of avoiding interference would continue to be the responsibility of

< the amateur-satellite AeLiciice..
, .

.

297. New Resolution No. BB is proposed which stipulates that unless~

special arrangements are made, frequency assignments for a statio5/shotld

be notified by the administration on whose territory the station is located. N...'

This resolution is b 'cally an updating of "Resolution No. 5 13hich has

-been proposed, for su 'pression O'Appendix A. The provisions of this new
Resolution No. BB are essentially the same as those of Resolution No. 5

except for the additional, references and certain necessary corrections.
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Section VI.

Administrative, Operational and Miscellaneous Proposals

Secrecy

.

1.298. Few comments were recpi,- prise to the Fifth ^' - .r

Inquir n Ai-ttcle N21/17. `7,4,

of ft: ticle are adeqw kt\ _ ,,_ended purr
modification proposed is to.ftR No. 5193/722 in order to draw -Ltention to
related Article 22 ofthe.COnvention. k

..,

1

-,mmunications

109.

Licenses and Station Identificatibn

299. The provisions of Article N22/18 which concerns licensing of
stations were considered in the Fifth Notice. The consensus of-comments
received was that Artfcle'N21/18 is adequate and requires few changes. It
is proposed, however, that changes be made to this article irk 'order to
allow administratibns flexibility.in licensing and in,complyingwith'the

-
secrecy-of-teleclimmunications requirements.

300. Although comments to the 'Fifth Notice generally supported the
existing provisions of Article N23, Identification of Stations, several
proposed changes are believed necessary to foster improved spectrum
Utiilization and to provide the flexibility,of additional options, for use
of identification methods in accordance with CCIR recommendations. Several
other proposed changes to Article N23 are for the putpose of aligning thie.
proviSions with existing practices and to clarify their intent. Some
modifications are proposed tb Article N23 to include the use of maritime
mobile sel/ice identifications which conform with the results the SPM.
Appendix C,'is considered adequate'and no proposals are made:

'Service4Bocuments

-

In the Fieth,Noticet several proposed changes to Article N24/20
concerning Service documents.published by the Secretary General, were
discussed. The changes proposed to these provLsions would enable computer
accessto the service qacement information and would ,preclude the assumptiveh
that only hard copy foiS is available. With the possibility of computer
access, significant cost reduction coutd result. Proposals are also made to
delete the requirement that certain, little-used, documents be published.
Some of the changes proposed for Appendix 9 are contingent on the proposal to
delete certain service documents. In response to the Seventh Notice of InquiLL,
in which deletion of LiSts ILIA And IIIB for broadcasting stations was

II
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suggested, there was little support-for'their retention, and thus, lists
rIIIA and IIIB are proposed or deletion.

1302. ;II order to improve upon. the data notified on assignments
according to Appendicet and IA, several changes have been proposed.
These changes would phase out notification of the maximum hours of operAion
of an assignment and add a data elerAnt for the.regular hour of operation
for an assignment. Since the data notified in accordance 'with Appendices
1 and'1A are used to generate documuts spenfied an described in
Appendices 9 and 10,consequential change - dini. an added Appencliv

10A, ar required. Proposals are thus maL Appendices
and to add an Appendix l0A in order to alike Lnese provisions of the Radio
RegUlations with the.proposed changes. of'4ppendices 1 gnda. The proposed
changes for Appendices 9 'and 10 and added Appendix l0A are, of course,
dependent on the acceptance of the proposed, changes to Appendices 1 and.1A.

Miscellaneous Stations and Services

303. In tne Fifth Notice, comments were solicited on Articles N30/41,
N3N/N32/42, N33 and N39, which concern the use of frequencies by amateur and
experimental stations, the use of ,radiocommunicathpns for standard .frequency
and time signals, for radiOdetermination, and4for special' services relating
to safety. After considering the comments received, we have determined tha
the provisions of Articles N31, N32/42, N33and N39 are adequate, and thus,
we only propose modifications to strengthen and clarify their purpose.

304. In making proposed changes to Article N30/41, it is recognized that
administrations may wish to develop their own amateur licensing requirements.
Thus, a change is proposed to R4 No. 6357/1563 which entails'only a
recommendation that the operator of an amateur station be able to use Morse
,code, removing the mandatory provision found in the present Regulation.

Special [Miss Relating to Services

. 305. The comments received in response to the Fifth Notice were
generally. An agreement with our belief that the provisions of Articleb
N47 and N29, which concern special rules for the aeronautical mobile bud
the fixed service are adequate as stated. A modification to RR No. 6323/40)
of Article N29 is believed desirable, however, to urge administrations to
discontinue the use of double sideband radiotelephone transmissions in
the fixed service bands.,

'Or
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Frovisions fbr Medical TrAsp.Orts,

-
06. The Unittd States, along with 'other ITU adminfstrationsAas been
requested by the Secretary General of the DifkmaticConference,on the
Reaffirmati&t and Development cif International and Hu4a?ritarian Law Applicable
in Armed Conflicts to make proposal4 for the.internativarradio Regulations
toprovide'for the commuriicationsn4quirements Of.ProtecCe.C:Medical trans-.
.orts in armed conflicts.' These priol3oSals were d-tensively discussed at the

`recant SPM and are to be developed 'by the WARC inaccOrdance with Agende
em(ints for radio' identification and communica-
rts. In their present form, the Radio
is provision for .M dical,Transports,, even

though Article N3 36 speclfi s procedures or Di tress CommUmicatins: The
provisions of Pr ocol I of, theabove mentionedConference were ind.44uded in
the Third Notice f Inquiry; however, no comments were received on
-subject. We have considered the request by,the -Secretary General ,of the
diplomatic conference and'the results of the CCIR SPM, and, thus propose
additions and modifications (See,Apptridix 30 herein) to Articles N12/9, N23,
N37 and N,,9. We believe that arese proposed changes,-which apply to the
motification of frequency assignments, identification of stat ns, urgency
and safety transmissions, and special services relatingvto sa ty, and the.
conte nt of the medical transport message, fulfjll Pregent...and foreseen
radio-joriented requirements of Medical transpor

Item 2:6 to satisfy the requi
tions needs of medical transp
Regulations db not have speci

Accounting Provisions

.,. ...-
4t-'

307. Our Sixth Notice of Inquiry requested comments concerning proposals
of the CCITT Joint Working Party for Maritime Mobile Service for changes
in the methods of accounting and operating for public cirrespondence in
the maritime mobile services. Those proposals consist' of two draft CCITT
Recommendations and draft Regulatory Provisions to amend the Radio Regulations
and Additional Radio Regulations. They would restructure the current
framework of'ITU provisions dealing wi..eaccounting and operating procedures
for maridime mobile communications by removing from. tile Radio Regulations and
Additional Radio Regulations and placing in the'Recomthendations all such
provisions not requiring continued regulatory status. Additionally, they
would make specific changes in maritime accounting and ove.ratin procednr,
to; (1) reduce the number of accounting authorities in each country Lu which
accounts for the services of maritime mobile stations may tie sent by setting
a.max mum number of 25; (2) define the responsibility of each A'i--ministration
for payment of,batl, depts incurred by ship .stations li,ensed by iL; (3) eltilwaCe
by 19.88 ship station charges for shore-to-ship traifictrom all inilnational
accounts; and (4) propose uniform rates for ship stations chargcs chqt tqould
be effective until-such charges are eliminated in 1988,

3
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308. Three commefits: were received in response to the Sixth Notice. AT&T
supported the CCITT proposals, and FAI that,we recommend U.S. support for
their adoption by thee1979 WARC. AT&T asserted that the 'transferral of
existing accounting and operating provisies from the Regulations to the
RecOmMendations,wOtild:N) reduce the workload of future WARCs concerning
maritime communications; and (2) make amendment of these provisions easier
as changing circumstances require. COMSAT General also supported the work of
the Joint Working Party; however, it noted that the accounting and operating.
provisions involved are generally applicable to the traditional manually-
operated maritime services,and stressed the need for Recommendations dealing
with maritime accounting and pro, whi,h would 'be applicahl

'tic,wsemi,automaL_ ,,rr(

11.

309. Mobil Marine Radio, Inc. (MMR) found that the CCITT proposals
represent an improvement over current Reg7174tions with regard to methods of
charging,Vtcounting, and refunding. However, it asserted that deficiencies
remain in the method-of settlement of international accounts when a carrier
unknowingly sends a ieatement for message charges incurred by a vessel to a
accounting authority which does not have respoRsibility for that account. 1/
Jt- stated that, sihoe accounting authorities have six monthk to verify an
account, a carrier has-no basis for inquiry as to status of the account

k during that period and thereafter will find it "virtually impossible" to
trace the party responsible for the vessels account. MMR, therefore, sub,
flitted that the proposed Recommendations should provide a reasonable time
for an accounting authority to notify a carrier that it does not have
responsibility for an account presented Also, MMR submitted that consider -
ation should be 'given to establishing a more specific time frame for the
settlement of accounts, and to'have such a procedure apply to those accounts
wherein the six month period provided for verification, has elapsed.

310. We believe that the United States should support the Joint Working
Party's proposal to transfer from the Radio Regulations to the Recommendations
all maritime accounting and operating provisions not requiring continued
regulatory status. This will permit easier revision of accounting and
operating procedures as may be necessary in the futute to respond to changing
needs and circumstaRces. We share COMSAT General's concern for the need
to develop further accounting and operating Recommendations.for automatic,
semi,automatic,'and satellite services in the maritime mobile area, and nut,
that the Joint Working Party is now considering such provisions. As for
specific problems involving settlement of international accounts, tht:

solutions proposed by MMR may have meiil. However, U.S. sponsorship -r
MMR's proposals, absent thorough eunsidetdtion of proposals ftom olh,r ub
catriets experiencing similat ploblems, would Lt. premaLute. We Lelicv, Ch.k
further Levisions of indtiLime accounLine, and "peiaiing ploc,dul,s should be \
considered within the .ontext of future oC1T1 ptoLeedings rathei than th,.

MMRstated that chang,. 1,,m th, liSl an aCCOn,,,1nkk . ,t,

having responsibility f-r innivi_Anal ca- o. cu, due to ,hAnges i
chartering attangements, hanges in ,.ohild..t."d1 alranL,ments keLween the
accounting agency and (Ai, vessel ownei 0f agent., and fur olhk.1 reaso,s,

also stated that. . given accounting autho,it.y m./ ha, responsibility Lo
some but not all vessels opetaLing under OA, d patti,ular shi,ping
line or agent- 115

6
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1979 WARC itself. This will permit the U.S. CO.TT Study_Croup I for
Regulatory Affairs to explore any similarProbl4mS" concerning.settlement
of international maritime accounts'-that other carriers and interested
parties may be experiencing,, and to prepare U.S. proposals off ng
solutions to these problem§ Xot:submpi'ssioly to future meetings of the
appropriate CCITT Study OroUps after the,1979

311. Based on the comments rocp,ed in i\uLLC(..:
T- H. i, ,IL i,c, 2,1,,tikons t.90/F.111 and E.190/

i.,0 that Atie tv,.)0yjiA,'Ordeepf Priorit=y of 'Communications in

Riaj
the Maritime Mobile Service7and in he Maritime Mobile- Satellite Servic,
should be retained in the Radio let-ions as modified by the CCITT\Study
Group SMM, under Order of Priority Al to A-12 as well as becoming a CCITT
Recommendation. Safety impliations require'that the article be'prominently
set forth.and havrop,regulatory status. We also support the adoption of tlw
Draft RegulatOry Provisions proposed by the CCITT. We believe that the
specific changes in accounting and opeeating-rocedures proposed by the
CCITT in the Draft Recommendations and Reg.6q.ations will effectuate
improved methods of charging, accounting and, refunding in the maritime
mobile services.

312. Based on the CCITT Draft Recommendations we are proposing
suppression of Articles N69/38, N70/39, N72/40A Appendix 21A and Articles
1A, 2, 3, 4A, 5A, 5B, 6A, 7A, 8, 9 10A and-11 from, the Additional Radio
Regulations. We are also supporting the incorporation of the CCITT
Draft Regulatory Provisions into the Radio Regulations as a new Article
N62A in the Maritime Mobile Service and Maritime Mobile-Satellite Service
Chapter.

Future Gontelences

313. As a result of the 19/9 WARC:, many changes ate likely to be
made Lo the Table of- Frequency Allocations and to the operational,
technical, and administrative provisions of the Radio Regulations.1 in
order t.o address and implement these, to update the Radio Regulations as
required by these changes, and in order to provide for future growth of spccifIL
services, some specialized administrative radio confererwes maybe ry.,ccasary.

314. 1979 WARC Agettd Item 2.10 (See Appendi.A j I upon the
ionfeten,e to propose Co the ITU Adminisitative Counkil, ,A11.1 fu thk. next
PlenipotentiaLy Conference, a progtaw for conveying futune

(:onferencs to deal with specific t,,tviLes. tit', have lec_ylved few
cutImqvuts on this subject. While we tcel Lhe mattci ne girls tull consider
we recognize that the dC1.1,1I6 of th,. Conferr.:to:k.. ilsull will diLtate
what future Lonfelences might be required. Fut extilhple, if th, 19/9 WART;
Allocates more '/IF spectturn to th, maritimt, mobile servi,,., in which the
bands are planned, then a .ob equ,nt radio confet,nce mi?2,h( b.. neLe,saty
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.ji; aculuqi mad also necessitate the need for
future eonf6rences.. We are thus proposing, under ageilda item 2.10,
that the 1979 WARC propose to the Administrate'CoUncil and to )he
next Plenipotentiary Conferenaq. a suitable suggestion for convening-
future Adpinistrative Radio Conferences to deal with specific serv-
ices. (See Appendix 32 herein.)

New RecommendatiOnsi
/

,In response to the Fifth Notiye, there were no comments
,which suggested an alternative approach' to our handliIE of new'.
recommendations: We are, therefore, hhndling recomMenlations i
accordance with our past practice in the various NOtices.of IngJ iry.

1

317.. We are proposing several /6w recommendations which relate to
,the siape research and radio astronpmy services4 New Recommendation No.
AA recommends that administrations 'consider that the 1330-1400 MHz
band is used for radio attronamys d.that future conferpnces consider
how to afford increased protectio fox"radio astronomy fn this band.
New Recommendation No. BB essent ly accomplishes the same purpose

for the use of the band 1400-172 MHz by space research in the search
for extraterrestrial civilizati n. New Recommendaqon No. CC is an
up-dating of Recommendation No. 32 which has been 0.oposed for
suppression and recommends tha the'locations of radio observatories,
and the bands in use, be c icated to the Secretary General
the Members, of the Union.

et Ili 4

-318. A new Recommendat
Astronomy Service Working G
Commission (incorporating
and in its comments in res
the importance of providi
side 9f, the Moon. The pr
use, f'the electromagne
Earth'b atmosphere and
ations either difficul
provides a zone from w
MbOn lacks atmosphere
and,Monresults in
generated on or near
to earth satellites
transmitters needed

and

n No. DD is also proposed. The Radio
oup in its initial report to the
e views of the National Academy of Sciences
onse to the Notices of Inquiry, indicated
allocations for pdtsive use on the far

sently heavy use, and expected growth in
is spectrum on Earthand the opacity of the

onosphere makel many radio astronomy observ-
or impossible. The far side of the Moon
ch the observations can be made because bile/
d because the relative location of the Eartil

region protected from interfering signals /

arth. However,.consideration must be givt:11/

ith high apogees, deep space probes, and
to provide radiocommunications for the zone. /



319. The 1971 World.Administrative Radio Conference. for Space
TelecommunicationsAefined a shielded area on the Moon and recommended that
the CCIR study the bands most suitable for radio astronomy
observations on the area. The CCIR has defined a shielded zone of t.te p >
Moon w4ch includes the surface .area and adjacent volume that is shielded
from i,nterference ofiginAting within a distance-of 100,000 km from the
center of the Earth. It has issued a deliminars set of Auidalines for use-k

of the frequency spectrum and hasrecommended thatuse by administrAtion5 be-
in keeping with them. The preliminary guidelines and relat text follow:

"The entire radio frequency spectrum in the'shielded
Zone of the Moon s.designated as availablfor passive users

,(the radio astronomy Aervl.ceand other passive users as defined
in-the Radio Regulations), with the following exceptions:,

Frequency bands currently available and allocated in
the future to the space research service, and those
frequency bands in the space oper'ation searice, the
earth exploration- satellite service and the radio-

11,

determination7satellite service, that are required to
support space research;

Frequency bands currently available or allocatedxin
the future for radiocommunication and for space
research transmissions withid the lunar shielded (one.

The proposed guidelines do not impose any restrictions
on existing or future terrestrial radio services or on
existing or future space radio services, the transmitters
of which areswitched on at a distance of less than 100,000 km
from the centre of the Earth.

Pinder the proposed guidelines, existing or future
.

space radio services the transmitters,of which are swittNed
on at a distance of more than 100,000 km from the center of
'the Earth and which operate in accordanceirith the Radio
Regulations should co-ordinate their activities with the
'radio astronomy service. 'lit is essential that
governing compatibility between the radio asLuourny servic,.
and other services, based on the technical featuie: ot Lbc
.services, be specified by d decision adopted by art iTU
Administrative Conference."

izo. PI opu6ed RecummendaLit.,11 Nu- DU t h..
studies and recommends that a-y
in recommendations from the CCIR. We beli,ve Lhdt It would
be premature for the 1979 Conference to impobc muLe 6pecilic
or compatibility criteria based upon cuLvent t.!ctwology.

(lb
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321.' New Recommendation No. A is an updating of Recommendation
No. Spa-11, which has been proposed for suppression. Essentlblly,
this recommendation specifies that Consideration of the possibility
of interference to radio astronomy observations due to satellite'
transmitters requires greater coordidhtion efforts than previously
needed.

. These proposed RecoMmendations are shown in Appendix 33.
herein.'

Radio Operator -Certificates

322. Although the subject. .radio operators certificates,is
not on the 1979 WARC agenda, we hope that it can be reviewed at a
co_prerence in the near future to determine whether the existing
certificate requirements for' radio operators, are too stringent and
lack flexibility needed to resolve domestic problems. For instance,
RH,,No. 7137/849 requires that every ship or aircraft radiotelephone
station be controlled by an operator holding a Certificate issued
by the government to which the station is subject. The certificate
signifies that the operator has a practical knowledge of radiotelephone
operation and the ability to send and receive spoken messages.
The regplations permit the issuance of this certificate (termed
"restricted permit" in the Urt.ted States) without an examination,
a procedure followed by the Commission. The permit is,then issued
for the lifetime of the holder. Is the issuance-of. a certificate ,

really necessary to assure that the operator has this knowledge end
ability? Wouldn't the operator take it upon himself to assure that
he knows how to use the radiotelephone correctly; and isn't the
operation of the radiotelephone so simpI4 that a.novice could learn
the proper operating procedure with just a, few hours of listening?
It is questions like these that we hope can be addressed at' a future
conference. However, since.the agenda for the 1979 WARC is 'closed'

\1/4,00" on this subject, we have made no proposals in this regard.
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Section VII.

Rearrangement of the Radio Regulations
. 4 .

,4 323. ReSolutionNo. Sat-10 of the World Broadcasting-Satellite
.

Administrative Radro Confe'rence, Geneva, 1977, proposed an editorial, and ils

structural "Re-Arrangement,of,the Radio Regulations". Essentially? the
"Re-Arrangement" is divided into-Part A which concerns terminology,
technical 'provisions, frequensieS; notification, interf-e4-ellee, and
administrative matters; Part B which concerns the specifi,c iadio Services;
and the Appendices to the Radio Regulations.

324. In the Ninth Notice of Inquiry, comments were sought on/. Part B r.
and added Appendices Brand C of the "Re-Arrangement".. 'It was felt that the
revisions of Part A.And the remaining hppelndicts of the "Re-arrangement"
were minor a'nd thus no comments were;pOught on those pdrtions. Porticnlar:

°attention was directed toward the Aeronautical, Maritime and Land Mobile
.chapters of Pert B of the "Re-arrangement"; and the proposed retention of -

RR No. 3214/109 with Appendix B, and the movement of APC3-/74y into new'4,\

Appendlx_C.
,

,
.

117.

325. In response to, the Ninth Notice, comments were filed by the
- Aircra t Owners and Pilots association (AOPA), Aeronautical Radio Inc. and
'.the Air anspor Association of America (ARINC/ATA) and the Western.Union
Telegraph mpany (Western:Union).- Reply comments were received from the
Private Land Mo Service' Working Group (PLMSWG) and the Communications
atellite Corporation (COMSAT). In addition, the cpnlments of the Radio
echnicaI CrommissiOn ItAw Aeronautics (RTCA) on the-4-Re-1Arrangement", were

received. We note that no comments were filed for'the Maritime' Mobile
.

rvices Chapter of the Re-arr'angement. We feel 'that, generally, this
particular chapter has few distortions as published and we have iftcluded only
minor adjustments to the text in Appendix 24 of thisReport and'Order.
Additionally, minor editiorial adjustments to Part, A of the "Re-arrangement"
have been included, with the understanding that some of these adjustments may(
be overcome by events at the 1979 WARC. With regard to the proposed AppendiCe's'
B and C of the Re-ararigemerk,, Western Union commented that, due to their
physical sizeand lack of 'precedent of placing such material in appendices,
the present provisions should remain in the body of the Radio Regulations.
In their reply-comments, however, COMSAT favored the.use f such appendices_
p3MSAT4's reasoning is that the "material subject to chin e should be placed
in a separate appendix to permit ease Of amendment". CO SAT's :Comment is
welt]. taken. The Table of Allocation of tnter'natioal Ca 1 Sign Series
(Proposed Appendix C) has increased con,iiderably since the 1959 confer',inc.k.
However, the point of issue was the advisability of appending this
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provisi1 n and that pertainPfig to the Table Classification of Typical Emissions
e(Proposed Appendix B) to the main bofly of the Radio Regulations, thereby
altering, their legal Status. We do not believe that appending the Table of
Classification of Typic41 Emissions ath Table of Allocation of Inter-
national Call Sign Series will cause serious problems, and thus we support
the..adoption ofNeew Appendices B and C. The Land Mobile Servite Chapter of
,Part4 B was addressed.by the'Private Land Mobile 5erVice Working Group (PLMSWG).
We concur with the PLMS G's comments and thus propose extensive changes to
Chapter NXII, Part B the "Re-Arrangement". The remaining provisions of .

this chapter, which aye not been proposed for modification are retained
>so as to -enhance the,resolutiOn of international interf&rence; it is undeistood
thgt the next competent- conference address the neer'of Additional
regu4ations intended solely for the land mobile service.

326. 'ARACiATA and AQPA filed comments concerning the..provisions of th
chapter in Part B relating to the aeronautical mobile service. We note
that the comments filecO,closely resemble the suggested. changes promulgated
by the Montreal ICAO Communications Divisional meeting in 1978. A majority
of ,the suggested changes proposed by ARINC/ATA were purely editorial and
acceptable under Agenda Item 2.7 for. the 1979 W4RC. Some provisions were
substantive in nature and unfortunately could nbt be'addressed under that
-particular Agenda Item. Those provisions, considered to be editorial ih
nature, are incorporated into'Appendix 34 of this Report and Order.

327. Several' comments were received concerning the physical formatting
of the. "Re-arrangement" itself. The physical formatting of the '"Re-arrange-

.

'ment" is not considered appropriate for the proposals; however, we will retain
these for reference and appropriate action at the 1979 WARC.
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Section VIII.

(

Ici2. ''-
V ,

/ a.
L.

Existing Risofutions and RecommendationA

. _./
I 328. In the Fifth Notice, we preseneed.our slagessins-on treatmeht

of the Resolutions'and Recommendations now contained'in fhe Radio Regulations.
., $Few comments were reF,eived.suggesting changes. We will, therefore Continue,

, . ,

t.., our basic approach teT4rds the disposition of th'e existing ResolutiOns and
'N. Recommen&ations, as shown in Appendix 35 herein.

4 /
6 :

4

,'"i
I ,

3

-

..

329,. We are proposing that most of the Resoiutions
, adopted at th e19 9 AdministrativRadio Conference: be abrogated, because
in most casesl-t actions required' have iaken plce, ant,there.i.s-

no need...for them to remain in force.
. _

-,

.

Insofar asthe Recommendations'from that same 1959.'lonferenee are concern ed
we hay.6 Proposed to suppress a few,,and retain the majbrity. .TRe Redommen-.isdatiems are still applicable calling on variou's entities to perform certain
'actions, which we fee)]. are still necessary.

,

330. We have also 'made proposals addressin all of the Resolu4;ns and
RecOmmendation*.resulting from the past special ed radio coraerences. In
many cases,-we'propose no change since we feel at certain actions must
continue and tha?studies must continue to be c ried out. In other cases,

-..

the Resolutions and Recommendations have been

must also be taken into account.
and the like and consequently these can be abr gated. The results of the SPM

ertaken by studies, ,

-, ,

331.).
. .

Elsewhere in the appendices, 'one new Resolution No. BB, and four
new Recommendations Nos. CC, DD, DD .and FF have been proposed. In these
five gasp, we are proposing a new Resolution oe recommendation essentialty
replacing one from a previous conference. We have, therefore, proposed that
the replaced Resolution and Recommendations be suppressed.as shown in

.: ),Appendix: 35 herein. ,

.)
332.

. Lastly, in our proposals kprein we reflect the Final Acts ot the
1978 Aeronautical Mobile (R) WARC. This conference abrogated a numbeL of
Resolutions and Recommendations and added,s-e)Veral others. Our proposals
accordingly, take the results -of this conference iniO consideration.

7
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Section IX.

Administrative Matters

333. This proceeding has served as the vehicle by which a major portion
of the attached proposals were developed and refined to their present state.
Thp attached propOsals will be forwarded to the2Departriknt of St4te and.are
expeCted to constitute the' basisfor the formal proposals of the United
States of America to be Submitted by the Department Of State for
consideration by the 1979 World Administrative Radio Conference. '

334. It'should be recognized that the. proposals pf the United :States
to the 1979-WARC are.pgoposals which address the L959 version of the
international Radio Regulations, as modified by subsequent radio conferences
and formatted according ta'the Re-arrangement Of the Radio RegUlations.
The latest published verAion of these Radio. Regulations is dated. 1976- and
does not contain the Final Acts of the 1978 Aeronautical Mobile (R),
Conference. When considering the U.S. Proposals, it should benoted'that.
these.Radio Regulations have been modified to a small).extent by the 1978
Conference, and our proposals have been made in recognition of thosemodifica-
tions.

335..

.A'

1phis Report and Order is adopted pUrspant'to Section 4(i) of
the Commlcations Act of 1934; as amended. It is ORDERED that
this proceeding is-hereby TERMINATED.

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION*

William J. Tricarico
Sectheary

*See attached Statement'of Chairman Charles D. Ferris and the Joint S,iparate
Statement of Commissio'ner Abbott WaShburn and Commissioner ...Tames H. Quello.
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